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Editorial 

Within industrial contexts, managers are usually the top decision makers. They hold 

permanent contracts and have high incomes. Nowadays, advanced information and 

communication technologies support and assist these administrators in their decisions. 

They enable to consider several variables – including time costs – and perform 

calculations with greater precision. Such systems integrated into business technologies 

are usually called Decision Support Systems (DSS).  In this volume eight papers are 

presented that were carefully selected of 12 submissions about the use of different 

techniques for designing and developing Decision Support System (DSS) in industrial 

contexts. These papers were evaluated by an editorial board integrated for reviewers 

with international prestige in this area. The papers were selected by considering the 

originality, scientific contribution to the field, soundness and technical quality of the 

papers. 

Some used techniques about DSS in industrial contexts presented in this volume are: 

1) computer vision and machine learning techniques to develop a counter medication 

classifier; 2) data mining methods to find relations and factors in medical opinions in a 

Mexican hospital about the decision of making autopsies 3) particle swarm to optimize 

the process of machining a workpiece, 4) the simulation model to analyze the 

sustainability of industrial ecosystems, 5) mapping tools and maximum coverage model 

to define a new of facility location of fire stations, 6) fuzzy QFD to analyze the 

operational risk assessment in 3PL for maritime transportation, 7) the economic order 

quantity (EOQ) model to reduce the inventory in a metal-mechanical industry and 

finally 8) a Bayesian predictive distribution and desirability function to optimize 

multiple response variables, among other themes.  

The editors would like to express their gratitude to the reviewers who kindly 

contributed to the evaluation of papers at all stages of the editing process. They equally 

thank the Editor-in-Chief, Prof. Grigori Sidorov, for the opportunity offered to edit this 

special issue and for providing his valuable comments to improve the selection of 

research works.  

Guest editors are grateful to the National Technological of Mexico for supporting 

this work. This book was also sponsored by the National Council of Science and 

Technology (CONACYT) as part of the project named Thematic Network in Industrial 

Process Optimization, as well as by the Public Education Secretary (SEP) through 

PRODEP. 
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Abstract. Self-medication and self-prescription are common practices that can 

be observed in many countries around the world, from the most advanced in terms 

of medical services in Europe to the less ones as in South America or Africa. 

Self-medication is defined as the consumption of one or more drugs without the 

advice of a physician. Many studies in Mexico reveal the type of medications that 

are consumed as well the social groups that normally use this practice. The 

consequences for this can range from a mild allergic reaction to death. On the 

other hand, it is easy to buy drugs without a prescription in pharmacies or 

supermarkets, but consumers do not always know which one to choose, neither 

the ingredients nor side effects they can cause. Here we present a classifier model 

for counter medication based on computer vision and machine learning 

techniques. We collected 150 images from 11 different counter medications. The 

classifier was tested with 43 new images, and obtained 90.7% of accuracy, 93% 

of precision, 91% of recall and 91% of F1-score. 

Keywords: Self-medication, computer vision, machine learning. 

1 Introduction 

Self-medication or self-prescription can be defined as the action of obtain and consume 

one or more medicines without the advice of a physician nor prescription for a treatment 
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[1, 2]. As it was stated by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the European 

Commission of Community Pharmacies, the use of drugs without prescription has been 

increased due the over-supply and the impact of the media communications concerning 

self-care to prevent and cure diseases [3, 4]. Studies like the one presented in [5] 

revealed that in México self–medication problems were observed mostly in women and 

in adult population with less access to health services. This study also states that the 

most consumed drugs are analgesics, antibiotics and antacids. Even when self-

medication is a common practice, potential risks exist, for example an incorrect self-

diagnosis, adverse reactions, incorrect administration or dosage, risk of dependence and 

abuse, delaying medical advice, and in the worst-case scenario to death [6, 7].  

On the other hand, telematics applications have gained success in the field of health 

promotion, disease prevention and medical treatment. They are attractive because of 

the potential to provide information adapted to users’ needs, social condition and access 

to technology. The benefits derived from the use of these applications can deeply affect 

the health status of the population, because they allow citizens to take better decisions 

regarding their health [8].  

In this paper, we present a classifier model that uses machine learning and computer 

vision techniques to classify counter medications based on an image. We implement 

this classifier inside a web application that allows users to take a picture of a 

medication's box in order to receive information related to its content, such as its 

chemical composition, possible secondary effects, and general comments. The main 

motivation for this study was to present a tool that can be used to make better decisions 

about which counter medication to buy. 

It is necessary to say that we do not intend to eliminate the problem of self-

medication or encourage it, but we pretend to reduce the risks associated. We decided 

to work with counter medications which can be found in supermarkets, convenience 

stores or even drugstores.  

In the next sections we present the state of the art about self-medication in México 

and artificial intelligence in the health field, the methodology that we followed for 

designing and building classifier, the results obtained from the different tests, and 

finally the conclusions.  

2 Self-Medication in Mexico 

In reference to Mexico, a study about self-medication in Morelia found that the most 

frequently purchased drugs were analgesics, anti-inflammatories, vitamins, antibiotics, 

flu, and benzodiazepines. The study revealed that 51.4% of sales were for self-

medication and 13% for recommendation of the pharmacy clerk [9]. A survey applied 

to 1,537 individuals in Cuernavaca found that the 53.3% consumed drugs by self-

medication, of these 64.9% were woman, and 7.6% were between 25 and 44 years old, 

and the most consumed drugs were analgesics and antibiotics [10].  

A total of 245 residents of Tuxtla Gutierrez, in the state of Chiapas, participated in a 

study where more than half of the participants reported to have taken a medicine 

without prescription over the last 30 days. Self-medication was significantly more 
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frequent among older adults who lived alone, and among the illiterate or those with a 

low level of education [11]. Another survey applied to adults showed that self-

medication is related to socioeconomic status and the lack of access to professional 

healthcare. It also states that the lack of government-sponsored health insurance 

coverage increases the propensity to self-medicate [12].  

A survey applied to 1,859 university students in the state of Puebla showed that 96% 

of the respondents used drugs without medical advice. It also showed that 97.7% of the 

students have consumed AINES (acetylsalicylic acid, pseudoephedrine, analgesic, 

antipyretic) and its combinations, 42.8% mucolytics, 33.6% antidiarrheal, 32.9% 

antiparasitic, 28.8% antimicrobials, 6.5% topical drugs for acne treatment, and 5.8% 

oral contraceptives [4]. 

3 Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 

This research turns around Artificial Intelligence (AI), especially in computer vision 

and machine learning. In this section we present some examples and cases where these 

areas have been used in medical and pharmaceutical fields.  

The earliest work in medical artificial intelligence dates from the early 1970’s in the 

United States, and now is a worldwide field with important contributions from around 

the globe [13]. Medicine is a field in which AI is critically needed because of the 

increasing expectations of healthcare [14]. In [15] it is presented a knowledge-based 

system to increase the overall effectiveness of physicians' time, and thus the quality of 

healthcare, by improving the information exchange between physicians and patients in 

clinical settings. The research in [16] focuses on the use of machine learning and cluster 

analysis techniques to classify a set of organic molecules into their pharmacological 

activity of sedative and tranquilizer. This was based on the premise that a 

pharmacological activity of any molecule is dependent on its structure and that 

structural changes may lead to changes in the activity.  

The use of drugs is also a field addressed by AI. Several programs focusing on drug's 

therapy have been developed. They provide guidance on drug interactions, drug therapy 

monitoring, and drug formulary selection. There are many aspects of pharmacy where 

AI can have an impact on [17].  

Computer vision is part of the AI field which is centered in theoretical studies of 

visual information processing. Its two main goals are to develop image understanding 

systems, and to understand human vision [18]. From its beginning, computer's graphics 

have been applied to medical fields with research challenges. In modern medicine, 

medical imaging systems are only one prominent example [19]. In this field, one of the 

used techniques is known as image matching, which can be considered as a 

classification scheme than can be used with 2D and 3D images and other signal 

modalities as electroencephalography and magnetoencephalography [20].  

In medicine, the analysis of 3D images can improve significantly diagnosis and 

therapy [21]. The multimedia workstation of a physician could not exist without tools 

for manipulating images to perform measurements and to extract and collect 
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information. Image analysis and computer vision constitute a wide and rapidly evolving 

field [22]. 

Machine learning is used to extract information from the raw data in databases. The 

process consists on taking the data, and inferring whatever structure in it [23]. Today 

machine learning provides several indispensable tools for intelligent data analysis, and 

is currently well suited for analyzing medical data, for medical diagnosis [24]. Another 

example of the use of machine learning in medical field is the framework proposed by 

[25]. It is a content-based image retrieval framework for a collection of medical images, 

and consists of machine learning methods for image prefiltering, similarity matching 

using statistical distance measures, and a feedback scheme 

4 Methodology 

We extended the methodology presented in [26] to a four phase methodology as can be 

seen in figure 1. The first phase was the acquisition of images of counter medications 

that served to train the classifier. In the second phase the SIFT algorithm was used to 

extract the images relevant characteristics as keypoints. In the third phase, we used the 

visual-bag-of-words method to extract a visual word vector for each image; this 

information was added to the data set to be used in the next step. Finally, the data set 

was used to train a classifier in order to create a classifier model that identifies new 

instances of counter medications. 

4.1 Image Acquisition 

We collected 150 images from 11 different counter medications found on supermarkets 

and drug stores. The images were collected using the camera of an iPhone 6 and a Sony 

 

Fig. 1. Four phase methodology. 
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Xperia Z2; also we used images downloaded from Internet. Table 1 shows the 

commercial name for each medication and the number of collected images. 

The images were taken with the cell phone cameras in different angles, backgrounds, 

and lighting. They were JPEG and PNG file format. Also, we group together different 

boxes of the same medication. An example of these images can be seen in figure 2. We 

also resized all the images to a same size because of the different images’ resolution 

and convert all to PNG format for better handling. 

Table 1. Medication images distribution. 

# Commercial name Number of images 

1 Alka seltzer 11 

2 Aspirin 11 

3 Bengay 11 

4 Bepanthol 11 

5 Iliadin 11 

6 Pepto bismol 27 

7 Sedalmerk 9 

8 Sensibit D 11 

9 Tempra 19 

10 Treda 11 

11 Tylenol 18 

Total 150 

  

 

Fig. 2. An example of the images used for training. 
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4.2 Features Extraction 

We use the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) method to detect local invariant 

descriptors inside of each of the medication’s images. One of the advantages of using 

SIFT is that descriptors do not change if the image is scaled, rotated, or even its intensity 

is changed [31]. It uses the difference-of-Gaussian (DOG) functions to identify 

potential interest points (keypoints), where these points across both image location and 

scale are the maxima and minima of (1).  

 

 𝐷(𝒙, 𝜎) =  [𝐺𝑘𝜎(𝑥) − 𝐺𝜎(𝑥)] ∗ 𝐼(𝑥) = [𝐺𝑘𝜎 − 𝐺𝜎] ∗ 𝐼 = 𝐼𝑘𝜎 − 𝐼𝜎  (1) 

This method computes a descriptor for each keypoint based on its position, scale and 

rotation [32]. For each keypoint a feature vector was created. This vector is formed by 

a 4x4 keypoint subregions with 8 bins orientation histogram, resulting in a 128 bins 

histogram (4x4x8).  

In order to apply this algorithm to our project we used the library OpenCV 2.4.9. On 

the left side of figure 3 the keypoints are shown for a medication box, and on the right 

side is the SIFT histogram for one of those keypoints.  

 

 

Fig. 3. A SIFT orientation histogram for one of the Sensibit D box keypoints on the left. 

4.3 Dataset Creation 

To create our dataset we applied the concept of the Bag-of-Words (BOW) method 

to the image’s vectors extracted from the keypoints. The Bag-of-Words method is 

commonly used to classify text documents, where each text document can be 

represented by the frequency with which each word appears inside the document [27]. 

The process of the visual-word vectors’ extraction is presented in the figure 4. 

In order to use this method, the descriptor vectors extracted on the previous phase 

were grouped into clusters of similar descriptors. Each of these clusters represents a 

“visual word”, in this manner an image can be represented as a Bag-of-visual-words 

(BOVW), then a visual vocabulary was created. Thus, for each image a vector is 
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generated containing the histogram of each visual-word. Then, these vectors can be 

used as features in a classifier [29-31].  

 

 

Fig. 4. Extracting the visual-word vectors [28]. 

For our project we used the K-means algorithm from the Scipy library to form 

clusters. This algorithm uses as parameter the number of clusters (k) to find. To 

determine the right k number of clusters we tried two of the methods presented in [32]. 

The first method we used was the rule of thumb in (2) for estimating the k number of 

clusters. This method gave us a value of 𝑘 ≈ 143. 

 

𝑘 ≈ √𝓃/2  (2) 

 

The second method we used was the Elbow Method. This is a visual method to 

estimate the k number of clusters. The main idea of this method is to continuously 

increment the value of k until the cost function changes in a dramatic way, and then it 

reaches a plateau. However, sometimes the change cannot always be unambiguously 

identified. We used a range of k values from 50 through 450. As figure 5 shows using 

this method at the value of k=150 we observe the change. 
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Fig. 5. The elbow plot to choose k. 

  

  

Fig. 6. Visual word histograms. At the upper row are histograms for Alka Seltzer boxes, and at 

the lower row are histograms for different Pepto Bismol bottles. 
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As both obtained values were close together, we decided to use their average as the 

number of k. Using  𝑘 ≈ 147, the K-means algorithm returned the centroids for each 

cluster, which means that we ended up with a vocabulary of 147 visual words. 

Once we had this vocabulary, we extracted the frequency of visual words that exists 

for each image in order to obtain a histogram vector for each of them. In figure 6 we 

can visualize the histogram for four different medication boxes. The upper row contains 

the histograms for two different Alka Seltzer boxes, and at the bottom row are the 

histograms for two different Pepto Bismol bottles. It can be seen the different histogram 

shapes for the two different counter medications and the similarity between the same 

medications. 

4.4 Classifier Model Generation 

We split the dataset in a train set with the 70% of the images (n=107), and the remaining 

images formed the test set (n=43). A stratified sampling was used with the intention 

that all the classes were equally distributed between the two datasets. 

To generate the model we used Support Vector Machines (SVM) [33] algorithm. 

This is a supervised learning algorithm that has grown in popularity for classification 

and regression due to its excellent results [34, 35]. One of its advantages is the 

effectiveness when working with high-dimensional data and little number of samples 

[36]. Based on a labeled training data, this algorithm tries to find an optimal hyperplane 

that maximizes the separation margin between different classes. We used SVC 

implementation from the Scikit-Learn machine learning library in Python. 

One important aspect to consider when using the SVM algorithm is to choose the 

right parameters to build the classifier. We test several values in a grid search strategy 

to obtain the best configuration parameters C and gamma, and also for the type of 

Kernel to use. The best parameters were for C=10, gamma=0.001, kernel='rbf'. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Confusion matrix and classification report for the training dataset. 

The SVM classifier for the training dataset had a 97.1% of accuracy, with an average 

of 98% for precision and 97% for recall. In figure 7 the confusion matrix for the training 

dataset is shown on the left, and the classification report is on the right. Precision is the 

ratio of how correct is our classifier when it says that an instance is positive. Similarly, 

the result of Recall is the proportion of positive cases that are classified correctly [36]. 
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For its part, the F1-score is the harmonic mean that attempts to combine the two 

previous measures [36, 37]. In the same report it can be seen the result of the confusion 

matrix for the training data set. In this matrix, the diagonal elements represent the 

number of correctly classified elements; meanwhile those off-diagonal elements 

represent the number of incorrectly classified elements. The greater the number of 

elements found in the diagonal of the matrix, the better the classifier model.  

5 Results 

The resulting classifier was tested with the test dataset, which consisted on 43 images 

of counter medications. The accuracy for the classifier was of 90.7%, the confusion 

matrix for this test can be seen in figure 8. In addition, for this test the precision was of 

93%, the recall of 91%, and the F1-score was of 91%. 

 

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix and classification report for the test dataset. 

 
 

Fig. 9. New image classification and information retrieval. 

To use the classifier model we developed a simple web application. From this 

application the user can upload the image of a counter medication and then ask the 

classifier to indicate the type of medication. Additionally, we created a database with 
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information about each medication. The result provided by the classifier is the input to 

query the database in order to retrieve the information related to the counter medication.  

An example can be seen on the figure 9, where we used an image of the medicine 

Iliadin (Oximetazolina) taken directly from the smartphone’s camera at a supermarket 

and uploaded to the web application though a web form. This image was not included 

on the initial dataset used to train or test the classifier. The uploaded image served as 

an input for the classifier and its output was used to query the database. As can be seen, 

the system predicted the correct medicine’s class and returned the information 

regarding its name, compound, description and for what it is used. This information is 

returned in a JSON format to be used in other applications. The web application asks 

for the user feedback, in order to obtain more images for train the classifier seeking for 

accuracy improvement. 

6 Conclusions 

Because counter medication is easy to acquire in supermarkets, or convenience stores 

self-medication has become a common practice in many countries. Many studies in 

Mexico have shown that people use medication without prescription. In some cases this 

could have potential risks and consequences.  

Machine learning and computer vision techniques are becoming a trend in healthcare 

applications in order to improve people’s health. In this study we presented a classifier 

model aimed to help people who use counter medication to make better decisions. Our 

classifier uses SIFT and Visual-Bag-Of-Words techniques to extract features from 

counter medication boxes. With these features we generated a dataset that was used to 

train a SVM classifier. Our classifier got an accuracy of 90.7%, with a precision of 

93%, a recall of 91%, and an F-1 score of 91% for the test dataset. 

For testing purposes, the classifier was integrated in a web application to be used for 

people who wants to have more information about the counter medication he/she 

pretends to buy. In the same manner, this web application will help us to collect more 

images for training in order to improve the classifier's accuracy. 

As a future work we want to expand the web application to include a 

recommendation system based on sentiment analysis, which uses our classifier to 

increase the information to be shown to users. This additional information will be 

extracted from Medic-Us, which is a social network for physicians and patients that 

allow the communication among them [38].  We also want to increment the number of 

counter medication classes known by the classifier, as well the number of images in 

dataset. 
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Abstract. In the last years, a significant reduction in the number of autopsies 

realized in the hospitals of the world has been observed. Since medics are the 

closest people to this problematic, they can offer information that helps clarify 

why the decreasing of this practice has occurred. In this paper, data mining 

techniques are applied to perform an analysis of medical opinions regarding the 

realization of autopsies in a hospital of Veracruz, in Mexico. The opinions were 

collected through surveys applied to 85 medics of the hospital. The result is a 

model represented by a set of rules that suggests some of the factors that are 

related to the decrease in the number of autopsies in the hospital, according to the 

survey respondents. 

1 Introduction 

Autopsies are one of the most important exams of the medical practice. They allow 

obtaining vital information about diseases, their development and the effects in the 

human organism. Nevertheless, the realization of autopsies supposes problematic and 

interesting situations of acceptance or rejection in the population [1]. 

In the last years, a decrease in the practice of autopsies in a worldwide level has been 

observed [1]. In the hospital centers of the biggest cities of Mexico, and particularly in 

the state of Veracruz, this decreasing trend in the number of autopsies performed is 
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presented. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are not published studies about 

the causes related to this phenomenon. 

In this sense, it is pertinent to directly and specifically investigate the motives for 

the non-realization of autopsies in the hospitals, focusing the attention on the medics 

and authorities trained to act on that subject. 

In this paper, the preliminary results of an analysis performed to datasets obtained 

by the application of an instrument (survey) to medics of a hospital of Veracruz are 

presented. Association rules were used in such analysis because they allow finding 

relations between medical opinions regarding several causes for the non-realization of 

autopsies, as well as the level of studies, years of experience, and participation of the 

medics in autopsy cases, to mention a few. 

For a better explanation of the object of study, the rest of the paper is structured as 

follows. Section 2 shows the relating to the state of the art and Section 3 describes the 

case of study. Finally, the conclusions and the future work are given in Section 4. 

2 Related Works 

With the motivation of supporting the development of the health sector in smart cities, 

Oviedo Carrascal, et al. [2] described a set of advances and trends of data mining in this 

area. Nowadays, it is known that several medicines produce adverse effects and the 

efficient identification of these drugs is a challenge for the experts. Wang, et al. [3] 

detected relations between diseases and illnesses using association rules derived from 

the clinical evidence and analysis of cases. The factors that influence the survival to the 

disease of cervix cancer and the time of survival to the disease were identified in [4] 

through the application of decision trees and association rules. The study presented in 

[5] demonstrated that by means of the application of association rules to a dataset of 

patient records, it is possible to obtain correlations between the different attributes, such 

as exams, medicines, treatments and patient profiles. In [6] it was presented the new 

prediction system ICU ARM-II (Intensive Care Unit Association Rule Mining), based 

in a set of association rules that forms a flexible model for the prediction of personalized 

risk. This approach assumes a classification supported by association. The risk factors 

correlated to Diabetes Mellitus type 2 (DM2) were identified in [7] using association 

rules.  

Embracing other areas, in [8] the effectiveness of online collaborative learning 

environment and the predictors generated using data mining (DM) techniques were 

evaluated. The study [9]  examined the pattern of student performance by using the “K-

means” clustering technique. In the study [10] authors offered a general overview of 

the recent works undertaking the predictive and descriptive tasks in the building field, 

with the aim of improving building performance. On the other hand, the works [11, 12] 

confirmed the considerable potential of Bayesian networks to explore coastal databases. 

The software industry has also benefited from DM techniques as seen in [13], where 

Ahmed H. Yousef proposed a solution architecture that enhances software development 

based on data in software repositories and presented a benchmark that provides an 

ensemble of DM models in the defective modules prediction problem and compares the 
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results. In [14] an automatic real-time web usage data mining and recommendation 

system is presented. The system is powered by K-NN (K-Nearest Neighbor) 

classification model implemented with Euclidian distance method. In [15]  DM 

methods were analyzed for detection of anomalies in social networks. The research 

focuses on the different types of anomalies, classification based on features along with 

the assumptions and the reasons for their existence, as well as techniques to prevent 

and detect them. The work [16] described the procedure to recognize patterns that allow 

evaluating the energy efficiency of buildings by applying the K-means algorithm. 

Table 1. Related works. 

Work DM techniques Area DM Tasks 

[2] 
Decision trees, 

Neural networks,  

“K-means” 

Health 
Classification,   

Clustering 

[3] Association rules Health (Pharmacology) Association 

[4] 
Decision trees and 

association rules 
Health 

Classification,   

Association  

[5] Association rules  Health Association 

[6] 
CBA (Classification based 

in Association) 
Health 

Classification,   

Association 

[7] Association rules Health Association  

[8] Decision trees Education Classification 

[9] 
Clustering based in 

partition 
Education Clustering 

[10] 

Support Vector Machines. 

Neural network 

Decision trees  

Association rules 

Engineering 

Classification, 

Clustering,  

Association 

[11] Bayesian methods Ecology Classification 

[12] Bayesian methods Ecology Classification 

[13] 
Neural network 

Decision trees  

Naive Bayes 

Software Classification 

[14] K-Nearest Neighbor Internet: Online applications Classification 

[15] 
K-Nearest Neighbor 

Support Vector Machines. 

Neural network 

Social networks 

Classification 

Clustering,  

 

[16] Decision trees   Engineering Classification 

 

As we can see in Table 1, the different studies mentioned demonstrate the usefulness 

of data mining techniques for the solution of problems in several areas of the modern 

reality, and the medical area is raised as a great object of study, with appropriate 

problems to be studied from this perspective [2-7]. Nevertheless, to the best of our 
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knowledge there are not works which used association rule mining to analyze the 

decrease in the number of autopsies performed in a hospital, therefore this determines 

the appropriateness, novelty and interest of this research. 

3 Analysis of Relations between Medical Opinions 

3.1 Association Rules 

This research is aimed to perform a descriptive analysis through DM, which allows the 

identification of the relations existing in the survey data and obtaining a model based 

on rules. With this model it is possible to evaluate which are the factors that influence 

in the decreasing of the practice of autopsies.  For this reason, association rules were 

considered for this study.  

Association rules [17] allow the discovering of relations between attributes based on 

the occurrence frequency of the attributes in transactions. An association rule is an 

implication of X over Y representing the form X⇒Y, where X and Y are sets of disjunct 

elements and the rule is interpreted as a norm that when X appears, Y also tends to 

appear. These rules are evaluated with the measures of support, which represents the 

ratio of elements of the dataset that contains X and Y, and confidence, which is the 

probability that a transaction containing X also contains Y. The association algorithms 

perform automatic searches of rules that relate sets of attributes and evaluate whether 

those rules are statistically significant. To do this, Weka basically has the Apriori [18], 

FilteredAssociator [19], FPGrowth [20], GeneralizedSequentialPatterns [21], 

PredictiveApriori [22] and Tertius [23] algorithms. 

 Apriori [24] is a classic algorithm for association rule mining. Apriori generates 

rules by means of an incremental process that performs searches of frequent relations 

between attributes delimited by a minimum confidence. The algorithm can be 

configured to be executed under certain criteria such as upper and lower limits of 

coverage to accept itemsets that accomplish the minimum confidence constraint, which 

is a ranking criteria to show the rules, and a parameter to indicate the specific quantity 

of rules that we want to find. Apriori it only seeks rules between symbolic nominal 

attributes and generates better results than other algorithms mentioned above, as it is 

shown in [25]. 

3.2 Dataset Collection and Processing  

With the objective of analyzing the possible causes of the decrease in autopsies 

performed in the hospital system of "Servicios de Salud de Veracruz", a survey 

elaborated by one of the authors of this work was used as social research technique. 

Such survey was applied to 85 medics of one of the hospitals of the above mentioned 

system. The survey fundamentally pretended to investigate the opinion of the medics 

facing the practice of autopsies, as well as the principles, beliefs or motives that 

characterize the medics.  The answers of the medics were transformed to a suitable 

representation to apply the data mining techniques in order to significantly reduce the 
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complexity of the data analysis. Table 2 shows a summary of the applied survey, and 

the amount of categories generated by each question. Figure 1 presents the percentage 

of questions that belongs to each aspect explored by the survey. 

The answers of the surveys applied were introduced in a binary matrix, in this matrix 

every row represents a survey respondent, the columns represent every answer. The 

value of each column is the intersection that can be read as a pair <answer, value>, 

where value is equal to ‘Y’ if the survey respondent gives such answer and ‘N’ 

otherwise. Such dataset is denominated in this article as C. 

Table 2. Summary of the survey applied to the medical staff. 

 

With the objective of analyzing relations between the medical experience and the 

medical opinion about the procedure of autopsy requests, a subset C1 was generated 

from C. With the purpose of reducing the number of attributes to simplify the analysis 

of the dataset C, a subset C2 was formed by C. For this reason, the algorithm presented 

in [26] was used for attribute selection, it was necessary to designate a class label 

attribute, motives for autopsy rejection was selected for this objective. A summary of 

the analyzed datasets is presented in Table 3. The generated datasets do not have either 

missing, inconsistent or out of range values. 

Aspects Questions 
Type of 

question 

Generated 

categories 

Medical training 

Area Closed 3 

Grade Closed 3 

General Medicine Training Center Closed 47 

Medical Specialty Training Center Closed 47 

Medical experience 
Years of medical practice Closed 5 

Participation in Autopsy cases  Closed 5 

Medical opinion 

about the discoveries 

in autopsies  

Cause discrepancy with the clinical 

diagnoses 
Closed 5 

Originate in claim cases Closed 5 

Originate in arbitration cases Closed 5 

Survey respondent 

opinion about the 

request of autopsies  

Motives for autopsy acceptance  Open 26 

Motives for autopsy rejection Open 27 

Motives for autopsy rejection by 

family 
Closed 9 

Motives for not enough autopsies 

performed  in the hospital   
Closed 8 

Medical opinion 

about the procedure 

to request an autopsy 

Suitable staff to request an autopsy Closed 6 

Efficient methods to request an 

autopsy 
Closed 14 

General aspect Comments Open 25 
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Fig. 1. Main areas explored by the survey. 

Table 3. Data sets characteristics. 

Set Attributes Objects 

C 240 85 

C1 56 85 

C2 39 85 

3.3 Application of the Data Mining Methods 

Because of space limitations, only the association rules with greater confidence level 

obtained for each dataset are presented. Table 4 shows the association rules from the 

dataset C, the more frequent attributes in the rules are: motives for autopsy acceptance, 

suitable staff to request an autopsy, motives for autopsy rejection by family and motives 

for not enough autopsies performed in the hospital.  

Table 4. Results of applying the Apriori algorithm to the dataset C. 

Rule Antecedent Consequent Confidence 

1.  P06R01=S P09R04=S P10R01=S 0.97 

2.  P09R04=S P11R01=S P10R01=S 0.96 

3.  P11R01=S P14R01=S  P10R01=S 0.95 

4.  P06R01=S P11R01=S  P10R01=S 0.94 

5.  P09R04=S P10R01=S P11R01=S 0.94 

6.  P08R01=S  P10R01=S 0.93 

7.  P11R05=S  P10R01=S                         0.95 

8.  P06R03=S  P10R01=S 0.95 

25%

25%19%

12%

13%
6%

Formación del médico

Opinión del encuestado ante
la solicitud de autopsias

Opinión del médico sobre los
hallazgos de autopsias
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The following analyzed dataset was C1, the results are showed in Table 5 and they 

demonstrate the relations between attributes like: motives for autopsy acceptance, 

suitable staff to request an autopsy, and efficient methods to request an autopsy. 

Table 5. Results of applying the Apriori algorithm to the dataset C1. 

Rule Antecedent Consequent Confidence 

9.  P06R01=S P12R03=S  P10R01=S 0.97 

10.  P06R01=S P06R03=S  P10R01=S 0.94 

11.  P06R01=S P11R01=S  P10R01=S 0.94 

12.  P06R03=S P11R01=S P10R01=S 0.94 

13.  P06R01=S P11R05=S P10R01=S 0.97 

 

C2 was analyzed with the objective of discovering interesting rules between the 

attributes with more correlations in the dataset and Table 6 shows the results. In this 

case the rules with more confidence were those that related motives for autopsy 

rejection and the medical opinion about the discoveries in autopsies. 

Table 6. Results of applying the Apriori algorithm to the dataset C2. 

Rule Antecedent Consequent Confidence 

14.  P07R05=S  P10R01=S 1 

15.  P04R02=S P07R03=S  P10R01=S 1 

16.  P05R01=S  P10R01=S 1 

17.  P07R03=S P10R01=S 0.96 

18.  P04R02=S P06R03=S        

P11R01=S  

P11R01=S 0.95 

19.  P01R05=S P11R01=S 0.94 

20.  P11R01=S P12R01=S  P10R01=S 0.96 

 

The analysis of the data in general allowed the identification of the elements related 

to the autopsy according to the opinion of the medics of the hospital that was object of 

this study, as we can see in Table 7. The results are subject to a final interpretation of 

the specialist who designed the instrument used to collect the information, in order to 

confirm the precision of the generated models. 
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4 Conclusions 

The prominent decrease in the number of autopsies in the hospitals around the world 

has raised questions about the motives for this phenomenon. The purpose of this work 

was analyze the possible causes of the reduction of autopsies in the hospital system of  

"Servicios de Salud de Veracruz" by means of association rule mining from the data 

that belongs to the medical opinions about such medical practice. 

The analyzed data were collected through a survey that was applied to the doctors of 

the hospital. The survey focused on the medical opinions about the causes why the 

autopsies were not performed, the study level of the specialists, their years of 

experience, the cases of autopsies they have been involved on, among others.  

Table 7. Preliminary results of the medical opinions about autopsies. 

 

The use of association rule mining techniques allowed perform a descriptive analysis 

of the problematic situation and find the correlations between the categorical attributes 

of the dataset, which formed the information obtained from the medical staff.  

So, we can conclude that according to the survey respondents, the decrease in the 

number of autopsies in the analyzed hospital is because of the reduction in the requests, 

the rejection by family due to religious issues, death because of known diseases, and 

lack of interest for the family, as well as for the health staff in some cases.  

Most of the medics identified the professional interest, the possibility of obtaining 

definitive diagnoses and the pedagogic usefulness as motivating elements to request an 

autopsy, procedure that must be initiated by the medics, this was demonstrated by 

several of the obtained rules. The rules emphasized the role of the medic in the request 

Aspects Results 

Motives for autopsy acceptance 

-Establish definitive diagnoses 

-Wrong diagnoses 

-Pedagogical objectives 

-Interest 

Efficient methods for request an 

autopsy 

- Instrument that regulates the autopsies as obligatory 

for the patients who passed away in the hospital 

- Asking the consent to the family once the patient is 

admitted to the hospital 

- Request by the medic 

Suitable staff to request an autopsy - Medic 

Motives for autopsy rejection 

- Lack of interest  

- Refusal of the family  

- Known Disease 

Discoveries in autopsies 

- Originate in claim cases. 

- Originate in arbitration cases. 

- Cause discrepancy with the clinical diagnoses 

Autopsy rejection by family - Religious motives 
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of autopsies and identified as efficient methods for the request of an autopsy asking the 

consent of the family of the patient and the legalization by the institution, in a regional 

or state level, of the obligatory nature of the autopsy practice for the patients who die. 

In this sense, as future work we suggest to study data of the clinical records of the 

patients who died in the hospital, to analyze with real data the trend of the causes that 

lead to perform autopsies in some patients and not in others. This will confirm the 

veracity of the results of this research. We also recommend perform similar studies in 

other parts of the country, to identify whether the medical opinions and the 

consequences of autopsies rejection differ by region. Finally, investigations that 

consider other data mining techniques, such as Bayesian Networks, can be seen as 

further work. This will establish through a comparative analysis which algorithms are 

more efficient for this kind of studies. 
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Abstract. In this paper a methodology based on multi-objective particle swarm 

optimization algorithm, for identifying the optimal parameters for machining a 

workpiece with a milling is presented. The time for machining, the material 

removal rate, and the feed rate were identified as the objectives to optimize. In 

addition, the proposal considered 4 constraints related to cutting tools, rotating 

speed of main spindle, cutting depth per passing, and speed interval for advance. 

Once the objective functions and constraints were determined, the test workpiece 

was designed by an unexperienced machinist by means of CATIA software, and 

then exported to Mastercam X in order to generate the G & M codes. The material 

selected for machining was delrin. In the experimentation stage, the methodology 

proposed was executed 50 times, and the parameters from the 2 best solutions 

were used to design 2 new workpieces. From the results obtained it was observed 

that the methodology proposed can support unexperienced operators in 

optimizing the parameters for machining. The machining time was reduced in 

30%, material removal rate was increased about 55%, and an increment of 14% 

was obtained for the feed rate. 

1 Introduction 

Manufacturing is the process of converting, by hand or by machine, raw materials, 

components, or parts into finished goods that meet a customer's specifications. It 

implies, the application of physical and chemical processes to alter the geometry, 

properties, and appearance of a given starting material to make parts or products [1]. 

Manufacturing operations can be broadly classified into two different groups called 

processing, and assembly. The former, transforms a work material to the final desired 

product. The later, joins two or more components to create a new entity called an 

assembly or subassembly. 

An important task inside processing operations is the material removal or well 

known as machining. Machining is the manufacturing process in which a cutting tool 

is used to remove the material excess from a workpiece, in such a way that the reminder 

obtains a desired shape. The machining process can be divided into two groups which 
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are: a) cutting process with traditional machining in which turning, milling, boring, and 

grinding are included, and b) cutting process with modern machining in which electrical 

discharge machining (EDM), and abrasive waterjet (AWJ) are included [2]. 

Typically, when a workpiece will be machined, a process planer selects the 

machining parameters based on his experience, and from the available handbooks. In 

the literature, a number of recommended machining parameters can be found, however, 

most of times those parameters do not suits exactly for a particular machine tool, 

material, and other combinations [3]. The poor selection of machining parameters leads 

to several drawbacks such as long machining times, and large waste of materials, 

therefore, it is imperative to enhance the parameters involved in workpiece machining. 

One of the main goals in machining is to produce high quality products with less cost 

and time constraints, and this can be due by optimizing the selection of process 

parameters such as cutting speed, depth of cut, feed rate, to mention a few. In several 

fields such as computer science, artificial intelligence, operation research, and 

manufacturing, optimization is the process of trying to find the best possible solution 

to a problem [4]. 

Several traditional and non-traditional methods can be used for determining the 

optimal machining parameters. Traditional techniques include dynamic programming, 

geometric programming, and deterministic techniques. However, these techniques 

either tend to result in local minima or take a long time to converge to an acceptable 

result [5]. On the other hand, non-traditional techniques include genetic algorithm 

(GA), simulated annealing (SA) [6], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [7], ant colony 

optimization (ACO) [8], and artificial bee colony (ABC) [9]. 

In the literature a number of single objective approaches have been presented for 

optimization of machining parameters such as material removal rate (MRR), surface 

roughness, cutting force, tool life, power consumption, to mention a few. However, 

several single objective problems must be applied to optimize the number of different 

criterions involved in machining processes. On the other hand, multi-objective 

approaches can be used to optimize several criterions at a time. In multi-objective 

optimization problems, the objectives to optimize are normally in conflict with respect 

to each other, therefore, there is no single solution to these problems. Hence, good 

trade-off solutions that represent the best possible compromises among objectives is 

frequently obtained. The trade-off solutions are called Pareto optimal set [10]. 

A reduced number of works, can be found in the literature regard multi-objective 

optimization of machining parameters. The paper of [11], considers the environmental 

dimension for optimizing milling cutting operations; three objectives, such as surface 

roughness, MRR, and cutting energy, were simultaneously optimized. A multi-

objective optimization of lathe machining parameters for energy saving was shown in 

the work of [12], where three objectives including energy, cost, and quality were 

considered, which were affected by 3 constraints, namely cutting depth, feed rate, and 

cutting speed. A software prototype for solving multi-objective machining optimization 

problems was developed in [13]; the core was an algorithm based on exhaustive 

iterative search which guarantees the optimality of a determined solution in a given 

discrete search space, a wire electric discharge machining (WEDM), a micro WEDM, 

and a laser machining were considered for tests. The problem of computing the Pareto 

front was addressed in the paper of [14], by enumerating and characterizing 128 

scenarios in sustainable machining operation involving 7 objectives including energy, 
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cost, time, power, cutting force, tool life and surface finish; several recommendations 

were offered to create a generic optimization framework. Finally, a method for complex 

optimization of cutting parameters with the objectives of energy efficiency and milling 

processing time, which integrates Taguchi method, response surface method (RSM), 

and multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm (MOPSO) was presented in 

[7]. 

Motivated from the revision above, and by observing that multi-objective methods 

have gained great attention, in this paper a method for multi-objective optimization of 

objective functions related to machining time, MRR, and feed rate for a milling 

machine is presented. The proposal considered 4 constraints related to rotating speed 

of main spindle, cutting depth per passing, speed interval for the advance, and cutting 

tools. Therefore, the primary focus of this paper is to suggest procedures to determine 

the optimal machining parameters for single-pass milling of a workpiece. 

2 Proposed Methodology 

The methodology proposed comprises two main stages; the first one, related to 

machining the workpiece, and the second one, related to MOPSO. 

2.1 Machining the Workpiece 

The first step in the methodology proposed, consists of machining a test workpiece with 

a specific geometry, by means of a computerized numerical control (CNC) machine. 

The milling selected was the vertical VIWA VF3KM400, which have a 5 horsepower 

(HP) triphasic motor, table dimensions of 1270 x 254mm, spindle career of 120mm, 

and variable speed range from 120-4200 revolutions per minute (rpm). A graphical 

example of the milling used is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The milling machine used for piece machining. 

The material selected to build the workpiece was Polyoxymethylene (POM), better 

known as delrin, which was prepared by means of cutting, and carious operations. The 

cutting process started from a solid delrin block with a size of 65mm x 65mm x 

50.8mm. The workpiece was made up of a cylinder placed at the center, with a diameter 

and a height of 30mm. The cylinder contains a hole of 12.5mm x 12.5mm with a depth 
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of 15mm. In addition, 4 holes were created in the corners of the piece, with a diameter 

and depth of 10mm. 

The workpiece was designed by an unexperienced user by means of the computer 

aided three-dimensional interactive application (CATIA) software. The piece designed 

in CATIA was exported to Mastercam X in order to define the methodology, the tools, 

and the necessary parameters to perform the machining in a virtual way. The goal of 

this was to verify the existence of possible errors before the real workpiece machining. 

The workpiece designed in CATIA, and its correspondent representation in Mastercam 

X are shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 2. The workpiece designed in: a) CATIA, and b) Mastercam X. 

Once that the correct design of the piece was virtually verified, the G and M codes 

were created, and used to control and drives the milling. The parameters used for the 

initial workpiece machining were set to: depth from 1.5 to 3mm, cutters with 2 and 4 

teeth, with a size of 1/8 and 1/4 respectively, and 0.073 millimeters per tooth mmPT, 
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and rotating speed of main spindle of 3000 rpm. The final workpiece designed is shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. The final workpiece designed. 

2.2 Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization  

The metaheuristic used to solve the multi-objective optimization problem of this paper 

is known as PSO, that simulates the movements of a flock of birds which aim to find 

food. The main advantages of PSO includes better exploration and exploitation 

provided by local and global search capabilities of the algorithm.  

According to [15], PSO starts with the random initialization of a population (swarm) 

of individuals (particles) in the n-dimensional search space (n is the dimension of 

problem). The particles fly over search space with adjusted velocities. Each particle 

keeps two values in its memory; its own best experience, and the best experience of the 

whole swarm.  

 

2.2.1 Definition of the Objective Functions. Three different objective functions were 

defined in order to optimize the time for machining a piece (TM), the MRR, and the 

feed rate (f). It is important to mention that the three functions were merged in a sum 

function. 

The function related to TM expressed in min is shown in equation 1: 





T

n

ntTM
1

.  (1) 

The function of MRR expressed in cm3/min is shown in equation 2: 

,MR n mmPT W A Z      (2) 

where n is the rotating speed of spindle measured in rpm, mmPT are the millimeters per 

tooth of the cutting tool, W is the radial width of cut, A is the axial depth of cut, and Z 

is the number of cutting tool teeth. 

The third objective function corresponds to f, and it is expressed in mm/min as shown 

in equation 3: 

.ZmmPTnf   (3) 
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2.2.2 Constraints. The constraints defined for the proposed model were the following:  

 

1. The rotating speed of main spindle must rank in an interval of 2500-4000 rpm, 

because it represents the middle to high rank of the milling machine. 

2. The cutting depth per passing was defined in 1-4mm. 

3. The speed interval for the advance was defined as 20-40 IPM. 

4. Only high speed steel (HSS) cutting tools of 2 and 4 teeth were used, and the 

search space was limited to 1/16-5/16. 

 

2.2.3 PSO Parameters. The parameters employed for the PSO algorithm were: 

 

 The initial swarm was set to 10 particles. 

 The maximum number of iterations was set to 50. 

 The maximum and minimal speed [-Vmax, Vmax] interval was set to [-5, 5]. 

 The inertia factor decrement was realized with a maximum value of 1.4, and a 

minimal value of 0.4. 

 The learning factors values of c1 and c2 were set to 1.49618. 

3 Experimental Results 

The initial parameters for machining the workpiece were inserted as inputs to PSO, and 

then the proposed algorithm was executed. Once that the stop criterion was met, an 

array containing the better solutions is delivered as an output. 

For the experimentation, the two best solutions from the set obtained were selected, 

after that, by using the optimized parameters two new pieces were machined. The 

parameters obtained for the best solution (MOPSO1) were cutting depth of 3.5mm, 

cutting tool with a size of 1/4, 4 teeth, and 0.0656 mmPT, and rotating speed of 3388 

rpm. For the second better solution (MOPSO2), the parameters obtained were cutting 

depth of 4mm, cutting tool with a size of 1/4, 4 teeth, and 0.0810 mmPT, and rotating 

speed of 3266 rpm. A summary of the values obtained from experimentation is shown 

in Table 1. In addition, the percentage improvements are shown in Table 2. 

Table 1. Results obtained from experiments 

Piece TM MRR f 

Original 18.03 min 12.554 mm/min 779.44 cm3/min 

MOPSO1 12.23 min 19.758 mm/min 889.01 cm3/min 

MOPSO2   12.47 min 18.709 mm/min 736.80 cm3/min   

Table 2. Improvement percentages from experiments 

Piece TM MRR f 

Original - - - 

MOPSO1 32.06% 57.38% 14.06% 

MOPSO2 30.84% 49.03% -5.47% 
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3.1 Discussion 

It should be noted from Tables 2 and 3 that the methodology proposed for machining a 

workpiece with optimized parameters offers competitive results. The TM was reduced 

in both solutions in 6 min (from 18 to 12), which represent a competitive percentage 

reduction of about 30%. The time reduction is mainly due to the increase of MRR, the 

faster the better for most machinist, therefore, the industry could deliver mores pieces 

by turn, and generate more economic gains. 

The MRR was enhanced in 6 mm/min, which represent an approximate gain of 56%. 

From the experiments it was observed that even with the increase of MRR the cutting 

tool life is not affected (due to the material used), no chipping was presented, and a 

good surface finish is obtained. In addition, it is important to note that for the case of 

MOPSO1, f was enhanced from 779.44 cm3/min to 889.01 cm3/min, which represent a 

gain of 14.06%. However, as can be observed for the case of MOPSO2 no f 

improvement was obtained, unlike a decrement of 11 cm3/min was obtained, even with 

this the other parameters influencing for good machining. In comparison with the 

literature works discussed in Section 1, the geometry of the workpiece machined in this 

paper is not trivial, therefore, the selection of the parameter by an unexperienced and 

even an experience machinist is complex. After the machining of the two workpieces 

with the parameters obtained with the methodology proposed, it was observed that its 

quality was good in terms of geometry, and surface finish. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper a methodology based on multi-objective particle swarm optimization 

algorithm, for identifying the optimal parameters for machining a workpiece with a 

milling was presented. The results obtained from experiment proved that the optimized 

machining parameters of PSO could yield to improve the machining time, the MRR, 

and the feed rate for a particular geometry of a workpiece, and obtaining a good surface 

finish. The optimization results obtained in this paper confirm that the proposed 

optimization method is a very useful tool for multi-objective optimization of machining 

parameters. In addition, the proposed methodology can solve the trade-offs well when 

objectives were generally conflicting to each other, and constraints must be fulfilled. 

Future work will be directed towards on extending the current approach to include 

more different and complex workpiece geometries. Also, it will be important extend 

the proposal to a wider of optimization of machining parameters. Regards to the 

material, it will be interesting perform tests with other material such as aluminum, cast 

iron, graphite stainless steel, among others. Finally, the model could be extended with 

objective functions related to cutting tool life, and surface roughness. 
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Abstract. One of the main challenges for companies is to operate in a sustainable 

way, that is, by protecting the ecosystems where they are located. As a result of 

such a challenge, different tools and models have been developed to assess their 

environmental impact and to help decision makers to define strategies to become 

more sustainable. However, most of these tools have concentrated on the internal 

parameters of the companies and have failed to assess the actual impact caused 

on the ecosystem. Therefore, this article proposes a conceptual model to analyze 

the environmental risks from companies and evaluate their impact on their 

ecosystems. Results obtained are: 1) a methodology to assess environmental risks 

and their impact on the environment and 2) a causal loop diagram that identifies 

the relationships between the industries and its environment, showing that the 

company’s production rate is the key variable, since it determines the amount of 

both resources consumed and pollutants emitted, so its balance must be achieved 

in order to preserve the environment, which, otherwise, will collapse. 

1 Introduction 

Growth in population and economic activities – such as agriculture and industrialization 

– has negative effects on the environment. Therefore, preserving the balance in the 

exploitation and use of natural resources is crucial to avoid that such growth becomes 

unsustainable [1]. From this perspective, society, government institutions, and the 

industrial sector play crucial roles [2]. However, as regards industries, they are 

prominent actors because of three reasons [3]. First, as producers of goods and services, 

they are fundamental to satisfy the needs of both actual and future generations. Second, 

companies are vital to the economic development and wealth of regions. Third, their 

processes deteriorate the environment and contribute to the depletion of its natural 

resources. 

Recent statistical data have revealed that the demand of natural resources such as 

water [4] and energy [5], from companies is increasing and will continue to increase. 

Such increment often exceeds the capacities of these resources to regenerate, not to 

mention that it also causes the emission of a greater amount of pollutants [6, 7]. 
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Moreover, according to the World Water Assessment Programme [6], if companies 

maintain their current habits, by 2030, the world will face a 40% global water deficit. 

This situation reveals that a robust approach must be adopted by industries in order 

to integrate sustainability into their processes and activities through concrete strategies 

and actions. Such an approach requires tools to assess the sustainability of these 

organizations [8] and to help decision and policy makers define the actions needed to 

reach a more sustainable status [9, 10]. 

According to the literature, the major progresses in industrial sustainable 

development have been achieved through eco-efficiency based tools [11, 12]. 

Unfortunately, these eco-efficiency based tools do not seem to provide positive results, 

since strategies employed merely evaluate parameters inside the company and do not 

consider the impact caused beyond the operational limits [3]. This implies that new 

approaches must be developed, and they must allow for a systemic analysis to measure 

the effectiveness of solutions proposed [13]. 

The main contribution of this research is therefore a model to assess the 

sustainability of companies from a systemic approach. The central part of such a model 

is the analysis of the interactions between the industrial sector and its environment 

based on water consumption, energy consumption emissions of air pollutants, and 

emissions of water pollutants. Such factors of environmental impact were selected due 

to the increasing consumption of water and energy and the high levels of hazardous 

substances emitted (section 3.1). Likewise, system dynamics (SD) was used to evaluate 

the model, since such a methodology enables to model different types of systems from 

the structural analysis of their variables, and this helps understand how systems work 

and the consequences that may arise from their status [14, 15]. 

As for the structure of this paper, the remaining sections are organized as follows. 

Section 2 provides an analysis of the most used tools and SD models for sustainability 

assessment in companies. Section 3 describes the proposed model in this research, 

while section 4 defines the methodology followed for its application. Eventually, 

section 5 introduces the causal loop diagram that depicts the interactions between the 

key variables from the conceptual model. Finally, section 6 presents conclusions and 

remarks for future work. 

2 Tools for Industrial Sustainability Assessment 

In the literature, a great number of industry-related sustainability assessment tools have 

been proposed and classified in various categories [2, 9, 16]. For example, [9] classified 

48 tools in six categories: 1) individual/set of indicators, 2) composite indices, 3) 

socially responsible investment indices, 4) material and energy flow analysis, 5) life 

cycle analysis, and 6) environmental accounting. Likewise, [2] evaluates 16 tools, 

initiatives and methods for corporations to engage with sustainability. However, the 

analysis conducted to these tools shows that they do not appropriately reflect the 

damages caused to the ecological processes of ecosystems or the risks that such 

damages represent for the further development of companies, due to the fact that are 

focus on process or products. Tools such as SD, multi-criteria analysis, risk analysis, 

cost-benefit analysis and environmental impact assessment, allow supporting decision 
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making in sustainability assessment and have the potential to analyze the industry-

ecosystem relations, although these tools are not only used for industrial purposes. 

Thus, the characteristics that a tool must have to evaluate the environmental impact 

from companies are the following [3, 8, 11]: 

1) A holistic approach to analyze as a whole all the elements comprised in the 

industrial and ecological systems. 

2) A large spatial scale to adopt regional, national, and international scales 

without limiting to processes, plants, or products. 

Table 1 shows the analysis of the mentioned characteristics in SD, multi-criteria 

analysis, risk analysis, cost-benefit analysis and environmental impact assessment. For 

instance, multi-criteria analysis, risk analysis and environmental impact assessment can 

employ large spatial scales, but they lack a holistic approach. From a different 

perspective, cost-benefit analysis does not rely on any of the three aforementioned 

characteristics, while SD includes them all, because it focuses on analyzing the 

relationships among the variables of the systems and allows for the use of different 

spatial scales [15, 17, 18]. Therefore, it is employed by this research. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the sustainability assessment tools. 

Authors Tools 
Characteristics 

Holistic approach Spatial scale 

[17–19] SD X X 

[20–22] Multi-criteria analysis - X 

[23–25] Risk analysis - X 

[26, 27] Cost-benefit analysis - - 

[28–30] Environmental impact assessment - X 

2.1 SD Models for Sustainability Assessment 

SD has been widely used to develop simulation models for sustainability assessment in 

different environmental, social, and economic systems [31]. 

In the literature several models holistically present the relationships that exist 

between environmental and socioeconomic systems, assessing the impact of domestic 

activities on water availability and quality [15, 32–36]; as well as on energy 

consumption and emissions of CO2 [37–41]. 

As for industrial simulation models, they have been applied to a wide range of 

industries, including the oil and gas sector [42], the automotive industry [43], the 

cement industry [44, 45], the steel industry [46], and the electric power industry [47]. 

Such models measure the use of natural resources and the emissions of hazardous 

substances, although they do not assess the impact caused on the environment. 

Conceptual SD simulation models have also been proposed in the literature [14, 48, 

49]. These models suggest a set of guidelines to construct them based on the three 

pillars of sustainability (economic, social and ecologic). In this case, the type of 
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environmental impact assessed depends on the user’s criteria and the specific problem 

that is addressed. 

Even though SD enables to model the different effects caused by social and 

economic activities on the environment, the literature review on simulation or 

conceptual SD models for sustainability assessment of companies shows that they do 

not integrate such damages caused to the environment. 

3 Conceptual Model for Sustainability Assessment in Emerging 

Economies 

This section analyzes the four environmental impact factors. These elements are part of 

the conceptual model proposed to evaluate sustainability, and they will be analyzed by 

means of a diagram that is part of the proposed model. 

3.1 Environment and Industrial Impact Factors 

Water consumption, energy consumption, emissions of water pollutants, and emissions 

of air pollutants, are important environmental impact factors[5, 50, 51] that contribute 

to the damage that the industrial sector causes to ecosystems. Their importance for 

industries is explained below. 

Water consumption. Water is essential to industries because it is used for several 

purposes such as cleansing, heating, cooling, steam generation, ingredient, among 

others [6]. However, the rise in production and consumption -produced by population 

growth, urbanization and industrialization- has produced an increasing demand in 

freshwater, affecting it availability. Thus, it is a priority for industries to secure their 

access to the resource, especially in a competing environment. Besides, is expected that 

the world industrial water consumption will be increase by 400% in 2050. 

Energy consumption. The industrial sector uses energy in activities such as product 

manufacturing, assembling, steam generation, heating, cooling, lighting of buildings 

among others; and is considered one of the main worldwide energy consumer [5]. 

According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 

the amount of delivered energy in the industrial sector is expected to continue growing 

in the projection period 2010-2040 [52]. As regards the countries that are part of the 

OECD, the average increase per year is estimated to be 0.4%. However, for non-OECD 

members, the percentage increases up to 2.3% per year. 

Emission of water pollutants. Industrial wastewaters are a serious ecological 

problem because they contain toxic substances that are hard to treat [4]. In developing 

countries around the 70% of the industrial wastewater produced is dumped untreated 

into water bodies, due to the lack of proper legal regulations and industrial investment 

in technology to treat them [53]. 

Emission of air pollutants. Industrial pollutants released in the air mainly involve 

carbon dioxide CO2. Such pollutants derive from the consumption of energy and the 

industrial processes of the companies [7]. Since the beginning of the industrial 

revolution, industrial CO2 emissions have been increasing, as a consequence of the 

surge in the use of fossil fuels. This tendency is expected to continue in the future 

despite the expansion in the use of alternative energy sources [54]. 
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3.2 A Block Diagram of the Conceptual Model for Sustainability Assessment 

Figure 1 shows the interactions between the company under assessment and the 

ecosystem, based in the environmental impact factors described above. As observed in 

Figure 1, these interactions work as follows: 

1) The environment provides natural resources (water and energy) to the 

company for its production processes. 

2) Companies produce goods and services according to the existing demand. 

3) As sub-products of the production processes, air and water pollutants are 

generated and released into the environment. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual model. 

The impact caused on the environment from the industries depends on the amount 

of natural resources consumed and on the amount of pollutants released and their levels 

of hazardousness. Thus, in order to improve the sustainability of a company a balance 

must exist to limit the amount of natural resources that the industry uses and the levels 

of pollutants that it emits. To guide industrial activities towards a more sustainable 

performance, one must define ecological limits for the use of natural resources and the 

emission of pollutants. Such limits ensure the correct functioning of the environment  

[9, 55], which is severely damaged when companies reach or are close to these limits. 

Moreover, if ecological limits are exceeded, they will seriously affect the ecological 

processes, which, in turn, will interrupt the industrial activities of companies involved 

[56]. Otherwise, companies will be responsible for severe water and energy shortages 
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and serious environmental degradation. However, a company is not the single actor that 

damages the environment, since activities from the population and other companies in 

the same ecosystem also have a negative effect on the environment. Therefore, both 

sectors are also integrated in the conceptual model. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that this model proposed to assess sustainability 

enables to know the current status of the environment by indicating the amount of 

damage caused by the company. From such a result, several strategies can be designed 

and proposed to diminish damages and guarantee the integrity of the environment and 

the future of where the model is applied. 

4 Methodology Followed to Assess Sustainability 

Figure 2 depicts the steps followed to assess the sustainability level of a company. On 

the one hand, the first stage is the characterization of the company to assess and its 

natural environment. On the other hand, the second step consists in developing the SD 

model. Each one of these stages is described below. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Methodology to assess industrial ecosystem sustainability. 
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Stage 1: Characterization of the Company and its Natural Environment 

This stage comprises four specific activities: 

1. Selection of a company to assess: A company is selected to define the level of risk 

that it poses to the environment based on four factors: water consumption, energy 

consumption, emission of water pollutants, and emission of air pollutants. 

2. Delimitation of the company’s natural environment: Delimitating the natural 

environment affected by a company involves identifying: a) sources of supply of 

natural resources and processes involved in their availability, and b) sources of 

emission of air and water pollutants and their environmental impact. 

3.  Analysis of the company’s production processes: This involves identifying the key 

processes of the company to determine the amount of both natural resources used 

and pollutants emitted. 

4. Selection of indicators: Specific indicators will be selected to both assess the 

environmental impact of each one of the four factors (water consumption, energy 

consumption, emissions of water pollutants, and emissions of air pollutants) and 

define their ecological limits.  Such limits will be used as reference to know the 

level of sustainability of the company. 

Stage 2: Development of the SD Model 

The model is developed following the stages described by Sterman (2000) and Cedillo-

Campos and Sánchez-Ramírez (2008) for the creation of SD simulation models 

1. Conceptualization: Key variables are selected. These variables represent the 

different interactions between a company and the environment. They are 

represented by a causal loop diagram. 

2. Formulation: The simulation model (Forrester diagram) is developed based on the 

causal loop diagram. The system’s behavior is described by means of mathematical 

equations related to the following factors: water consumption, energy 

consumption, emission of water pollutants, emission of air pollutants, generation 

of natural resources, and damages caused to these natural resources, among others, 

3. Validation: The model is validated through different tests in order to determine 

whether its structure and behavior are consistent with the system that it represents 

[57, 58] (i.e.: the interactions between the industry and the environment). If results 

from these tests are not satisfactory, corrections must be made. 

4. Evaluation: The level of sustainability of the company is assessed based on results 

obtained. Similarly, strategies for sustainability improvement are developed, and 

their effectiveness is tested. Finally, the most suitable strategy is selected. 

5. Implementation: Final results are provided to the company and suggestions are 

offered to implement the most suitable strategy to improve sustainability. 

This article presents the first step in the development of a SD model, which is the 

construction of the causal loop diagram. 
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5 Causal Loop Diagram 

Table 2 lists and defines the variables that compose the causal loop diagram. Let us 

recall that such a diagram defines the different interactions between a company and the 

environment (Figure 3¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.). Note that 

these variables were identified as key elements to assess the impact of the four 

environmental impact factors (water consumption, energy consumption, emissions of 

water pollutants, and emissions of air pollutants) over the environment. 

Table 2. Variables of the causal loop diagram. 

Authors Variables  Description 

[59, 60] 

 

Demand  Amount of goods and services required by consumers.  

Company’s production rate  Amount of products to manufacture. 

[15, 34–

36, 61, 62] 

 

 

Company’s water demand Volume of water required for the industry’s processes. 

Water consumption Volume of water consumed in the region.  

Shortage 

 

Environmental impact produced when the water 

consumption exceeds the available supply.  

Water supply Total volume of water provided by surface and 

groundwater sources.  

Surface water Volume of water withdrawn from superficial sources.   

Ground water  Volume of water withdrawn from groundwater sources.  

Company’s emissions to water Volume of wastewater produced by the company.  

Pollutant load Degree of pollution of wastewater. 

Water quality  Measure of the water’s physical and chemical properties 

that indicates the environmental impact caused to the 

resource.   

Company’s water quality requirements  Parameter that defines the water quality level required 

for the company’s processes.  

Quality satisfaction  Measure that indicates if the ecosystem’s water quality 

complies with the industry’s water quality requirements.  

Water with the quality requirements Volume of water that complies with the quality 

requirements.  

Water treatment Volume of water treated to remove pollutants.  

Water availability for the company  Volume of water available for the company’s processes.    

[46, 63] Energy consumption Amount of energy used for the company’s processes.  

Energy supply Amount of energy supplied to the industry.  

Energy security Measure that indicates if the company’s energy supply 

is reliable or not.  

[39, 44, 

45, 64] 

 

Fossil fuel energy use Amount of energy from fossil fuels.  

Emissions to air related to fossil fuel energy 

use  

Emissions of air pollutants produced by the use of fossil 

fuels.  

Company’s emissions to air  Pollutant substances released by the company to the 

atmosphere.  

Air quality  Measure of the amount of pollutants in the atmosphere 

that indicates the environmental impact produced to the 

air.  

Pressure to reduce emissions Actions taken to promote the reduction of pollutant 

emissions to air.  

Adoption of environmental friendly 

alternatives 

Alternatives that lead to the reduction of emissions of air 

pollutants.  

[36, 61] Ecosystem’s industries water demand 

Ecosystem’s population water demand 

Volume of water required by the industries and the 

population in the ecosystem. 

Ecosystem’s industries emissions to water 

Ecosystem’s population emissions to water 

Volume of wastewater produced by the industries and 

the population in the ecosystem. 

Ecosystem’s industries energy consumption 

Ecosystem’s population energy consumption 

Amount of energy required by the industries and the 

population in the ecosystem.  

Ecosystem’s industries emissions to air 

Ecosystem’s population air emissions 

Volume of air pollutants emissions produced by the 

industries and the population in the ecosystem. 
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Fig. 3. Causal loop diagram. 

The feedback loops from the causal loop diagram that show the interactions 

produced by the environmental impact factors are analyzed are the following: 

B1: The company’s production rate defines to a great extent the amount of water 

that every company consumes. When this factor causes its excessive use, the total water 

consumption in the environment increases. Therefore, in this case, and within a scenario 

of industrial growth, water becomes insufficient for the company, since its consumption 

exceeds its availability. 

B5: The company’s production rate and the industry sector define to the greatest 

extent the type and volume of industrial wastewater discharged by companies, since it 

determines the toxicity and concentration of pollutants found in the discharges. 

Moreover, the quality of water is essential to the industrial sector, because all industrial 

processes require specific quality levels of such a resource. Therefore, if these levels 

are too high, sources to obtain water become scarce, and water available is insufficient. 

B7: Energy security allows companies to ensure the correct operation of their 

production processes at all stages and successfully meet certain requirements. However, 

the energy security in the industrial sector depends on how much it is consumed. Thus, 

if the company increases its use of electricity due to higher production rates, energy 

security will be compromised, and its availability may be interrupted. 

B8: Air quality diminishes when the company emits high levels of air pollutants. 

Such chemicals are the result of several industrial processes and the use of fossil fuels. 

Therefore, since poor air quality negatively affects human health and ecosystems, the 

company must develop strategies to reduce their emissions. 
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The global analysis of the causal loop diagram shows that the company’s production 

rate is the key variable that influences the four environmental impact factors, and it also 

becomes affected by those factors. This means that if at least one of them is out of 

control, the company and their processes will be seriously affected, and their future will 

be compromised. Therefore, this research highlights that it is important to strive to 

maintain and ensure a balance between the consumption of natural resources and the 

emission of pollutants. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

By using the SD approach and a causal loop diagram, this research proposes a model 

that analyzes the following aspects: 1) the uncontrolled interactions between a company 

and the ecosystem, which are produced by four environmental impact factors: water 

consumption, energy consumption, emission of water pollutants, and emission of air 

pollutants, and 2) SD is a tool that enable to  model in an integrated manner the different 

interactions between the company and the ecosystem, because it follows an holistic 

approach, which allows for the analysis of larger spatial and temporal scales. 

Likewise, this new model provides the foundations to construct simulation models 

for sustainability assessment that efficiently provide information to develop strategies 

that ensure the conservation of the environment. Similarly, the model demonstrates that 

environmental damages contribute to a difficult regeneration of natural resources, 

which hence limits the development and correct operation of companies. 

As future work, the conceptual model proposed will be applied in a case study by 

following the stages described in the methodology section, with the aim of validating 

the model in its field of application and obtaining feedback about it. Finally, the 

usefulness of this model can be improved by integrating more environmental impact 

factors, such as the soil use and the generation of solid waste, among others. This will 

provide a better understanding and a more complete view of the damages that 

companies cause to the ecosystems. 
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Abstract. The growing population in Puebla City these last couple of years en-

tailed the expansion of its original urban area. The most recent settlements have 

established on areas that are highly exposed to natural disasters, thus, requiring 

the proper emergency service coverage provided by Fire Stations. To assure this 

kind of service coverage, the current fire stations in Puebla City were evaluated 

through mapping tools and given parameters, in order to recognize the capacity 

to satisfy the entire city’s service demand. Based on the coverage analysis it was 

determined the need for an extra facility. The characteristics of the problem sug-

gested that the most appropriated model to use is the Maximum Coverage Model, 

which is adapted for Lingo software to determine the optimal location to place 

the new fire station, looking for the full or largest possible coverage. 

1 Introduction 

The expansion of the urban area of Puebla City began in the middle of the twentieth 

century as a result of the exponential population growth. According to the National 

Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI), in the last 10 years the population in 

Puebla has increased by 12% and it shows a trend to settle up towards the southern part 

of the city. Due to topographic, climatologic and urban design characteristics, many of 

these new settlements are highly vulnerable to different types of risks caused mainly by 

natural disasters such as mudslides, fires and floods. The Fire Department of Puebla 

City has implied that the vulnerability for these new urban areas could be higher, con-

sidering that the response time for emergencies might take longer due to the lack of 

closer fire stations. 

As stated by the Public Security Law of Puebla State, in case of an emergency, the 

first unit to provide the service must arrive within the first 10 minutes after a call. Alt-

hough, if the service required is not a priority or there are not available resources to 

cover the service immediately, the response time could take between 15 and 25 minutes. 

Nowadays, the emergencies that occur in these new communities are covered by any 

of the current seven fire stations located in the main urban area; however, due to the 

distances between these communities and the nearest fire stations, the emergency re-

sponse time could take up to 50 minutes. 
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The Fire Department of Puebla recognizes the need for more fire stations that can 

provide the emergency service for these communities within a fewer response time. 

Nonetheless, the low population density of these communities (due to its recent crea-

tion) along with the limited government budget, would not justify installing more than 

one fire station to provide the required service. 

The objective of this research is to analyze the coverage scope of the existing fire 

stations in Puebla City to be able to identify the service uncovered areas and to deter-

mine the optimal location for a new facility, ensuring the full or maximum possible 

service coverage for the areas that require it. 

2 Literature Review 

At present, mapping tools have become a strong support for facility location decisions, 

especially with the integration of Geographic information systems (GIS). 

According to IFMA Foundation [1] "A GIS can be used by facility managers for 

space management, visualization and planning, and emergency and disaster planning 

and response, as well as many other applications" 

Resent research related to public facilities location relies on the use of two of the 

main mapping applications that integrate GIS: Esri and Google Maps. 

Mosquera [2], in her study of Optimal areas determination for new fire stations lo-

cated at Bogota based on special analysis tools, combines the use of ESRI with the 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), while other authors such as Gu et al [3] employs 

the use of Google Maps to estimate travelling distances and times in their study Opti-

mization of preventive health care facility locations. 

Since Google Maps is a widely known and a user friendly app, we use this web-

mapping tool to generate part of the data that will be the input for the facility location 

model. To determine the mathematical model to be used, we refer and briefly describe 

the most commonly used models for emergency facility locations: 

 P-Median model: The objective function is to minimize the average distance be-

tween facilities and demanding nodes. 

 P-Center model: The objective function is to minimize the maximum distance/time 

between a facility and the demanding nodes, placing P number of facilities re-

quired. 

 Set Covering Model: The objective function is to minimize the cost of placing the 

required facilities while ensuring that all demanding nodes are satisfied. 

Based on the problem features, the model to determine the optimal location for the 

new fire station must have in consideration the budget restriction. A variation of the Set 

covering model that fits this requirement is the Maximum Coverage Model. 

As quoted by Church and ReVelle [4], “The maximal covering location problem was 

formulated to address planning situations which have an upper limit on the number of 

facilities to be sited. The objective of the MCLP is to locate a predetermined number 

of facilities, p, in such a way as to maximize the demand that is covered”. 

For this case study, we will use this last model; however, we will not take into ac-

count values of demand, as a demanding point will be considered as served as long as 

it is within a coverage range of any fire station. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Study Area 

The City of Puebla has currently seven fire stations mainly distributed on the central 

urban area. Figure 1 shows the locations of these fire stations, along with the southern 

area tentatively considered as uncovered (marked in pink). It also shows two recognized 

sets of communities in this area. Set 1 includes 5 communities located to the north of a 

river (Balsas River) and Set 2 includes 5 communities located to the south of the river. 

 

Figure 1. Fire stations, uncovered area and communities within Puebla City. 

The coverage analysis consists in detecting the capacity of the current fire stations 

to satisfy the demand of emergency service for the entire city, considering strictly the 

law restriction of 10 minutes-first unit arrival. To do so, we need to define firstly the 

measurement units we will use for the data. Google Maps provides accurate distances 

between points, as well as estimated times. The estimated times are relative to speed 

limits and current traffic among others conditions, despite this, fire trucks are allowed 

to skip some of these laws for emergency situations. Therefore, the measurement unit 

for data will be only distances. It will be assumed that fire trucks travel at least 1 km 

per minute (considering circumstances that may slow it down), so the coverage limit 

per fire station will be 10 kilometers (based on the 10 minutes-first unit arrival re-

striction). The analysis will be developed in two parts. First it will be the analyzed the 

main central urbanized area and then, the south possible uncovered area. 
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3.2 Coverage Analysis 

To analyze the coverage in the central urbanized area, we suppose each fire station 

represents a node in a network and the arcs of the network are the distances between 

each fire station. As each node should cover a maximum distance of 10 km, we must 

assure that the arcs between each node and the closest one is at least 20 km (10 km per 

node). The matrix of distances between each node is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Distances between fire stations located in Puebla City. 

Fire Station  
From-to matrix 

Valsequillo Defensores Madero Mexico 68 Xochime-huacan Zapata Zavaleta 

Valsequillo  17km 22km 23km 26km 18km 23km 

Defensores 17km  11km 14km 13km 25km 18km 

Madero 22km 11km  17km 11km 23km 13km 

Mexico 68 23km 14km 17km  16km 33km 31km 

Xochimehuacan 26km 13km 11km 16km  31km 21km 

Zapata 18km 25km 23km 33km 31km  15km 

Zavaleta 23km 18km 13km 31km 21km 15km  

 

Based on the matrix data, it is possible to recognize that each fire station has at least 

another fire station located within the limit of 20 km, therefore it can be assumed that 

the current set of fire stations meets the conditions of response coverage for this area. 

Unlike the central area, the southern area distances matrix (shown in table 2) only con-

siders the distances between each of the communities and the two nearest fire stations 

(Zapata and Valsequillo). 

Table 2. Distances between Zapata and Valsequillo fire stations and the communities in the 

south area. 

Community / Fire Station Zapata Valsequillo 

San Andres Azumiatla 11km 18km 

Santa Maria Gpe. Tecola 17km 23km 

Los Angeles Tetela 21km 28km 

El Aguacate 27km 35km 

San Baltazar Tetela 17km 15km 

San Pedro Zacachimalpa 15km 12km 

Santa Catarina 11km 10km 

Santo Tomas Chautla 12km 9km 

Art. Primero Constitucional 13km 9km 

 

As seen on the estimations in table 2, some of the 9 communities can be considered 

as covered because they are located within the 10 kilometers condition to any of the 
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1 if node i is covered 

0 if not 

 

1 If demand node i can be covered by a facility at candidate site j 

0 if not 

 

 

1 If we locate facility at candidate site j 

0 if not 

two nearest fire stations. However, none of these fire stations seems to be able to pro-

vide the service within the 10 minutes restriction for all the communities located in this 

southern area. Therefore, a facility will have to be located closer to these communities 

to provide the emergency service. It is important to mention that due to the need of 

utilities such as electricity, gas and water, among others, the facility must be located 

within a candidate community and not in an average geographical point. In this way, 

we proceed to generate the distance matrix for all the communities located in this area: 

Table 3. Distances Matrix between each of the communities in the south area of the municipal. 

 
 

Considering that each of these communities is a demand point (the nodes in a net-

work), we have to find the optimal location for the new fire station that will provide the 

service. Due to the low population density in the communities of set 2, the installation 

of a fire station at any community within this Set not justified. Thus, the fire station 

facility to install should be assigned to a candidate site in Set 1 and must try to maximize 

the coverage demand of all the other communities within Set 1 and Set 2. Also, San 

Baltazar Tetela community belonging to Set 1 cannot be considered as candidate be-

cause of its geographical location (exposed to floods). 

The data shown in Table 3 will be the input for the Maximum Coverage Model, 

being i the set of demand nodes (9 communities: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i), j the set of 

candidate facility sites (Only 4 out of the 5 communities from Set 1: a, b, c, d), hi  the 

demand at node i, P= number of facilities to locate, and the following parameters: 

 

Zi={                                                    

Xj={  

αij ={ 

 

The model is formulated as follows: 
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Maximize 

∑i  hi  Zi , (1) 

subject to: 

∑j αij Xj ≥ Zi , (2) 

∑j Xj = P, (3) 

where 

                                                        Xj = 0, 1,                                                              (4) 

                                                        Zi = 0, 1.                                                              (5) 

 

The objective function (1) maximizes the number of covered nodes. As mentioned 

previously for this case we do not take into account demand values because we are 

trying to maximize the amount of communities that can be covered within the 10 

minutes restriction time. 

The constraint (2) indicates that demand at node i (each of the nine communities) 

cannot be considered as satisfied unless at least one of the facilities assigned j (any of 

the 4 communities of set 1), is selected to cover it. This condition of satisfied demand 

is based on the 10km restriction (taken from data of Table 3), if the demand point i is 

located within the 10km of the assigned j site, then it can be considered as satisfied. In 

this same restriction, αij   is a binary variable defined by the capacity of facility assigned 

j to satisfy demand at i. 

Second restriction (3) ensures that the number of facilities to place have a limit (P), 

for this case P=1 due to budget limitations, while restriction 4 and 5 indicate that vari-

ables X and Z are binaries. 

4 Results 

Given the input data, LINGO software was used to solve the model. The results showed 

that under the 10 kilometers restriction, any of the 4 candidates could pro-vide the ser-

vice for the communities in Set 1, yet, none of them would be able to cover the com-

munities in set 2. As there is still a need to install a fire station that can at least reduce 

the response times compared to the current attention service, a sensibility analysis was 

generated to evaluate different scenarios in order to recognize the scope of the service 

under different distance limits. 

The starting distance limit for the tests was the 10 km of the original restrictrion. 

Following 3 tests increased by 5 kilometers. Results of these tests are shown in Table 

4 and the analysis indicates that a significative change happens when the coverage 

extends to 25 kilometers, which is the distance limit where 7 out of the 9 communities 

can be considered as covered. However it is not until the distance limit is 27 km when 

all of the communities can be considered as satisfied if the fire station is located at Santa 

Catarina community.  

Despite this is still a high response time (assuming 27km=27 minuts), it is the one 

that can satisfy all the current communities demand in the fewest time. 
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Table 4. Results of Lingo for facility location based on distance limit. 

Distance 

Limit 
Facility Location Candidate Observations 

10 km 

  Art. Primero Constitucional 

  Santo Tomas Chautla 

  Santa Catarina 
  San Pedro Zacachimalpa 

Following communities can't be covered: 

   San Andres Azumiatla 

   Santa Maria Guadalupe Tecola 

   Los Angeles Tetela 
   El Aguacate 

15 

Art. Primero Constitucional 

  Santo Tomas Chautla 

  Santa Catarina 
  San Pedro Zacachimalpa 

Following communities can't be covered: 

   San Andres Azumiatla 

   Santa Maria Guadalupe Tecola 

   Los Angeles Tetela 
   El Aguacate 

20 km 

  Art. Primero Constitucional 

  Santo Tomas Chautla 

  Santa Catarina 

  San Pedro Zacachimalpa 

Following communities can't be covered: 

   San Andres Azumiatla 

   Santa Maria Guadalupe Tecola 

   Los Angeles Tetela 
   El Aguacate 

25 km   San Pedro Zacachimalpa 

Following communities can't be covered: 

   El Aguacate  
   Santa Maria Guadalupe Tecola  

27 km   Santa Catarina All communities are covered 

5 Conclusions 

When a public facility location problem arises, the main issue is to provide the proper 

coverage under a set of restrictions given by many conditions. These conditions and 

restrictions define the mathematical model to be used. However, an integration of mul-

tiple tools and techniques as well as an analysis is required to ensure that all variables 

that might affect the result are considered. 

This research developed an analysis of current fire stations in Puebla City in order 

to recognize the coverage service and the need for new fire stations. It was found that 

due to population growth, some communities settled down in areas within the city that 

might not have a proper coverage, therefore a new fire station would have to be installed 

to provide the service. The characteristics of the problem indicated that the Maximal 

Covering Model was the most suitable to find the optimal location for the new facility. 

The results showed different scopes of coverage based on the distance limit. Although 

for emergency services, the fewer the time the fewer the risk, it is important to consider 

that we are looking for equilibrium, meaning to provide the service for as much com-

munities as possible. 

It is important to mention that the Fire Department of the Puebla City does not have 

(or was not allowed to provide due to security issues) a historical record of demand by 

type and area. That is why, for this research, this variable was not taken into account, 

however, we consider that having this type of data could have made a considerable 

change in the results. 
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Abstract. Supply chain risk management is an important activity in current 

supply chain management. Operational risk is one of the most important risks in 

supply chains. The operational risk assessment process includes risk 

identification and evaluation and prioritization. On the other hand, the 

participation of Third Party Logistics providers (3PL) in supply chains has been 

increasing, and it is important to consider how their presence affects risk 

management.  Maritime transportation is a fundamental activity in global supply 

chain and it is essential for the commercial trade.  We propose a multicriteria 

approach for risk assessment in a 3PL company for maritime transportation.  The 

multicriteria model uses Fuzzy QFD for risk evaluation and prioritization.  The 

approach is applied in an international company with a branch office located in 

Colombia. 

Keywords: supply chain risk management, operational risk, multicriteria, fuzzy 

QFD, maritime transportation. 

1 Introduction 

Maritime transportation is one of the most important industries with its immense share 

in the global trade. Maritime transportation is a cost-effective method which enables 

companies to transfer an international cargo between two seaports [1]. 

The increasing need of the companies to focus on the core business object has 

generated a trend oriented to outsource different activities. In this context, supply chain 

activities have evolved from a first stage where we have companies that are responsible 

for their logistics processes up to the current trend with companies who have delegated 

all their logistics activities to specialized agents [2]. 

According with this, maritime companies are important 3PL organizations and have 

a direct influence in the strategic results of the supply chains therefore managing risk 

in these companies is an important activity for the supply chain risk management. 
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In recent years, fuzzy QFD has become a widely used quality tool developed to 

satisfy customer need in product design and development. Fuzzy QFD provides a mean 

of translating customer requirements into appropriate technical requirement for each 

stage of product development and production [3] but in recent years its scope has been 

expanded towards multicriteria decision making. 

The basis of QFD is to obtain and translate customer needs into engineering 

characteristics, and subsequently into part characteristics, process plans and production 

requirements [1]. 

Although there are many papers related with QFD and FQFD applications in 

maritime transportation ([4][5][6][1][7][8][9]), none of them applied FQFD to 

operational risk assessment. 

Besides, there are some papers related to QFD applications in risk management such 

as [10] and [11] still there is a gap in risk assessment research and Fuzzy QFD. 

QFD approach to enhance maritime supply chain resilience taking both customer 

requirements and maritime risks into consideration is presented in [4] however still is 

necessary to include risk prioritization which is the aim of this research. Table 1 shows 

the scope of some papers related to QFD and FQFD applications in supply chain, 3PL 

and 4PL, risk and maritime transportation. 

Table 1. Papers related to QFD and FQFD applications. 

Applications Papers 

QFD and risk management [11][10] 

FQFD in supply chain management [12][13][14][15][16][17] 

FQFD in 3PL (4PL) applications [18][19] 

QFD in maritime transportation [5] [6][1] 

FQFD in maritime transportation [7][8][9] 

QFD in maritime transportation and risk [4] 

 

We proposed a novel approach to risk assessment using FQFD to prioritize the risk 

according to the strategical objectives of the company. The approach is presented in the 

next section and we show an application in a real case in Colombia. 

2 Methodological Approach 

We proposed a FQFD methodology. This proposal is based in [12] and Fig. 1 shows its 

development.  Previous to phase 1, it is necessary to define the team (experts of the 

company that are directly involved in the decision process). 

The first phase is to stablish the internal variables “WHATs” and then defining the 

relative importance according to the linguistic scale presented in Table 2. This scale 

can change if the company or the experts like to use another; the important is that the 

scale involves linguistic variables and their correspondent fuzzy numbers. 

Once the internal variables are defined the team must identify the strategic objectives 

(HOWs) related to the process where the risks are considering. 
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To determine the weight of the “HOWs” in the phase 4 the team must stablish the 

“WHAT” – “HOW” correlation scores using the scale in Table 2. 

Finally, the experts determining the risks impact on the strategical objectives and 

obtain the risk priority. According to this priority, the company can stablish the 

mitigation or elimination plans to improve the operational risk management process. 

Table 2. Linguistic scale to FQFD. 

Linguistic variable Fuzzy number 

Very Low (VL) (0, 1, 2) 

Low (L) (2, 3, 4) 

Medium (M) (4, 5, 6) 

High (H) (6, 7, 8) 

Very High (VH) (8, 9, 10) 

Fig. 1. Methodological approach to risk prioritization. 

3 Case of Study 

The methodological approach was used in a maritime company with filial in Colombia. 

This company is one of the largest and the most recognized in global container 

shipping. 

Phase 1

Identifying the internal variables “WHAT” 

Phase 2

Determining the relative importance of the “WHATs”

Phase 3

Identifying the strategic objectives or “HOW”

Phase 4

Determining the “WHAT” – “HOW” correlation scores 

Phase 5

Determining the weight of the “HOWs”

Phase 6

Determining risk impact on the strategic objectives  (“HOWs”)

Phase 7

Prioritizing risks
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The company operates 480 offices in 150 countries. It owns 480 ships and operates 

200 routs in the world. 

The team was composed by the operations manager (OM), commercial manager 

(CM), export manager (EM) and branch manager (BM). According to the 

methodological approach the first phase was to define the internal variables “WHATs” 

and their weights in triangular fuzzy numbers (TNF) (Table 3). 

Table 2. WHATs and their weights. 

WHATs OM CM EM BM 
Ponderations 

(TFN) 

Good resource utilization  - GRU H VH VH H 7 8 9 

Good customer service – GCS VH H H H 7 8 9 

Economic benefits – EB VH VH VH VH 8 9 10 

Company positioning –CP H M H M 5 6 7 

Market participation increasing – MPI M H H VH 6 7 8 

The next phase was to identifying strategical objectives (HOWs), in this case they 

were: Improve market share position, Optimize profit per shipment, Ensure market 

coverage, Optimize space ships and Customer loyalty 

Then the team determines the “WHAT” – “HOW” correlation scores.  In Fig. 2 these 

correlations are presented. For example the team opinions about the impact of improve 

market share position with the good resource utilization is high for the operations 

manager, commercial manager and export manager, but is medium for the branch 

manager 

 

 

Fig. 2. “WHAT” – “HOW” correlation scores. 

The next phase consists in determining the risks impact in the strategical 

objectives.The risks were identified previously and they are presented in table 4. The 

Fig 3 shows the risks impacts and finally in the Table 5 prioritization of risks is 

presented. 

The results show that the most important risk is low availability of spaces and the 

company must develop plans to mitigate or eliminate it to improve the supply chain 

performance. The second risk in priority is low availability of containers and although 

OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM

GRU H H H M VH H H H VH M H VH H VH H VH H M M H

GCS H H VH H H M M H VH M M H H M M M VH VH H H

EB VH H VH VH VH H H VH M H VH M VH H H H H VH H H

CP H H VH H M M L L VH H H H H M M M VH H M H

MPI VH VH H H M M H H VH H H H L M M L VH H M H

 Improve market share 

position

 Optimize profit per 

shipment

Ensure market 

coverageWHATs
Optimize space ships Customer loyalty

Strategic objectives (HOWs)
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lack of documents or instructions is the low risk once the others have implemented 

actions also must be addressed. 

Table 4. Risks identified to maritime transportation (container shipping). 

Abbreviation Risks 

LAS Low availability of ships 

DDD Delay in delivery of the documents 

FG Freight contamination 

LDI Lack of documents or instructions 

MI Mistakes in information 

CSS Changes in services and schedules 

LAS Low availability of spaces  

LAC Low availability of containers 

 

Fig. 3. Risks impact in strategic objectives. 

Table 5. Risks prioritization. 

Risk 
Triangular fuzzy 

number 

Crisp 

number 

Low availability of spaces 268 412 602 424 

Low availability of containers 253 393 576 404 

Changes in services and schedules 242 378 557 389 

Delay in delivery of the 

documents 
180 294 448 304 

Low availability of ships 149 252 394 262 

Mistakes in information 140 241 379 250 

Freight contamination 128 224 358 234 

Lack of documents or instructions 90 173 290 181 

OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM OM CM EM BM

LAS H H VH M VL L L VL L L M VL VH VH H VH L M M L

DDD H M M M L L VL VL M M H M VH H VH VH VH H M H

FG L L VL L VL L L L L L L L H H VH M VH M H H

LDI M H L M L L L VL M L L VL L M VL L L M VL L

MI M H L M L L L L M L L VL H H VH H H M M L

CSS VH VH VH H VH H H M VH H M H H H H H H VH M H

LAS VH VH VH VH VH H VH VH VH H M H VH VH VH H H H VH M

LAC VH H VH VH H VH VH VH H H H H VH M H H H H M VH

 Improve market share 

position

 Optimize profit per 

shipment

Ensure market 

coverage
Optimize space ships Customer loyalty
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4 Conclusions 

We present a novel approach to prioritize risks in supply chain activities involving third 

party logistics companies (3PL) and particularly in maritime transportation. This 

approach allows defining the most important risks according with the strategical 

objectives of the company and thus the company can establish action plans to mitigate 

or eliminate the risks. 

Although in literature there are some papers that using QFD in risk management, 

there is a lack of papers using FQFD for risk prioritization.  Our proposal aims to 

encourage more works in this field. 

We showed that FQFD is a valuable tool in the operational risks assessment so it is 

important to continue exploring the usefulness of this tool in operational risk 

management system. 

We can prioritize risks according to the strategical objectives of the company and 

this impact directly in its results and with these results it is possible for the company to 

define actions in line with its strategy to risk management. 

The methodology should be applied throughout the supply chain in order to improve 

its overall performance. 
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Abstract. This paper seeks the critical factors for a correct choice in the 

components set up along the supply chain. ABC classification was made for all 

the suppliers according to the supplied items for the company. After a demand 

analysis, the seasonal nature and trend during the timeline, we used the last four 

years registers where is shown a decreasing behavior in 30% of the items; 

Economic Order Quantity (EOQ), for deterministic (<20%) which 58 items 

represents 64% of the A classified items into the pull system; and a continuous 

review model q, R for stochastic (>20%) which 33 items represents 67%, 429 

items (92%) are classified as B and 2,128 items (99%) are C. We reduced the lot 

quantity orders in 32%, the re-order points were adjusted according to the EOQ 

and q,R models; Safety stock levels were reduced 55% representing $450,000 

pesos against the initial inventory of 1’000,000 pesos. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays more companies acknowledge the importance of stock as a key component 

for business, even though its role was previously underestimated. Nowadays, stocks are 

recognized as a main component within the supply chain and other commercial 

procedures. According to Aznar (1986), the role of stocks in business is increasingly 

gaining in importance: 

For an industrial company, between 25% and 30% of the total assets is represented 

by the row of inventories. Yet, for commercial the financial statements can reach up to 

80% or even a higher percentage. Commonly, part of the resources invested in 

inventories comes from loans to other companies (Aznar, 1986) representing a high 

cost impact. 

Inventories concentrate the totality of assets that companies require to satisfy the 

demand of products or services that are offered. The main reasons to justify the 

maintenance of inventories is to reach economies of scale, to face uncertainty and 

speculation, to leave out temporal Investment, to smooth the variability of demand, the 

restrictions of business logistics and the cost of control systems (Nahmias, 2007). 

According to Heizer and Render (2001) the costs associated to the inventories can 

be classified in two categories: ordering costs and maintenance costs. The ordering 

costs include the specifications, purchase order, suppliers follow-up, office documents 
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and administrative staff which are needed to process the orders. The maintenance cost 

include; the warehouse rental (if it is the case) depreciation, operational costs, taxes, 

cost of capital opportunity, insurances, financing costs, financial losses, waste, 

obsolescence, etc. Through this method, the acquisition of materials has to be done 

using the Just in Time (JIT). However it is not pure JIT since it combines tools from 

other systems, it is a hybrid version of JIT that fill the gaps that cannot be completed 

due to an array of deficiencies in the supply  chain. 

This project is aimed at the personalized products and high volume business unit. It 

focuses on analyzing -from a single business unit- the 24 thousand part numbers from 

the stock of direct components for assembly. The objective is to improve the efficiency 

of purchase processes, to generate savings for the company and to optimize the 

inventory levels. In a first instance, the basic components of the business unit in 

question were downloaded. A Pareto of suppliers was applied in order to identify the 

main part numbers of the company, where the amount of items designated is displayed. 

Using this information, the supplier that provides more part numbers was selected and 

the part numbers were classified according to their profit and use. This classification of 

the articles was used to analyze the behavior of the demand. 

In a later stage, the Coefficient of Variability was calculated by using the information 

gathered from the part numbers selected in order to foretell the behavior of the demand. 

The results obtained from this process were used to establish the model to be applied 

the two cases found. Finally, the safety stock was calculated after the results of lot sizes 

were concluded. 

2 Literary Review 

The Pareto principle -also known as the 80-20 rule or the principle of factor sparsity-, 

named after the Italian economist, sociologist and engineer Vilfredo Pareto who 

introduced the concept for the first time, is considered one of the major contributions 

to microeconomics and a baseline for ABC analysis. This concept divides the inventory 

available in three categories based on the income annual volume. 

The Pareto principle indicates to separate ‘the vital few from the trivial many’. The 

aim is to apply policies for inventories so that there is a focus on the vital few parts of 

an inventory instead of the trivial many. It is not realistic to monitor cheap articles with 

the same emphasis than the costly ones (Heizer J. & Render B., 2009). 

Classifying part numbers in an inventory is of great importance to maintain efficient 

levels. Dhoka et al (2013) show that in the Analysis ABC -based in the Pareto principle- 

20% of articles contribute to 80% of sales.  Generally, this 20% is composed by articles 

classified as A and produce the 80% of the income of the company. In their study they 

analyze 330 articles from the automotive industry within a specific time frame in order 

to show the changing behavior of A, B and C categories. 

Another tool used is the Economic Order Quantity model or EOQ which allows to 

determine the amount of items that should be ordered to minimize costs. This model is 

one of the preferred to achieve a range of demand. It allows to balance the fixed costs 

per lot and the logistical costs (Roach Bill, 2005). The EOQ is not a complex model, it 

is based on finding the point where the costs of ordering a product are equal to the costs 

of maintaining  it. 
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Fig 1. Graphic representation of EOQ model (Heizer, 2009). 

The graphic for the inventory use through the time has a dented saw shape, as is 

illustrated in Fig 1. In the figure Q represents the quantity to be ordered. Generally, 

when an order is received the inventory level increases from “0” to Q units. Due to the 

constant demand through the time, the inventory decreases in a constant rate during a 

specific period of time. Every time the inventory level reaches to zero, a new order is 

placed and received; and once again the inventory level reaches to Q units (represented 

by vertical lines. The process continue through the time indefinitely (Heizer, J. 2009). 

Sipper, D. & Bulfin, R.L. (1998) determine the q, R model as special for the 

continuous review system. This model has a unique optimization of service and focus, 

equivalent to the stochastic version for a deterministic EOQ. Both variables establish 

the models policy, where Q represents the order size and R is the reorder point. The 

principal issue in the analyzed company, according to the study, is the low rotation and 

high inventory level. Qing Li et al (2008) describes the problem of no defined 

demand/production, through the model definition to calculate the lot size, having all the 

used variables. 

Pratap, M., & Singh, H. (2008), proposed an stochastic inventory model in order to 

select the economic order to improve the inventory level control, and delete the stock 

out raw material situation. The result of this study revealed that the companies can save 

a considerable yearly amount of money adopting the proposed model. 

As Mattsson (2007) describes in his study subject, with the showed simulations in 

his work is a simply way to describe the positive effect of the continuous inventory 

reviews expressed using equations trying to clarify the model. Below the Figure 2 are 

showed 2 examples of how the re-order points can be reached, where it is considered a 

minimal inventory level meanwhile the placed order is triggered to be received during 

a specific period of time. 

The main issue that can be represented in this model, is the stock out for raw material, 

and is considered in its critical point when the replenishment has not been received, in 

other words, meanwhile the material is under production with the supplier or in-transit 

to the needed facilities. For these reasons the lead time plays an important role inside 

the company’s supply chain, creating several ideas to encourage a deep and strong 

partnership between supplier-client as a single commercial society. 

Hopp, Spearman & Zhang, in its publication Easily Implementable Inventory 

Control Policies (1997), when customer service depends mainly in the material 

availability, the problem has a solving estimation with the minimization for the total 

inventory investment subject to average fill rate restrictions and orders frequency. In 
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which the authors selected the q, R model as the most appropriated playing the 

individual inventory role. 

 

 

Fig 2. Re-order point behavior example. 

Hadley & Whitin (1963) formalized the q, R model in a costs framework, where the 

total amount of costs is composed by ordering, maintaining and backordering costs. 

Federgruen & Zheng presented a simple and efficient algorithm to calculate a q, R 

optimal lineal policy in Q*; Zheng (1992) contributed with important ideas for the 

heuristic showing the utilization of EOQ formula instead of the optimal order quantity, 

Q*, finding the optimal order point, r, causes a cost increase for the order in a rate of 

no more than 1/8. Also demonstrated when the saving in inventory is reflected, the 

relative total cost increase is much lower than in the worst scenario. 

Priyan y Uthayakumar (2015) presented that even that the continuous review 

inventory model has been studied for several years, helping to minimize the related 

costs to the ordering quantities, lost sales and process order costs, exists some 

paradigms into the inventory areas. The most common is the assumption that received 

quantities are equal to the ordered quantities; which is a non-complete true asseveration 

due to the huge amount of variables during the process, packing and delivery moments. 

For all this reasons they developed a mathematical model including the stock out costs, 

these are located in the studied company we are studying. 

3 Problem Description 

The selected company is dedicated to manufacture mechanical seals in Tlaxcala. It has 

been running for more than 30 years and nowadays has 400 employees working in a 3 

shifts scheme. Reviewing the general acquisition of components process we can 

highlight the suppliers’ ship daily via FedEx / DHL due to the characteristics of size 

and weight of the part numbers. 70% of the suppliers are located in U.S. 20% are in 

Europe and 10 % between Asia and Middle East. Actually the use the financial strategy 

of non-pure Just in Time (JIT), because of the always changing characteristics of the 

business, they have incorporated other strategies like the Vendor Management 

Inventory (VMI). 
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The productive strategy is Make-to-Order, as they start producing until a sales order 

is entered and reflected into the ERP system. There are some parallel running processes 

with sales where drawings are developed, material specifications and creation of new 

codes when applies. This will help the final customer receive their material in the 

compromised lead time. 

The company use an old fashioned ERP to follow up the open orders having an 

operational control, creating a data base visible for the other sites around the world. 

This tool was developed by IBM and have his boom during 90’s. Nowadays it is still 

working in a proper way for the business requirements. The last massive 

parameterization was performed 5 years ago. However the buyers review individually 

their own part numbers before placing a new order. The business have a consecutive 

growth for the last 5 years, but we identified 770 part numbers (30% approx.) with a 

decreasing usage because the engineering reviews do not need those pieces anymore. 

New business have been incorporated and calls for components with specific 

restrictions as FDA’s compliance. As consequence new part numbers have been added 

to the warehouse stock ignoring the ABC classification; the last time they reviewed 

their safety stock levels was done in 2012. These are the mainly reasons why we cannot 

define if they have a overstock level, there are many logistical costs over the sky and 

an important lack of raw material acquisition planning, giving as a result penalties for 

stock outs and re-works for the rest of the involved areas with negative impact on the 

financial metrics. 

The actual needs of the market demands less lead time or deliveries and 

improvement for the competitive prices with no quality issues. Other companies that 

produce the same type of seals are increasing the competences in the critical involved 

areas (Purchasing, Warehouse and Finances) where the major part of the expenses are 

reflected. 

As a first stage an ABC classification was performed for the 144 suppliers with 

active orders during 2015, according to the part numbers volume supplied to the 

company. The result is that only one vendor has assigned the 33% of all the existing 

part numbers in loaded in the system. With the selected supplier, we worked in the 

second stage where an ABC classification was done for 2,636 items; using a coefficient 

of variation and pattern demand to establish the most accurate model to be used. If the 

coefficient of variation is less than 20% a deterministic model EOQ will be used, that 

determine the lot sizes for the economic order. Otherwise, if the value is higher than 

20%, the best option will be working with a q, R stochastic model, that will define the 

size of the order and re-order point with irregular pattern demand. 

Due to the uncertainty in the demand, as the company works under personalized 

projects, a safety stock is needed only over the critical part numbers that can be used in 

multiple seals as a common base with long lead time enough to impact the customer 

order. During the third and last stage, the Safety stock was analyzed against the 

information loaded in the system with the intention of update the purchasing 

parameters. The implementation team was conformed of 3 departments Warehouse, 

Purchasing and Finances. 
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4 Methodology and Results 

4.1 ABC Classification for Supplier and Components 

There are 24,059 items loaded into the system; only 7,879 items had movement during 

the last year. In order to narrow the scope a Pareto diagram was made where the 

assigned part numbers per vendor are shown, in Figure 3 A, B, C,… etc. represents the 

supplier name. In total we have 144 active suppliers delivering items, but only 20 of 

them have assigned the 80% of the total amount of part numbers. 

 

Fig 3. Items assigned per supplier. 

The “A” supplier has 2,980 assigned items, because of that we will continue only 

with this supplier. A modification in that quantity of items will not only have effects of 

inventory reduction, a drastic logistical costs reduction as the inventory models 

explains. 

Taking 2,980 items, we proceed with ABC classification as shown in the following 

charts; Profit based on (Chart 1a) and Usage based on (Chart 1b) with 2015 database to 

have an assertive result. 

In the second stage we considered that the first simple of 91 items is not enough to 

specify a method, not even the model to use with the other part numbers. We took the 

decision to open the sample to 100%, so all the part numbers assigned to the supplier 

will be reviewed. 
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Chart 1a. Profit.   Chart 1b. Usage. 

4.2 Coefficient of Variability 

This operation is needed to determine if the used model will be deterministic or 

probabilistic; in order to take the best decision, the following steps are recommended: 

1) Calculate estimated average demand d for each period: 

�̅� =
1

𝑛
∑𝑑𝑖

𝑖=𝑛

1=𝑙

. (1) 

2) Calculate estimated variance D for each period:  

𝐸𝑠𝑡. 𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝐷 =
1

𝑛
∑𝑑𝑖2
𝑖=𝑛

1=𝑙

−  𝑑2̅̅ ̅. (2) 

3) Calculate estimated relative demand variation (also called as coefficient of 

variation). The final amount is represented as CV: 

𝑉𝐶 =  
𝑒𝑠𝑡.  𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝐷

�̅�2
. (3) 

If the coefficient is lower than 0.20 (20%) a deterministic model can be used; 

otherwise, the demand is too instable and a probabilistic model must be used. After 

calculate the coefficient of variation for all the classified A, B, C items we can observe 

the behavior in Chart 2a showed below: 
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Chart 2a. Behavior for ABC classification according to Coefficient of variation. 

We can appreciate the part numbers classified as “A”, most of them have a regular 

pattern and a deterministic method can be applied due to their coefficient of variation. 

Not in the same way for the rest of the items; the scene changes for the B and C 

classified items; where we can see most of the items have an irregular pattern and it is 

no possible to apply the same method that is why we call for a stochastic one. 

 

Chart 2b. Global behavior and method to be used according to Coefficient of variation. 

Into the Chart 2b shows that the EOQ will be used for the 3% of the items with the 

coefficient of variation acceptable for a deterministic method. For the rest of the items 

B & C mostly we decided to use the continuous review q, R model. 

4.3 Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) 

In this stage of the Project we realized the economic lot estimated using the general 

equation for EOQ model (4) as is showed below: 

Q ∗= √
2𝐷𝑆

𝐻
, (4) 

where: 

D = Yearly unitary demand.  

S = Ordering cost for each requirement.  

H = Holding monetary cost.  

The total logistical cost (5) is obtained summarizing the order cost plus the acquisition 

cost plus the holding inventory cost: 

A B C

% No. Items Pattern % No. Items Pattern % No. Items Pattern

0.90 81.00 Regular 0.34 157.00 Regular 0.02 38.00 Regular

0.10 10.00 Irregular 0.66 307.00 Irregular 0.98 2,387.00 Irregular

91.00 464.00 2,425.00

% No. Items Model % No. Items Model % No. Items Model

0.64 58.00 Deterministic 0.08 35.00 Deterministic 0.003 7.00 Deterministic

0.37 33.00 Probabilistic 0.92 429.00 Probabilistic 0.997 2,418.00 Probabilistic

91.00 464.00 2,425.00

Pattern No. Items %

Regular 276.00 9%

Irregular 2,704.00 91%

Total 2,980.00

Model No. Items %

Deterministic 100.00 3% EOQ

Probabilistico 2,880.00 97% QR

Total 2,980.00

ABC
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𝜇(𝑞) =
𝑘𝑑

𝑞
+ 𝑐𝑑 +

ℎ𝑞

2
. (5) 

The frequency (6) for setting a new order is:  

𝑇∗ =
𝑞∗

𝑑
. (6) 

The order number (7) is given by the consume (demand) between the optimal 

quantity to be ordered: 

𝑛 = (𝑑/𝑞∗). (7) 

As a result we have a total logistical cost of $4’269,694 pesos; due to the order cost 

is low, the optimal quantity to order is high; and this is reflected in holding inventory 

for long periods of time. Also we obtained an average of 4.2 orders per year for 

almost all the part numbers. Inside the Chart 3 we can see the relation between the 

part numbers according to their classification and the percentile of the logistical cost 

that represents for the 100 reviewed pieces. 

 

Chart 3. Total logistical cost for EOQ model. 

4.4 Continuous Review Model with Uncertain Demand (q, R) 

For this project we used the q, R inventory model with a random demand. After setting 

the needed equations we will have an optimal value for the limits approach, without 

leaving the order limits allowed for the inventory value, where the theorems will prove 

the supposed changes in the following orders. It is taken this analysis because we 

proposed a periodic review with emergency safety replenishment. Characterized with 

short order periods, absorbing the order cost. Below we can see the equations for the 

results obtainment. 

The standard deviation (8) is calculated during the lead time, multiplying the 

demand’s standard deviation with square root of lead time: 

𝑆𝑑
′ = 𝑆𝑑√𝐿 (8) 

The re-order point (9) is the result of multiplying the mensual demand with the 

lead time expressed in months plus the adjusted standard deviation with the Z value to 

the normal distribution with a customer’s service level previously defined: 

𝑅 = 𝑑 ∗ 𝐿 + 𝑧𝐶𝑆𝐿 ∗ 𝑆𝑑
′ . (9) 

The order size (10) tells us we should calculate the square root of two times the 

order cost multiplied with the monthly demand between the holding inventory costs: 

# Items Logistical Cost %

A 58 $2,386,249.24 56%

B 35 $1,845,183.93 43%

C 7 $38,260.85 1%

Total 100 $4,269,694.02
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𝑞 = √
2𝑘𝑑

ℎ
. (10) 

The ratio of the standard deviation (11) stays out or do not complies with the 

demand 1-s´d*Ez/q gives us the number of non-supplied pieces. 

The stock outs ratio given a Z. 

Fs (z) = Accumulated normal standard distribution function. 

Fs (z) = Density of normal standard distribution function. This is the point where 

occurs the probability: 

𝐸𝑧 = 𝑧 ∗ [𝐹𝑠(𝑧) − 1] + 𝑓𝑠(𝑧). (11) 

The total logistical cost (12) [𝜇(𝑞∗)] is given by the following equation: 

𝜇(𝑞) =
𝑘𝑑

𝑞
+ ℎ [

𝑞

2
+ 𝑧𝐶𝑆𝐿 ∗ 𝑆𝑑

′ ] 𝑐𝑑 +
𝑑

𝑞
(𝑢 ∗ 𝑠𝑑

′ ∗ 𝐸2). (12) 

FR (13) is defined per the following equation: 

𝐹𝑅 = 1 −
(
𝑑
𝑞
) ∗ 𝑆𝑑

′ ∗ 𝐸𝑧

𝑑
= 1 −

𝑆𝑑
′ ∗ 𝐸𝑧
𝑑

. 
(13) 

As a result we obtained a total logistical cost of $5’861,794 pesos. The q, R model 

considers a cyclical service level of 100% and suggests a re-order point with a lot size 

for each part number. See the Chart 4 to review the relation between the articles with 

the logistical costs and the ratio that represents each category. 

 
Chart 4. Total logistical cost for q,R model. 

4.5 Safety Stock (SS) 

The safety stock inventory is an additional quantity for an item inside your warehouse 

with the objective of reduce the production stock outs. There are additional associated 

costs that must be considered during the calculation; however the holding inventory 

cost can be lower than the cost for losing a client if the delivery is not completed timely 

and properly. 

We took 920 items with a safety stock inventory loaded with the selected supplier. 

The 2,060 pending items do not have a safety stock loaded and will be excluded from 

our analysis. We decided to perform an analysis between the loaded inventories into 

the system against a proposal of re-ordering points with the q, R model. After the 

estimations, we analyzed the implementation team to verify the obtained results. 

# Items Logistical Cost %

A 33 $34,152.06 1%

B 429 $539,495.40 9%

C 2418 $5,288,147.06 90%

Total 2880 $5,861,794.52
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5 Discussion of Results  

At the beginning of this project I have no idea where to find a problematic situation 

inside the organization. I started downloading different reports in order to see if I can 

get some clues about a malfunction of any area. Suddenly I get trapped in a huge 

quantity of information that have no sense for me. I have to accept that into the theory 

the problems looks like if all could be located easily. After several meetings with 

different areas, the situation of the inventory came out and the opportunity to work in 

that issue was set. 

The part numbers trend through the analyzed period of time gave us a general 

overview of the behavior of the sales, and the inventory level effects. The Figure 4a, 

4b, 4c & 4d shows some examples of one analyzed item and the movement during the 

last 5 years. The graphics are based in the yearly usage showing the pieces during the 

period of time mentioned before. 

 

Fig 4a.     Fig 4b. 

 

Fig 4c.     Fig 4d. 

 

Chart 5. Actual status against proposed model values. 

As we can see into the graphics the behavior of the part numbers are as many as the 

customers’ requests. It is a challenging situation due to the nature of the business, and 

a great opportunity to solve this issues with the tools available in the science theory. 

Concept Actual Model Difference %

Items with SS 920 919 -1 0.1%

Inventory value $1,046,076.00 $996,888.23 -$49,187.77 5%
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Nowadays the inventory levels into the companies represents one big opportunity 

for creating savings without the need additional investments for the operational 

processes. Every day the highest levels of the organizations increases their awareness 

about the negative effect of having money stocked into the shelves. In order to 

accomplish the purpose of this project a selection of logistical tools were used with 

mathematical operations the values represents the path they are following up. 

The inventory value at the beginning of the project was $1’046,076 pesos with 920 

part numbers with a safety stock inventory loaded, representing 8% of the total value 

of the analyzed plant inventory. The modification in the minimal lots suggest 58% 

reduction of the inventory value and decrease of 691 part numbers in the safety stock 

items loaded. After changes were applied the saving impact is immediately, even when 

the available inventory in plant was not considered. This variable was discarded for 

practical reasons for this project, because we do not have control over the demand and 

due to the restricted access to the sales department information. Finally the inventory 

will reach the objective level of $435,854 pesos. Please refer to the Chart 5 to see the 

initial amount of loaded items with safety stock and their value in pesos, also we can 

see the difference that represents the change in parameters, where a 5% reduction is 

showed. 

The idea of reduce the inventory level without any investment had a great 

acceptance, and that is why we reviewed each one of the 920 items, leaving out the 

obsolete, discontinued or substituted items; also all those special items that only were 

bought one time without requirement. After the complete review, the implementation 

team concluded with the Chart 6 values, for reaching an inventory level decreased 58%. 

 

 

Chart 6. Actual state against final agreement. 

Chart 7a & 7b shows the inventory value proposed for both cases: q, R model and 

final agreement with ABC classification. We can see the dramatically decrease in items 

with C classification and the value increase for A classified items. 

 

    

Chart 7a.     Chart 7b. 

Concept Actual Model Difference %

Items with SS 920 691 -229 24.9%

Inventory value $1,046,076.00 $435,845.67 -$610,230.33 58%

Clasif Items Value $ %

A 83 $63,728.77 6%

B 345 $347,503.09 35%

C 491 585.656.37 59%

Total 919 $411,231.86

q, R Model

Clasif Items Value $ %

A 82 $70,125.72 16%

B 327 $152,672.11 35%

C 282 $213,047.84 49%

Total 691 $435,845.67

Final Agreement
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Abstract. This paper proposes the modification of a technique of simultaneous 

optimization of multiple response variables that works using a Bayesian 

predictive distribution, to incorporate different weights to the response variables 

according to their importance in the products. To achieve this, the desirability 

function has been incorporated to the original proposal. This research shows by 

representing different scenarios in one case study taken from literature, that the 

highest desirabilities and in turn the proposed optimum values in the process 

operating conditions always moved toward regions where the response variables 

with the highest weights had the best results, at the expense of performance in 

variables with the lowest weights. 

1 Introduction 

When working with product optimization, they are likely to have several quality 

characteristics that must be considered in the analysis. An alternative is to optimize 

separately each one of these characteristics, which according to various authors is not 

recommended because this approach may propose as many different combinations of 

control variables as response variables are considered in the study, which could 

generate a conflict to decide between them. The best way to address this situation is to 

consider all responses simultaneously, for which various techniques have been 

proposed, some of them more complete than others in relation to the various 

considerations that must be addressed during optimization. It is possible to find 

alternatives with different levels of technical complexity, with some of them even 

included within commercial statistical software, which helps them to be the best known 

and therefore used, although not necessarily the best options. This paper presents a 

Bayesian approach proposed by [1] which considers the correlation between the 

responses of interest and the uncertainty in the estimation of the model parameters in a 
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formal manner. Furthermore it is considered what was proposed by [2], to incorporate 

noise variables to the analysis. The contribution that will be made have a direct impact 

on optimizing multiple responses, since this is a modification that allows incorporate a 

different weights for each response variable, according to the importance they have on 

the functionality or cost of the product. This will be accomplished by replacing the 

probability of conformance as variable to optimize in the original approach by the 

overall desirability (OD) for every process operating condition being analyzed. 

1.1 Background 

As already mentioned, several options have emerged to work with the problem of 

simultaneous optimization of multiple responses, the most common based on the loss 

function [3][4] on process capability indexes [5][6], on the desirability function [7] [8] 

on the overlapping of graphical response surfaces and have recently emerged 

techniques that optimize the probability of concordance [9][1]. Some of these 

techniques emerged to overcome a weakness that had other options or even to 

complement its earlier versions evolving on the same idea and incorporating some 

changes that would make them more complete. 

Some aspects to consider by the various alternatives proposed to carry out the 

simultaneous optimization of the response variables are the correlation between the 

response variables, they must also consider noise factors that affect the quality 

characteristics and propose operating conditions of the processes that are robust to them 

and also must incorporate uncertainty in model parameters, all of this without losing 

the simplicity. So the right alternative must then be selected considering some of these 

elements. 

There have been many efforts by various researchers to design a tool that includes 

as many of the above mentioned aspects as possible and this information may be found 

on different research journals. This study proposes to modify an existing technique 

using the method proposed by Peterson [1] based on the Bayesian approach, 

incorporating the robust approach proposed by [2] and incorporating the possibility of 

adding weights to the response variables that presents the methodology based on the 

desirability function, thus obtaining a hybrid methodology that considers the Bayesian 

methodology and desirability function to take the benefits of both proposals, for the 

simultaneous optimization of multiple responses. 

1.2 Desirability Function 

The desirability function according to [10] is a technique used for optimization of 

multiple responses in the analysis of experiments in which multiple responses must be 

optimized simultaneously. According to [11], the desirability optimization 

methodology is based on the idea that the quality of a product or process having 

multiple features, when one of these is outside certain "desired" limits, it is completely 

unacceptable. The method tries to find process operating conditions that provide the 

"most desirable" response. The optimal values of the factors are determined from the 

maximization of the function. A high value of D, which varies between zero and one, 

indicates the best combination of factors to optimize the system studied. [6] propose 

using desirability functions which converts the problem of multiple responses into a 
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problem of a single response; that is, the response analyzed is the overall desirability 

D = (d1(Y1) . . . dm(Ym))1/m where ),...,( 1 mYY  are the m responses and d1,...,dm
 are the 

individual desirabilities. To convert the response di to yi these authors propose the 

following transformation: 
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where s and t are used to choose the desired shape of the transformation and thus reflect 

the wishes of the experimenter: if large values are taken (s, t ≥ 10) means that the 

desirability di only takes large values when it falls near its target value; small values for 

s and t (s, t ≤ 0.1) means that any value 
iŷ  within the range [LSi, USi] is also desirable. 

This can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Desirability function according to different values of s and t. 

According to [12] the default value of these exponents is one, suggesting linear 

increase desirability to the target value (see Figure 1). Also if a response variable has 

specification on only one side, what must be done is to take the target value (T) equal 

to the value at which it is considered that no additional gain on quality of the response 
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is achieved, and in the equation 1 one restriction disappears and figure 1, reduces to 

one side of the target value (T). According to [15] once the "n" variables (levels of 

factors and responses) are transformed into values of desirability, these are combined 

into a single function called Overall Desirability (OD) to find the best set of responses 

using the following equation: 

OD = (𝑑1
𝑟1 ×  𝑑2

𝑟2 × … ×  𝑑𝑛
𝑟𝑛)

1
∑ 𝑛 = [∏ 𝑑𝑖

𝑟𝑖n
𝑖=1 ]

1
∑ 𝑛, (2) 

where ri refers to weights that represent the importance of each variable with respect to 

others. 

To reach an OD different to zero, it is necessary that all the variables that are being 

optimized simultaneously have a desirability value greater than zero. On the other hand, 

if in any operating condition of the process, one of the responses is completely 

undesirable with 𝑑𝑖(�̂�𝑖) = 0, OD is also equal to zero, no matter how good the 

performance is in the remaining variables. 

The optimization of multiple responses through desirability function according to 

[14] has two disadvantages: first, OD can be difficult to model because it is a complex 

function of m responses; second, it is difficult to say what the difference between 

expected values of D means except that the bigger is the better. Another disadvantage 

of this approach according to [15] is that it does not consider the structure of variance-

covariance matrix of responses and as it was previously mentioned ignore this 

information can lead to a no real solution, if indeed the responses have significantly 

different variances or if they are highly correlated. Other approaches have been 

proposed based on the desirability function to correct some of these details from the 

original proposal, see for example, [16, 7, 8, 17, 18]. 

1.2 The Bayesian Approach 

According to [2] the optimization of multiple responses problem is to choose the values 

of k controllable factors xi, such that Y has certain desired properties. Often the case is 

presented in which these properties are the vector of responses Y meet specifications. 

Then let A represents the region of space defined by these specifications responses. 

Region A may have an arbitrary shape. Then optimizing multiple responses can be 

summarized in a simple goal, which is to maximize the probability of having the vector 

of responses within the specification region A, for example, maximize the following 

probability of conformance: 

max ( ) ( | , )

: ,

p x p y A x data

subjet to x R

 


 (3) 

where R is the region where the model is valid, which is usually taken as the 

experimental region defined by the design matrix X. 

According to [1] based on the typical multivariate regression model: 

,Y Bx e   (4) 

where B is a pxq matrix of regression coefficients and x is the qx1 vector of values x in 

which equation (4) is evaluated. In addition, the vector Y has a multivariate normal 
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distribution with mean vector 0 and variance-covariance matrix  . To consider the 

uncertainty in model parameters B y it can be used the posterior predictive density 

f (y | x,data) . Using the classical noninformative prior joint distribution for B y  and 

the model of equation (3), the bayesian predictive density for Y can be obtained in 

closed form. The bayesian predictive density for vector values x where the function is 

evaluated, is given by a multivariate t distribution with  degrees of freedom (df), as 

follows: 

2

/2

( )
12 ˆ ˆ( | , ) | |{1 ( ' ) ' ( ' )} ,

( ) ( )
2

v p

p

p

f y x data H y B x H y B x
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1
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n q x X X x
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( ) .
Values in A

p x
Values generated

  

 

Here p is the number of responses to optimize, X is the qxn matrix formed by the 

n(xi) vectors of covariates, B̂  is the least squares estimation of B, (.)  refers to the 

gamma function, ̂ is the usual estimator of   calculated using the residuals of 

multivariate regression adjustment, 1 qpn  
and n is the sample size. 

According to [1] because equation 5, follows a multivariate t-distribution, is easy to 

simulate the Y values from this predictive density. [19] in his book Multivariate 

statistical simulation mentions that it is possible to simulate a random variable t - varied 

Y, by simulating a multivariate normal random variable and an independent Chi-square 

random variable [1] If W is a normal random variable with mean vector equal to zero 

and variance-covariance matrix equal to H-1  and additionally  U is a Chi-square random 

variable which is independent of W, then: 

jjj UWvY  )/(      for j=1,…,p, (7) 

where Yj is the jth element of Y, Wj is the j-th element of W and j


 is the jth element 

from )(xzB


 . From the above mentioned by [1] it follows that Y follows a 

multivariate t distribution with v  degrees of freedom. 

2 Case Study 

To illustrate the operation of the methodology, the experimental data proposed by [20] 

are taken, which considers three design variables, x1: reaction time, x2: temperature and 

x3: percentage of catalyst and two response variables, y1: conversion rate and y2: 
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thermal activity using a central composite design with six central runs. In this case x1 

was considered as noise variable (xn), so the optimization will be performed in relation 

to the control variables (xc) x2 and x3. Data are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Experimental results. 

 

Based on the information from the previous experiment the magnitude of 

subdivisions in the control factors to be used in the simulation to create a fine grid to 

generate response vectors using equation (7) is determined. These response vectors 

were used to calculate the corresponding desirabilities. In this case study we worked 

with a 112 array, which means that 121 different combinations of control factors x2 and 

x3 are used with the following levels for each variable: 

-1.682, -1.3456, -1.0092, -0.672, -0.3364, 0, 0.3364, 0.6728, 1.0092, 1.3456, 1.682. 

Once the number of combinations to be considered in the simulation is fixed, it is 

required to determine the number of runs to be simulated in each combination using 

equation (7) taking the adjusted regression models based on the original design. This 

time 10,000 vectors of two responses (y1, y2) were generated in each one of the 121 

combinations. 

At this point it is also addressed the robustness of the process, considering that for 

each of the combinations of x2 and x3, while they remain fixed in the simulation of the 

10,000 response vectors, the variable x1 takes a different value in each iteration, which 

is generated from a normal distribution (0, 0.1), whereby a vector of covariates x1, x2 

Control Variables Response Variables 

Reaction time Temperature % Catalyst Conversion rate Thermal  Activity 

𝑋𝑛 𝑋2 𝑋3 𝑌1 𝑌2 

-1 -1 -1 74 53.2 

1 -1 -1 51 62.9 

-1 1 -1 88 53.4 

1 1 -1 70 62.6 

-1 -1 1 71 57.3 

1 -1 1 90 67.9 

-1 1 1 66 59.8 

1 1 1 97 67.8 

-1.682 0 0 76 59.1 

1.682 0 0 79 65.9 

0 -1.682 0 85 60 

0 1.682 0 97 60.7 

0 0 -1.682 55 57.4 

0 0 1.682 81 63.2 

0 0 0 81 59.2 

0 0 0 75 60.4 

0 0 0 76 59.1 

0 0 0 83 60.6 

0 0 0 80 60.8 

0 0 0 91 58.9 
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and x3 is formed. With these 10,000 response vectors the desirabilities are calculated 

using equation 1 in each of the combinations of the control variables, comparing the 

values of the response variables against the corresponding specifications which are 

presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Specifications of the response variables. 

Response LSL Target USL Kind of variable 

𝑦1 80 110     - The bigger the better 

𝑦2 50 57.5 65 The nominal is best 

 

Once the individual desirabilities have been calculated the dimension of the problem 

is reduced by calculating OD for each vector generated in each of the 121 combinations 

using Equation 2. In this case study four scenarios were proposed by changing the levels 

of importance of the response variables. In scenario 1 (OD1) the response variables are 

considered equally important, while in scenarios 2 (OD2), 3 (OD3) and 4 (OD4) is 

fictitiously considered that response variables have different importance, which is 

reflected in different weights in order to assess how the optimal point reacts to these 

weights. Table 3 shows the weights used for each response variable in each one of the 

proposed scenarios. 

Using the OD values, polynomials regression models were adjusted using Minitab 

16 to represent the relationship between them and the control variables for the four 

scenarios under analysis.  As an example, equation 8 shows the adjusted model for OD3. 

The adjusted R2 for all four models were greater than 96% and for this reason the 

optimization (maximization) of these regression models was carried out. In this case, 

the optimization was realized with the help of Excel Solver using the Generalized 

Reduced Gradient method (GRG) to determine the best levels of the control variables 

with the maximum OD for every one polynomial model. To initiate the search 15 values 

for control variables were used. The proposed optimal process operating condition and 

the OD achieved in each model are shown in Table 4. 

Table 3. Weights considered for the response variables in each scenario. 

 Weight 

Scenario 𝑌1 𝑌2 

𝑂𝐷1 0.5 0.5 

𝑂𝐷2 0.6 0.4 

𝑂𝐷3 0.8 0.2 

𝑂𝐷4 0.2 0.8 

 

𝑀𝑂𝐷3 = 0.155 + 0.0708 𝑥2 + 0.0764 𝑥3 - 0.118 𝑥2𝑥3 + 0.320 𝑥2
2  

- 0.0971 𝑥3
2 + 0.0144 𝑥3

3𝑥2 - 0.0299 𝑥2
4 + 0.0208 𝑥3

4  

- 0.00812 𝑥3
4𝑥2

2,  

𝑅2= 96.9%. 

(8) 
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Table 4. Desirability Values in every optimal process operating conditions. 

Scenario 
Weights 

 

 

Optimal values 
OD 

𝑌1 𝑌2 𝑋2 𝑋3 

𝑂𝐷1 0.5 0.5 1.682 -0.6055 0.8022 

𝑂𝐷2 0.6 0.4 1.682 -0.5710 0.8513 

𝑂𝐷3 0.8 0.2 1.682 -0.5208 0.9737 

𝑂𝐷4 0.2 0.8 1.5073 -0.7756 0.7140 

 

Finally, optimal proposed process operating conditions are tested using a matlab 

program very similar to that used in the initial simulation with a small change to allow 

that the control variables had fixed values, which corresponded to the optimum values 

proposed by the Solver; to do this 10,000 iterations were used. The simulation was 

repeated 30 times in order to know how the respective individual desirabilities for every 

response variable changed. With these values graphical comparisons of the two 

response variables for the four scenarios were made to see if there was a change on 

their desirabilities due to the different weights they had in each scenario. Figure 2 shows 

the behavior of the desirability associated to Y1 (D1) in the four scenarios analyzed. The 

graph shows that generally D1 has the highest values in scenario OD3, which is caused 

because this response variable had a weight of 0.8, while in the other scenarios Y1 had 

lower weights. The opposite occurs in OD4 because is in this scenario where the lowest 

weight was given to this response variable, reflected in turn in the lowest values of D1. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of D1 values in the four scenarios. 

In the case of behavior of desirability associated to the variable Y2 (D2), the four 

scenarios can be seen in Figure 3. It is noted that in D2 the highest desirabilities were 

in the scenario OD4 in the 30 repetitions of validation, this is because in this scenario 
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the highest weight (0.8) was given to this variable. In general, similar conclusions than 

those presented in figure 2 can be made with D2 going up or down depending on the 

weights given to Y2 in every scenario. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of D2 values in the four scenarios. 

With the previous figures the hypothesis that the best results achieved in the different 

proposed scenarios tend to favor the response variables with highest weights is 

confirmed graphically. 

Table 5. Confidence intervals for the desirabilities in each response variable. 

Scenario 
Weigths Average Confidence interval (95%) 

𝒀𝟏 𝒀𝟐 𝑫𝟏 D2 𝑫𝟏 𝑫𝟐 

𝑶𝑫𝟏 
(0.5) (0.5) 0.9795 0.6269 

(0.978972, 

0.980101) 

(0.625400, 

0.628480) 

𝑶𝑫𝟐 
(0.6) (0.4) 0.9799 0.6236 

(0.979508, 

0.980352) 

(0.622063, 

0.625037) 

𝑶𝑫𝟑 
(0.8) (0.2) 0.9825 0.5972 

(0.981972, 

0.982994) 

(0.595745, 

0.598568) 

𝑶𝑫𝟒 
(0.2) (0.8) 0.9196 0.6568 

(0.918730, 

0.920397) 

(0.655318, 

0.658302) 

 

Table 5 shows the 95% confidence interval estimates of individual desirabilities, 

based on the 30 values obtained during validation. With these intervals it can be seen 

that there is a statistically significant difference in individual desirabilities of the 

response variables in the four scenarios presented. In general, the limits of the intervals 

are shifted up as the weights are increased and on the contrary, the limits decreased 

when the weights also decreased. Thus, according to these results the proposed 
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methodology reacted according to the weights given to each response variable, 

searching the process operating conditions, where the variables with the highest weights 

behave better. 

3 Conclusions 

According to the results achieved in this and another case study not reported in this 

study it is possible to conclude that the methodology proposed by [1] and supplemented 

by [2] works well with the proposed modification to consider that the response variables 

have different weights, which in turn can modify the optimum results achieved, 

searching process configurations with better behavior in the variables with the highest 

weights. For this reason it makes possible to analyze scenarios where response variables 

are not equally important, so that the original methodology becomes more flexible and 

attractive in many practical cases, since in its original version is not designed to 

incorporate these considerations. Other advantage is that with the proposed 

modification to incorporate the desirability function, a problem can be solved using 

different combinations of weights on the response variables, which would provide to 

engineers and researchers different solutions with respect to the proposed optimal 

process operation condition, which can enrich decision making. 
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Abstract. Text embedded in video sequences is very important to se-
mantic indexing and content-based retrieval system, especially for large
scale news collection. However, its detection and extraction is still an
open problem due to the variety of its size and the complexity of the back-
grounds. In this paper, we propose an approach for automatic Arabic-text
localization based on a novel method for text-line detection. On the first
stage, we use a line segment detector to detect candidate text lines.
Then, we propose a word segment identification algorithm based on
specific features for Arabic text in order to remove non-text lines. The
last stage concerns the text line estimation and text detection in video
frames. Experiment results, that we drove on a large collection of video
images issued from news broadcasts show the excellent performance of
our approach for text detection with different character sizes, directions
and styles even in case of complex image background.

Keywords: Arabic text detection, line segment detection, baseline es-
timation.

1 Introduction

With the development of a big Arabic news channels, News video archives keep
increasing in size every day and require more efficient tools for indexing and
searching to facilitate access to these collections. Textual patterns embedded in
video frames provide high-level information that seems to be a good way for
semantic video annotation. However, its detection is still an open problem. This
difficulty comes from the variation of style and size and complexity background.

Many methods for text detection and localization have been proposed during
the last few years based on different architectures, feature sets, and studies
characteristics. These can generally be classified into three categories: connected
component-based, edge-based, and texture-based.

The first category assumes that the text regions have a uniform color. In
the first step, these methods perform in a color reduction and segmentation in
some selected color channel as the red channel in or in color space as Lab space.
Then they calculate the similarity of different color values to group neighboring
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pixels of similar colors into text region. Shivakumara et al. [1] extract connected
components (CCs) using K-means clustering in the Fourier-Laplacian domain,
and remove false detections using edge density, text straightness and proximity.
Zhuge et al. [2] present a CC based algorithm which applied Maximally Stable
Extremal Regions (MSER) as basic character candidates. Text CCs are then
grouped into text regions using same geometric rules, and non-text regions are
excluded based on corner detection and multi-frame verification.

The edge-based methods use some characteristics of text such as contrast
of edge between texts, the background and the density in stroke to detect the
boundaries of the candidate text regions. Then, non-text regions are removed by
text verification process including some heuristic rules and geometric constraints.

The authors in [3] applied a Sobel filter to detect contour on video frames.
Hence, they use the morphological operations to connect the edges together.
Thereafter, the candidate’s regions that respect the geometric constraints are
selected to obtain the coordinates of the text boxes.

The method proposed by Yang et al. in [4] employ an edge based multi-scale
text detector to extract text candidates that are then refined using an image
entropy-based filter. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is applied as verification
procedure to remove false alarms.

The texture-based methods take into account the fact that text regions have
special texture features different from other object of background. The first stage
is to extract texture pattern of each block in image by applying Fast Fourier
Transform, Discrete Cosine transform, wavelet decomposition, and Gabor filter.
Then a classification process is applied using k-means clustering, neural network
and SVM in order to group each block into text and non-text region.

In [5] the authors propose a method using multi-oriented text detection which
is based on the discontinuity of the text regions. To do this, they applied a Sobel
mask and a Laplacian filter. Thereafter, Bayesian classifier is used to classify
candidate pixels into text and non text regions. These methods face difficulties
when the text is embedded in complex background or touches other objects
which have similar structural texture to texts. Compared to Latin and Chinese
text, few attempts have yet been designed to detect embedded text in Arabic
news videos.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for automatic Arabic text de-
tection in news videos frames using a specific geometric feature of Arabic text
called baseline in order to perform detection task. The baseline is defined as the
imaginary line which connects all the characters of a word as shown in fig.1.
Major contributions for baseline estimation have already been proposed in the
field of printed and handwritten document. To the best of our knowledge, our
approach is the first which use baseline for Arabic text detection in news video.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we discuss
works related to text detection and localization. Section 3 presents our proposed
approach and its different stages. Section 4 exposes experiment results and
section 5states the conclusion.
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Fig. 1. Geometric features of Arabic text.

2 Related Works

Unlike Latin and English text, existing methods designed to detect and extract
the Arabic text are very few, some approaches have been proposed during the
last years.

Ben Halima and al. [6] propose a hybrid approach which combines color and
edge to detect Arabic text. Firstly, a multi-frame integration method is applied
in order to minimize the variation of the background of the image. Second, a set
feature of color and edge is used to localize the text areas.

Alqutami et al. [7] use Laplacien operator to find an edge and k means
algorithm to classify all pixels into text or not text region. For regions text, they
apply a projection profile analysis to determine the boundary of text block. A
similar approach was also presented by Moradi et al [8], a Sobel operator is used
to extract edge. Then Morphological dilation is performed to connect the edges
into clusters Finally, A histogram analysis is examined to filter text areas.

Sonia et al. [9] propose three methods for Arabic text detection based on
machine learning algorithms. First, A Convolution Neural Network is employed
for extracting appropriate text, image features and clustering text and non-text
images. The two other proposed methods are based on multi-exit boosting cas-
cade. They learn to distinguish text and non-text areas using Multi-Block Local
Binary Patterns (MBLBP) and Haar-like features. The experimental results
show that the neural network-based method outperforms the other proposed
methods.

Recently, Oussama et al. [10] use SWT operator to extract connected compo-
nent (CC) text candidate. The CCs are grouped based on heuristic rules. Then
Convolution auto-encoders and SVM classifier are applied in order to remove
non text regions.

Our proposed approach differs from these approaches by employing a specific
signature of Arabic text called baseline for embedded text detection in Arabic
news videos frames.
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3 Proposed System

The whole procedure of our text detection method is mainly divided into three
stages as shown in fig.2. The first stage focuses on segmentation process based
temporal information of video content. The second stage, presents the main
contribution of our proposed approach including three steps: line segment detec-
tion, words segment selection, baseline estimation and text localization. In first
step text lines and non-text lines in a video frame are identified based on line
segment detection [11] algorithm. Second, we apply same heuristic rules based
on geometric proprieties of Arabic words in order to remove false detections of
text lines. Then, a linear regression method is used to estimate baseline and
localize text region. Refinement stage aims to remove false detections.

Fig. 2. Global overview of the proposed approach.

3.1 Video Segmentation

To analyze and understand its contents, the video needs to be parsed into seg-
ments. Most existing video database systems start with temporal segmentation
of video into a hierarchical model of frames, shots and scenes. In this work, we
applied a temporal segmentation based on the following assumption the text in
the image requires at least two seconds being readable by the user, to generate
shots. Then for each video shot, the middle image is selected as a key-frame.

3.2 Text Localization

Starting with the fact that the Arabic text is cursive, we define baseline as a set
of word segments described by lines segments. The first step consists of detecting
line segment in each key-frame.
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Line Segment Detection To do this, we use the line segment detection
algorithm that is proposed by Grompone Von Gioi [12]. This algorithm defines
a line segment as a region called line-support region and it is based on the
information of the gradient direction. Starting with the gradient image, we take
a pixel which has a higher gradient magnitude as seed point. Then each adjacent
pixel (Ap) which verifies the condition (1) will be added into line-support region
and region angle is updated as formula:

abs(ang(Ap)le− θregion) < τ, (1)

θregion = arctan(

∑
i sin(angi)∑
i cos(angi)

). (2)

This step is repeated until no new pixel can be added to the line-support
region. Then, the rectangular approximation of every line-support regions was
extracted in order to determine the line segment. Each rectangle was defined by
its center, length, width and orientation. In Line segment detection algorithm,
the centroid of mass of the rectangular approximate is chosen as the center and
the first inertia axis is used to determine the orientation of rectangle. The length
and width are chosen in the way that covers the line-support region. Finally, to
validate each line segment, a confidence index is calculated based on a contrario
model that is proposed by [13].

Word Segment Detection Line segment detection algorithm provides ex-
cellent results for line segment detection as shown in Fig2 (b). However, the
obtained line segments are likely to be fragmented and touch other non-text
objects. To solve this problem, we propose to use some heuristic rules as follows:

Rule 1 Let consider N as the set of detected Lines segments in the image, a
line segment where (j N) is considered a candidate word segment if it meets the
following conditions:

Θ < ∆Θ, (3)

L < ∆l, (4)

where ∆Θ threshold over the direction and ∆l the maximal length of the segment
that we should detect.

Rule 2 it is difficult to determine which line segment is a word segment based only
on the length and orientation. More detailed information is required, including
the relationship between line segments. To this end, we define two types of
distance: horizontal distance between adjacent line segment (hd) and vertical dis-
tance between parallel line segments (vd). Each distance will be used to remove
false detection of word segments. Since words segments have been successfully
extracted, the last step consists to estimate the baseline using on linear regression
method.
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Estimating the baseline is a useful task for the reader as well as for Arabic
text extraction and recognition. However, its detection is a challenging task due
to the wide variety of text visibility, such as variations in font and style and
different lighting conditions. Major contributions have already been proposed in
the field of printed and handwritten document [14]. The vertical projection is
a common method [15] which based on the fact that the word was horizontally
aligned and separated by a similar distance between them. Consequently, the
baseline is determined according to the maximal peak in the histogram of pixels.
All the pervious approaches work with binary image and it cant automatically
detect the baseline in video frames that have several challenges such as condition
acquisition and complexity background.

In our approach, the baseline is determined based on linear regression method.
Let consider c={c1, c2, ..., cn} where ci = (xi, yi) represents the center of word
segments within the same direction. The baseline equation is defined by y=ax+b,
where:

a =
Σiyi(Σixi)− nΣixiyi

D
, (5)

b =
(Σixiyi)Σixi − (Σiyi)Σix

2
i

D
, (6)

D = (Σixi)
2 − nΣiy

2
i . (7)

According to baseline coordinates, the next step of our approach consists of
localizing text regions in video frames and representing each region by rectan-
gular bounding box as shown in Fig 3(d).

3.3 Refinement

At this stage, we design a set of heuristic rules based on statistical and geometric
properties of text regions to filter out false detections. First of all, we remove
candidates regions with very large and very small aspect ratio. Then, we discard
the detected regions which are located at the border of the image such as logo
of TV channel. We note that the dynamic text will not be taken in account in
this work.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Corpus

The proposed approach for Arabic-text detection has been tested on a large
collection of video news frames. These videos are selected form four Arabic
news channel: Al Arabia, Aljazeera (QATAR), AL WATANIYA (TUNISIA),
Al Mayadeen (LIBANON) and characterized by the diversity of text pattern
such as font, style, position size and background complexity in order to evaluate
the robustness of our approach. Our dataset consists of 4000 frames distributed
on two sets:
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Fig. 3. Steps of text detection: (a) original image, (b) CC extraction, (c) candidates
text regions and (d) final detection.

Dataset 1(high definition) a set of 2000 frames extracted from Aljazeera and Al
Arabia channels. These channels provide an image resolution that is substantially
higher than that of standard-definition (SD).

Dataset 2(standard definition) a set of 2000 frames collected from Al Wataniya
1 and Al Maydeen channels with low resolution. As the evaluation measures we
have used recall, accuracy and false alarm.
As the evaluation measures we have used recall, precision and false alarm.

Table 1. Evaluation for our text detection method.

Dataset Method Recall Precision False alarm

Dataset 1(HD) Our approach 0.72 0.81 0.28

Epshtein [16] 0.6 0.63 0.37

Dataset 2 (SD) Our approach 0.63 0.76 0.37

Epshtein [16] 0.5 0.59 0.41

4.2 Results

Table 1 shows the experimental results of our method that we drove on two types
for dataset. According to these results, it is clear that the proposed approach
achieves good results for text detection using Dataset1 (HD) because these types
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of channels provide an excellent quality of graphic text. Moreover, our method
outperforms the method proposed in [16].

Fig. 4 shows some examples of text localization in video frames. We note
that detected regions text will be filtered according to the minimal number of
word segment.

Fig. 4. Steps of text detection: (a) original image, (b) CC extraction, (c) candidates
text regions and (d) final detection.

We note that our method face difficulties when other objects have similar
geometric characteristic to Arabic text as shown in fig 5.

Fig. 5. Same false detections of our method.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for text localization in the
Arabic news video. A specificity of our proposal is to use the geometric features
for Arabic text such as word segments and baseline in order to enhance text
detection in video frames. Experimental results have shown that the proposed
method is able to detect embedded text with different text appearances and
complex backgrounds in HD channels and achieved higher recall and precision
score than SD channels.

In future work, we plan to use other visual features to enhance detection task
especially for video frames with low resolutions.
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Abstract. In the context of the Personalized Information Retrieval method 

applied to the Arabic language, this work consists in presenting a personalized 

ranking method based on a model of supervised learning and its 

implementation. This method consists of four steps, namely, the user's 

modeling, the document / query / profile matching, the learning to rank and the 

result classification. Thus, we proposed a hybrid approach of the user’s 

modeling that relies on both multidimensional and conceptual representations 

by exploiting Arabic semantic resources. Therefore, to determine the similarity 

between the document and the profile, we used a learning model that exploits 

the users’ explicit pertinence judgments. In this context, we have proposed 

learning semantic features related to the user's profile (represented by 

hierarchies of concepts). The predicted model will then be used in the ordering 

phase to classify other documents that result from a new query submitted by the 

user. In this context, we have proposed a novel multi-objective function to order 

the documents (based on the classic Retrieval Status Value function and the 

predictive personalized Retrieval Status Value function). Finally, we have 

explained the evaluation results of the predictive model and the ranking 

method. These evaluations, which were made based on a training corpus and a 

test corpus, led to some interesting results. Indeed, the proposed semantic 

learning criteria connected to the user profile have a significant impact on the 

performance of our personalized document ranking system. 

Keywords: document ranking, learning to rank, hybrid profile, personalized 

retrieval status value. 

1 Introduction 

Personalized Information Retrieval (PIR) is one of the best sources of information for 

acquiring user-based information more precisely and efficiently [1]. PIR is a novel 

technique where many techniques have been developed and tested; however, many 

issues and challenges are still to be explored. The most common encountered 

difficulties, when searching for information, are [2]: 

 Problems with the data themselves, 
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 Problems faced by the users who try to retrieve the data they want, 

 Problems in understanding the context of the search queries and 

 Problems with identifying the changes in the user’s information need. 

Moreover, many PIR methods have been discussed in literature [3]. The problems 

with the existing methods explained in the following observations [3] are the user’s 

protection and the unnecessary disclosure of his profile. 

Therefore, the major aim of the researchers who are going to work on this issue 

will be to completely protect the users and introduce new techniques to prevent 

unnecessary disclosure of their profiles. We need an innovative approach to create a 

dynamic user profile based on a submitted query. Furthermore, to our knowledge, 

very little research has been devoted to personalized information for the Arabic 

language.  

For this reason, the work presented in this paper aims at developing a system for 

PIR which can be adapted to the Arabic language and provide personalized results 

based on the user's preferences and interests. This system is dubbed SPIRAL (System 

for Personalized Information Retrieval applied to Arabic Language). The SPIRAL 

system uses the reformulated queries (the method adopted the reformulation is 

proposed by [6]) to reorder the documents retrieved by a search engine while taking 

into account the user profile. Thus, the implementation and evaluation of personalized 

learning to rank method and the integration of a hybrid user profile are the subject of 

this work. 

The language targeted by this system at the query and returned documents is the 

Arabic language. The choice of this language is motivated by the fact that Arabic has 

not received the same interest as other languages, such as French or English. 

Similarly, in recent years, we have noticed the emergence of Arabic language 

resources in the field of automatic language processing. Therefore, the integration of 

these resources into operational systems dealing with the Arabic language is an 

additional motivation. 

In the second section, we will present a brief overview of the Personalized 

Information Retrieval (PIR). More precisely, we will briefly explain the learning to 

rank approaches of documents, then we will present a state of the art of the IR applied 

to Arabic. In the third section, we will deal in detail with the integration of the user’s 

profile in the proposed method of ranking. In the last section, we will provide a 

description of the learning to rank system as well as an evaluation of our own corpus.  

2 Personalized Information Retrieval  

The PIR is a general category of search techniques aiming at providing better research 

results. The solutions for the PIR can generally be categorized into two types, namely 

profile-based [5] and click-log-based [5] methods. The profile-based methods 

improve the search experience with complicated user-interest models generated from 

the user’s profiling techniques. In the click-log based methods, the authors simply 

impose a preference to clicked pages in the user’s query history. One limitation that 
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reduces its applicability is that it can only work on repeated queries from the same 

user. 

It is emphasized that this work is in the context of the combination of the profile 

based and click-log-based methods. Thus, the personalization system needs to use 

all the information about the user (profile, main interests, preferences, information 

needs) and his research environment [3]. There are mainly tree types of 

representations of the user profile: Semantics, Multidimensional and Set. The 

adaptation to the changes in the interest centers, which describe the users, means the 

upgrading of the user profile. There are two types of user’s needs: long-term and 

short-term profile. 

In what follows, we will give a brief review of the learning to rank approaches and 

a comparison between the models. In addition, we will describe the IR systems 

applied to Arabic. Finally, we will identify some limitations of these systems. 

2.1      Brief Overview of the Learning Approaches to Document Ranking 

During the last decade, many algorithms have been proposed to optimize the re-

ranking of the search results. These algorithms are generally divided into three 

categories: pointwise [6], pairwise [7] and listwise [8]. These approaches differ 

according, first, to their way of considering the input data of the learning system, 

second, to the type of the variable or judgment of relevance to predict and, third, to 

the mathematical modeling of the learning problem. 

In the pointwise model, each document xi is considered a separate input of the 

learning model. The judgment of relevance can be an integer or a real score, an 

unordered class of relevance (not relevant, relevant) or an ordered class of relevance 

(level 1 relevance <level 2 relevance <...). The judgment of relevance here is a 

variable that predicts the value which ranks the documents. When the judgment of 

relevance is an integer or a real score, the learning problem is generally regarded as a 

linear regression problem. The relationship between the quantitative variable to be 

explained and the explanatory variables is assumed to be linear. 

In the pairwise model, the pairs of documents (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) are considered as an input to 

the learning step. Each pair of documents is associated with a judgment of preference 

𝑦𝑖,𝑗 with value −1, 1. If 𝑦 𝑖,𝑗 =  1, then document 𝑥𝑖, which is favorite to document 𝑥𝑗: 

should be ranked above 𝑥𝑗 in the result list. Preference is denoted 𝑥𝑖  ≻  𝑥𝑗. On the 

other hand, if 𝑦 𝑖,𝑗 = −1, then document 𝑥𝑗  is preferred to 𝑥𝑖  document and notes 

𝑥𝑗  ≻  𝑥𝑖 . The learning problem here is a classification problem, in the particular case 

of pairs of instances. Therefore, most of the algorithms of this model use adaptations 

of existing classifiers. 

In the listwise model, a complete and ordained list of documents is considered as 

an input of the learning step. The algorithms provide as output the ordered list of 

documents or a list of their relevance scores ([8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]). The algorithms 

are divided into two subcategories within this model: those minimizing an error 

function defined from an IR measurement as MAP (MAP is the average of the 

average precision of all the queries [16]) or NDCG (Normalized Discounted 
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Cumulative Gain is defined from the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [16]) and 

those minimizing a loss function not related to the IR measurement.  

Historically, the Pointwise and Pairwise models have been the first to be proposed 

(around the early 2000s) while the first studies treating the Listwise model have 

appeared only recently. Some other research studies have been proposed to compare 

the learning approaches for the above ranking. The conclusions drawn show that the 

model list shows more interesting results than the models in pairs or points [14] and 

[15]. It should be noted that these results were obtained following the analysis of large 

number of algorithms and large data sets (3.0 for the collection Letor [14, 15]). In 

addition, the Listwise model is generally regarded as easier to implement. Therefore, 

we chose to use the list approach in our learning model. 

2.2       Information Retrieval Applied to Arabic 

Faced with the IR, the Arabic language has recently been addressed by conventional 

search engines, but it is absent in the semantic search engines. It is within this context 

that this work proposes to develop a personalized information retrieval system for the 

Arabic language. This system illustrates the implementation of the PIR method that 

we have proposed and which distinguishes three stages, namely the user’s modeling, 

reformulation (specifically expansion) query and scheduling results. 

The attention paid to the Arabic language is explained by the fact that this language 

does not receive the same degree of attention as the other languages such as French or 

English. Moreover, the Arabic language resources are emerging in the search field of 

automatic processing of language which gives extra motivation to integrate these 

resources into operational system processing of the Arabic language. 

In the implementation of our PIRS, we will try to incorporate language resources 

developed for Arabic. This consists in integrating a chain of linguistic analysis which, 

besides helping resolve the language ambiguities, enriches the concepts of the users’ 

queries and profiles. 

To solve the morphological and lexical ambiguity, a lemmatizer is suggested to 

place a light lemmatization. The use of semantic resources for the enrichment 

(expansion) of the user’s query can be a solution to solve the problem of semantic 

variations and disambiguate the query terms. Indeed, the semantic resources provide 

resources in the form of semantic relationships. They can extend the search field of a 

query, which improves the research results. 

The use of semantic resources in an IRS may be considered at several levels: 

 Before being sent, the user’s query can be enriched by the near judged concepts in 

semantic resource through the use of relationships, such as generalization / 

specialization, synonyms ... 

 The indexing of documents is made using the concepts of the semantic resource 

and not the keywords. 

 Filtering of documents in a particular field to the user profiles ([17, 18, 19]). 

It should be noted that the query expansion is a double-edged sword so that improving 

the research in this event may be accompanied by an information overload problem. 
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Indeed, the query reformulation or expanding may generate a significant number of 

terms when using multiple relationships in a semantic resource. 

To address this problem, we propose a second alternative based on the user profile 

concept to reduce the enriched elements during the expansion, in order to remove the 

ambiguity of some terms and filter the returned documents. Similarly, we propose a 

third alternative to improve the accuracy of the IR entitled "personalized learning to 

rank". This alternative, which is based on a hybrid user profile (multidimensional and 

conceptual), makes it possible for the user to put the classified documents, which are 

"relevant" according to his profile, at the top of the list. 

To our knowledge, there are no PIR systems for Arabic. Most of the developed 

research studies in the field of IR in Arabic have been particularly interested in the 

query reformulation step. These studies use the thesauri dictionary and the language 

resources to substitute and / or disambiguate the query terms. In the following part of 

this section, we will quote the main research studies in the context of an IR in Arabic, 

then, we can group them according to two axes. The first axis includes the work using 

morphological stemming of the query words, while the second includes the studies 

that exploit the thesaurus dictionary. 

In the first axis, Xu and al. evaluated two research strategies of Arabic documents 

using the ArabTREC corpus as a test corpus. The authors developed a strategy that 

uses first indexation based on the roots. This method resulted in a slight improvement 

of the research results. Likewise, these authors showed that the second strategy that is 

the use of a thesaurus dictionary, dramatically improves the performance of an Arabic 

IRS [20]. 

On the other hand, Bessou and al. adopted the scheme notion as a base to substitute 

the query words with their lemmas at the level of indexing and search steps [21]. 

In the second axis, we can mention the work of Hammo and al. that used the Koran 

as thesaurus for the query reformulation [22]. For their part, [23] used the Arabic 

WordNet as thesaurus to supply the ontology designed for the legal field. 

The work of [24] proposed to assist the user with the reformulation of his query by 

adding nearby morphological forms of the initial query word forms. This addition is 

based on a similarity calculation of n-grams between the words of the original query 

and those saved in a lexicon. To index and search for operations, [24] used the 

services of the Google search engine. 

The work of [25] can be summarized in the use of an external resource (Arabic 

WordNet or AWN) and a morphological analyzer to be reformulated by expanding 

the user's query that can improve the recall but not the precision of the IRS. As an 

extension of this work, [26] used a reformulation based on two external resources, 

namely ADS (Arabic Dictionary of Synonymy) and AWN. 

It should be emphasized that the already mentioned research studies have some 

limitations. Indeed, some studies ([23] and [22]) used semantic resource or ontology 

for a specific field. Besides, there is non-use of conceptual relationships ontology in 

some studies. Finally, there is a lack of studies ([23] and [26]) about the contribution 

of each semantic relationship used in some Arabic query expansion systems. 

According to the conducted overview, we can conclude that the enrichment of 

queries based on external resources is an interesting path the exploitation of which 
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can improve the results of the IR. In addition, we noticed that the personalization side 

is absent in the above studies, which is an additional motivation for this work 

knowing the performance improvements recorded in other languages. On the other 

hand, we can emphasize that learning to rank is a technique totally unaffordable by 

PIR systems for the Arabic language which is another motivation for this work. 

Indeed, semantic learning features from the user profile and those contained in the 

semantic resources constitute an original and a promising path that can give good 

performances in the context of IR in Arabic. 

To our knowledge, there is no personalized learning to rank systems dedicated to 

the Arabic language (that is to say there are not works that integrate the user profile). 

Likewise, it is worth noting that our contributions of this work in the field of PIR 

revolve around the following points: 

 Modeling of a hybrid user profile that relies on both conceptual and 

multidimensional representations by exploiting Arabic semantic resources.  

 Proposing semantic learning criteria connected to the user profile (represented by 

concept hierarchies). These criteria have a positive impact on the performance of 

our PIR system. 

3 Proposed Method 

The objective of the personalized ranking method is to provide the user with an 

ordered list of documents in response to a query issued by him. The document ranking 

is a major theme in the IR. Indeed, several studies have been made to establish the 

appropriate metrics that help determine the optimal order governing the documents 

returned by a search engine. The many features that were proposed to develop these 

ranking metrics are the similarity of documents in relation to the query, their 

importance and their links [15, 27], etc. 

Since the proposed method is based on the user profile, it is quite apparent to 

integrate the profile in the calculation of its similarity with the documents returned by 

the search engine. It should be noted that the used queries are reformulated and, 

therefore, they integrate concepts from the profile. It follows that personalization is 

given a leading role in the result ordering. 

To determine the similarity between the document and the profile, we used a 

learning model that exploits the users’ explicit judgment pertinence. This consists in 

asking the user to assign a relevance class to document that reflects its significance in 

relation to his needs. In a second phase, we project these judgments on features 

related to the documents, the queries and the profile.  

This projection helps build a predictive model that discerns the relevant documents 

meeting the user’s profile and query. The predicted model will then be used in the 

ranking phase to classify other document results of a new query submitted by the user. 

In the following part of this section, we will introduce the ranking document 

method that distinguishes four steps, namely, (1) the user’s modeling, (2) the 

document/query/profile matching, (3) the learning to rank, (4) and the result 

classification as shown in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Personalized learning to rank method 

It should be emphasized that, in our ranking document method, we have included 

the method of document/query/profile matching that was used in [4]. For this reason, 
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step (2) will be presented in brief while steps (1), (3) and (4) will be described in 

detail. 

3.1 Suggested User’s Modeling 

In the framework of the proposed ranking method, a user’s modeling based on a 

hybrid representation and built on the user profile is proposed.  In this approach, an 

algorithm which automatically builds a hierarchical user profile is introduced to 

represent the user’s implicit personal interests and domain. It is to represent the 

domain and the interests with a conceptual network of nodes linked together. This 

network is made through relationships respecting the linking topology (synonymy, 

hyponymy and hyperonymy) defined in ontologies (AWN [30] and Amine AWN 

[31]) and the domain of hierarchies.   

It should be noted that our method allows updating the short and long term user 

profile.  The evolution of the user profile in short term is jointly linked to a bounding 

mechanism of search sessions to examine the change of interest over time. In 

addition, relevant feedback helps refine the user’s preferences and consequently 

update the short-term profile.  

Thus, the capture of changes in the centers of interests is concretized by the 

addition of the search history (queries and search results that have been appreciated 

by the user) to the short term profile. Indeed, the proposed method establishes an 

activation score based on the construction and evolution of a user profile from his 

judgments of relevance. In this context, each user’s query will be added to his profile 

in the short term. A weight averaging the formula tf * idf, will be assigned to each 

term derived from the document deemed relevant or very relevant by the user. 

Then, the first terms with the largest weight will be inserted in the short-term user 

profile. The number of these added terms can be determined by an experimentation 

which achieves the compromise between the size of the centers of interest and its real 

needs. It should be noted that in this method, an algorithm of the concept score 

propagation is used to update the weights of the profile concepts. 

Indeed, the terms of consulted documents and / or submitted queries are aggregated 

to the user profile according to a similarity threshold between the document and the 

user profile. In this phase, we adopt a method which models profile V  by R  
vectors 

Vi  respectively corresponding to R  documents di   judged as relevant by the user. For 

each new selected document di′   the Vi   dimension, which is the most similar to the 

profile of document di′ is updated as follows: 

Vi = Vi + Vi′;  Vi  = argmaxvi ∈ v  Sim(Vi, Vi′) with 

                                    Sim(Vi, Vi′)= 
Vi. Vi′  

|Vi|. |Vi′|
 .                                                                 

(1) 

Only m words  tv  ∈  Vi ,  which have longer weights, are selected for updating 

dimensionVi  of profile V.   

Thus, the long-term user profile enables (implicitly and / or explicitly) to model 

persistent or recurrent centers of general interests. The evolution process of the long-
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term profile is to add or change a context formed by concepts associated with a query 

sent by the user. Identifying a similar context to the user's profile involves merging 

them and subsequently updating the long-term profile. A new context is therefore 

added to the long-term profile if no previously learned context is similar to the 

context of the query. Likewise, the modification of the long-term profile can be 

envisaged by enabling the user to explicitly integrate a new domain. 

Generally, high levels of hierarchy concepts make it possible to represent the 

profile in the long term whereas low levels make it possible to represent a high level 

of specificity of the user profile in the short term. 

3.2 Personalized Matching Step 

The calculation of the personalized matching score between the document and the 

profile can be determined by the cosine between both D⃗⃗  and U⃗⃗  vectors. At this level, 

we can set a threshold for RSV (D, U) below which document D will not be retained 

in the list of results for a given query. This threshold may be determined after a series 

of experiments to select the documents that best satisfy the user’s needs [4]. 

3.3 The Learning-to-rank Step 

The ranking step takes as input a list of documents judged by the user and his profile. 

The latter is based on a concept hierarchy extracted from the semantic resources. 

Similarly, the list of documents, which is the training corpus, 

contains learning features labeled by the user. Thus, the learning phase is based on the 

optimization of a ranking function that leads to a predictive model. 

In what follows, we will describe the learning to rank principle then we will spread 

out the adopted learning features. 

Principle of learning to rank. The classic ranking function is used to classify 

only the documents that take account of the user’s queries in a descending order of 

relevance. In the case of personalized learning, our contribution is to classify the 

documents that take account of the queries but also the user profile. Given that our 

goal is to order a list of documents, the most appropriate model to use in the learning 

step is the listwise model. This model also has the advantage of evaluating the 

performance of the algorithms on the basis of IR measurements, as it displays more 

interesting results than the other models. 

The learning to rank is based on two concepts: the representation of the document-

query-profile triplet in the feature space and the use of a learning model. The learning 

to rank process is divided into two phases: a training phase and a testing phase. In the 

learning phase, the datasets are used by algorithms to automatically learn the ranking 

functions that serve as models for the prediction of relevance judgments (the chosen 

scale is three classes of relevance: relevant, slightly relevant and irrelevant). In the 

test phase, these functions are then used to order the documents returned by the IRS 

when new queries have been submitted. 
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The data set used in the learning phase, consists of the query/document/profile 

triplets. Each triplet (qi, dj, uk) is represented in the feature space by the vector xi,j,k ∈ 

ℝd  such that xi,j,k ∈  ℝd  and xi,j,k= [xi,j,k
(1)

. . . xi,j,k
(d)

] and associated with a class of 

relevance si,j,k. 

In the test phase, the learned function is used by the ranking system to predict the 

relevance scores of new triplet query / document / profile which have not been 

annotated. The ranking model thus returns the relevance of the class for each query / 

document / profile. 

Learning proposed features. The used learning model operates a set of features that 

depend on the query, the document and the user profile. In order to measure the 

impact of personalization using the learning technique, we were led to choose 

learning criteria related to the user profile (represented by hierarchies of concepts). 

The adopted features can be classified in four categories. 

The first category consists in determining the similarity between the query and the 

returned documents. The features are used to calculate the term frequency (tf) of the 

original query in the text, the title, the subtitle, the summary, the category and the 

index of document. 

The second category of features includes similar features between enrichment 

query words and the document. The features help extract the matching frequency of 

the terms synonyms, the generalization and the specification in the document.  

The third category is related to the similarity between the document and the user 

profile. The purpose of these features is to verify the presence of the short or long 

term user profile concepts in the text. This feature is based on the tf representing the 

degree of similarity between the user profile and the document. More precisely we 

determine the frequency of the centers of interest concepts, of the short and long term 

profile with the document. 

The fourth category includes other contextual features related to documents and 

query and their statistical characteristics. We can mention, as an example, the number 

of query words, the number of words in the text, the text length (short, medium or 

long) as well as the format features (Word, PDF, PowerPoint, etc.). 

It should be noted that the learning to rank features consist of one of our 

contributions in the field of PIR given that, according to our knowledge, there are no 

research studies that used this type of features. 

Relevance class. In the framework of classical IR, the process of judging the 

information relevance is based on the degree of similarity between the representation 

of the query and the content of the document found by the system. 

However, personalization involves taking into account the user profile as an 

information source that participates in the judgment of relevance. Thus, relevance can 

be defined as the adequacy of a document following a given query and a well-defined 

profile. This notion is subjective because the user's state of knowledge is dynamic. 

Indeed, for the same user, relevance changes over time while a document can have 

different types of pertinence for two users who submitted the same query. 
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To annotate the relevance class of a document, we can borrow the explicit 

feedback approach of the user. Under this approach, the user directly delivers his 

interest judgment by giving a relevance value on a graduated scale from the least to 

the most relevant. In our method, the class of a document compared to a query for a 

given user can have one of the following words "irrelevant," "medium relevant" or 

"relevant". 

It is noteworthy that we have initially chosen five evaluation degrees, namely 

"irrelevant," "a little irrelevant," "moderately relevant", "relevant" and "highly 

relevant". However, we detected two problems of annotation (overlap between the 

entries) between the first two points "irrelevant" and "moderately relevant" and 

between the last two "relevant" and "highly relevant". In fact, we found that the users 

or even experts find it difficult to judge the documents using five rating levels. For 

this reason, we were led, in a second stage, to keep only three levels. 

3.2 The Results Ranking Step  

The final result ranking depends on the relevance of the documents in relation to the 

query and the user profile. This relevance combines two values namely the 

classic RSV (D, Q) and the predictive personalized RSV (D, Q, U) where D, Q and U 

are respectively the document, the query and the user profile. 

To measure the classic RSV function, we adopt the most known measures from the 

quantities called tf and IDF. Our choice is justified by the fact that these measures are 

very successful and very popular in the IR. The weight of a word in a query or in a 

document is expressed using the tf.IDF measurement. The tf measure is the number 

of word occurrences within a document, while the IDF measure shows the importance 

of a word in the considered corpus, such as: 

                                                           𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡) =  𝑙𝑜𝑔 
𝑁

𝑛𝑡

 .                                                      (2) 

It is noteworthy that the predictive personalized RSV function is a relevance class 

which can either be "irrelevant," "medium relevant" or "relevant", whereas the classic 

RSV function is a score calculated by the cosine function which belongs to the 

interval [0..1]. Due to the incompatibility of both functions, we have adopted a multi-

objective function that promotes first class relevance of the documents. In the case 

where two documents have the same class relevance, the multi-objective function 

uses the classic RSV function. Therefore, as a first step, we ranked the documents 

based on their similarity to the profile. As a second step, we classified the documents 

with the same relevance class according to their similarities with the query. 

4       Implementation and Discussion of the Results 

The implementation of the proposed PIR method resulted in three versions. The first 

version is the query expansion system, the second version, which is a system that 

integrates the personalized matching module but does not contain the ranking module. 
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The third version of our system is the "SPIRAL" that includes all the steps of the 

proposed method. . In this section, we will provide a description of the SPIRAL 

system as well as an evaluation of our own evaluation corpus. 

4.1  Arabic Corpora for Learning and Ranking 

Since there are no evaluation standards for personalized access to information, 

especially for short-term personalization, we proposed context-oriented assessment 

frameworks based on simulation collections of TREC campaign by simulated users’ 

profiles and search sessions. We have exploited these evaluation frameworks to 

validate our SPIRAL contribution. For this reason, we have created a large Arabic 

text corpus entitled WCAT (Wikipedia Corpus for Arabic Text) using the search 

engine “Lucene”1. This corpus is segmented into 30550 text article, extracted from 

Wikipedia. This corpus contains texts dealing with topics related to the “natural 

sciences” domain. Moreover, each article has one or more categories related to the 

root category of “natural sciences”. We generated 7200 sub-categories from the 

“natural sciences” category.  

The search engine Lucene is capable of processing large volumes of documents 

with its power and speed due to indexing. In our system, we used Lucene to index a 

corpus of documents, analyze the queries, search for the documents and present 

document results.  

In this phase, the indexing step of the corpus consists in stemming words, 

removing stop words, indexing and extracting key words of each document in the 

corpus. 

We also built our own Arabic Query Corpus entitled “AQC_2”, which is composed 

of 1000 queries submitted by 50 different users and deals with topics related to the 

"natural science" domain. An Arabic query corpus consists of 90,507 words or 

613,021 characters and 3.47 megabyte size. Thus, the evaluation corpus of our system 

contains different types of queries suggested by various users. 

When working on a learning process, it is appropriate to divide an initial corpus 

into two sub-corpora: 

 The learning corpus serves to extract a model or classification from a sufficient 

occurrence of information; 

 The test corpus is used to check the quality of learning from the learning corpus. 

In what follows, we will give some features of the learning corpus and the learning 

evaluation corpus (table 1). 

It is emphasized that in the context of evaluating the ranking system, we tested the 

SPIRAL system for 50 users; each of whom has submitted 20 queries. This gives us a 

corpus of 1,000 test queries. Therefore, in our assessment of every query, only the 

first 10 documents returned by the search engine are taken into account, which gives 

us a test corpus of 20,000 documents. 

                                                           
1  https://lucene.apache.org/ 
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Table 1. The learning and the evaluation corpora. 

 Size of the corpus Average size 

of an item 

Number 

of items 

Number of 

Words 

Langu

age 

Learning 

corpus 

65 mega-octets 4 Kilo-octets 20 000 15 333 028 Arabic 

Evaluation 

corpus 

35 mega-octets 4 Kilo-octets 10 000 6 159600 Arabic 

 

In what follows, we will present the evaluation results of the SPIRAL system. We 

used the Weka learning framework to get to know the personalized ranking function 

of our system that exploits the user profile so as to reorder the documents returned for 

a given query.  

4.2 The Used Indicators of Performance 

The indicators of performance are used to evaluate a prediction model; however, the 

performance of this model can be significantly influenced by the conditions of its 

experimentation. In this section, we will first describe the different evaluation 

indicators of the prediction models, then, the standard performance measures. Finally, 

we will present the cross-validation method that we used to evaluate our learning 

model. 

Standard measures of performance. To evaluate the learning model, we used 

assessment measures such as the recall, precision and F-measure. In addition, we used 

the kappa measure which measures the degree of agreement between prediction 

(predicted classes) and supervision (real classes) after the agreement by chance is 

removed. 

                    Recall (i) =  
𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒅𝒐𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒍𝒚 𝒕𝒐 𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒊 

𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒅𝒐𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 𝒃𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒕𝒐 𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒊
,                      (3) 

                  Precision (i) =  
𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒅𝒐𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒍𝒚 𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒕𝒐 𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒊 

𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒅𝒐𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒆𝒅 𝒕𝒐 𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒊
,                    (4) 

                                F-Measure (i) =  
2 x Recall x Precision 

(Recall +Precision)
.                                            (5) 

Cohen's kappa: this coefficient is a statistics which measures the inter-rater 

agreement for qualitative (categorical) items. It is generally thought to be a more 

robust measure than the simple percent agreement calculation, since κ takes into 

account the agreement occurring by chance. The equation for kappa (K) is: 

                                                    Kappa (i) =  
Ɵ1 – Ɵ2 

1 – Ɵ2
 ,                                                 (6) 

where Ɵ1 is the relative observed agreement among the raters, and Ɵ2 is the 

hypothetical probability of chance agreement, using the observed data to calculate the 

probabilities of each observer randomly saying each category. If the raters are in a 
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complete agreement then κ = 1. If there is no agreement between the raters other then 

what would be expected, then, (as given by Ɵ2), κ ≤ 0. 

It should be noted that the error rate is equal to the difference between the rate of 

the ideal classification (100%) and the good classification rate: 

                               Error Rate = 100% - good classification rate.                             (7) 

Cross-validation. Cross-validation, which is sometimes called rotation estimation, is 

a model validation technique for assessing how the results of a statistical analysis will 

generalize to an independent data set [32 ] [28] . It is mainly used in settings where 

the goal is prediction, and one wants to estimate how accurately a predictive model 

will perform in practice.  

In k-fold cross-validation, the original sample is randomly partitioned into k equal 

sized sub-samples. Among the k sub-samples, only one is retained as the validation 

data for testing the model, and the remaining k-1 sub-samples are used as training 

data. The cross-validation process is then repeated k times (the folds), with each k 

sub-samples used exactly once as the validation data. The k results from the folds can 

then be averaged (or otherwise combined) to produce a single estimation. The 

advantage of this method, over repeated random sub-sampling, is that all the 

observations are used for both training and validation, and each observation is used 

for validation exactly once. 10-fold cross-validation is commonly used, [29] but in 

general, k remains an unfixed parameter. 

4.3 Evaluation and Discussion of  Learning Model Results  

This section focuses on the different experiments carried out for our learning model. 

Indeed, these experiments are expressed in terms of global accuracy using, on the one 

hand, the decision trees and, on the other hand, the SVM in addition to the K-NN as 

techniques to measure the quality of learning.  

In our search studies, we distinguish two sets of experiments dedicated mainly to 

the performance evaluation of the proposed method. The first set is manifested by the 

manual division data into two subsets; one set for learning (80% of the corpus) and a 

second a distinct set for the test (20% of the corpus). This set allows presenting the 

evaluation results of the learning and testing phases. The second experimentation set 

is automatically carried out, using cross validation that allows presenting the results of 

the ranking phase (test). 

The following section consists in presenting the results obtained from the 

evaluation of our system. It is composed of two parts: the first part presents the results 

of the evaluation of learning and the second presents the results of the evaluation of 

the ranking result documents. 

Experimental Set 1: manual division. In this section, we present two types of the 

obtained results: those obtained after learning and those resulting from the projection 
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of the test corpus on the prediction model. Thus, the used evaluation measures are 

accuracy, recall, precision, F-measure and kappa. 

Learning results. In the context of the evaluation by manual division of the corpus 

and using decision tree algorithms, SVM and KNN, we obtained the results presented 

in table 2. By referring to this table, it therefore appears obvious that the results of our 

learning method are very interesting. Indeed, in the case of the KNN algorithm, the 

recall is in the order of 74.6% whereas precision is equal to 78.1%, hence, the F-

measure is equal to 72.1%. Likewise, we obtained an accuracy of 74.6%. Finally, we 

have achieved a kappa degree of agreement between prediction and supervision which 

is equal to 0.56. 

Finally, in the case of the algorithm of the decision tree, the recall is of the order of 

77% while precision is equal to 77.6%, hence, the F-measure is equal to 76.5%. 

Likewise, we obtained an accuracy of 77%. Finally, the achieved degree of agreement 

between prediction and supervision (kappa) is equal to 0.61. 

Table 2. Experiment No. 1: Evaluation results of the learning phase by manual division based 

on the SVM, KNN and the decision tree. 

 
Accuracy Recall Precision F-measure Kappa 

SVM 47.4% 74.4% 54.8 % 42.3 % 0.07 

KNN 74.6 % 74.6% 78.1% 72.1 % 0.56 

Decision tree 77 % 77% 77% 76.5% 0.61 

 

Ranking result. This phase is to use the prediction model obtained from the 

learning phase to classify new documents. In the context of the evaluation using 

manual division of the corpus as well as the following algorithms; the decision tree, 

the SVM and the KNN, we obtained the results presented in table 3. According to this 

table, it appears that the results of our ranking method are interesting. Indeed, in the 

case of the algorithm of the decision tree, the recall is in the order of 66.1 % while 

precision is equal to 72 %, therefore, the F-measure is equal to 67.3 %. Similarly, the 

obtained accuracy is 66 %. Finally, the degree of agreement archived between 

prediction and supervision (kappa) is equal to 0.41. 

Table 3. Experiment 1: evaluation results of the ranking phase by manual division of the 

corpus based on the SVM, KNN and the decision tree. 

 
Accuracy Recall Precision F-measure Kappa 

SVM 51.8% 51.9 % 60.6 % 48.5 % 0.16 

KNN 68.7 % 60.2% 54.8% 55.9% 0.17 

Decision tree 66 % 66.1% 72% 67.3% 0.41 

Experimental Set 2: cross-validation. To classify new documents, the proposed 

ranking method consists in using the classification model obtained during the learning 
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phase. Therefore, the evaluation of the ranking method is to evaluate the predictive 

model with new documents. On the other hand, the evaluation measures that we have 

used are the same as those of the evaluation of the learning model, namely, accuracy, 

confusion matrix, recall, precision, F-measure and kappa. 

In the evaluation context using cross-validation (K-fold) with K = 26, the decision 

tree, the SVM and the KNN algorithms, we obtained the results presented in table 4. 

From this table, it appears that the results of our ranking method are interesting. 

Indeed, in the case of the SVM algorithm, the recall is in the order of 60.6 % whereas 

precision is equal to 45.6 %, hence, the F-measure is equal to 46.1%, besides, an 

accuracy of 60.5% is obtained. Finally, we can say that the achieved kappa degree of 

agreement between prediction and supervision is equal to 0.11. Finally, in the case of 

the algorithm of the decision tree, the recall is in the order of 61.4 % while precision 

is equal to 58 %, consequently, the F-measure is equal to 59.2 %. Likewise, we 

obtained an accuracy of 61.4 %. Finally, it can be noted that we have achieved a 

degree of agreement between prediction and supervision (kappa), which is equal 

to 0.24. 

Table 4. Experiment No. 2: Evaluation results of the ranking phase using the cross-validation 

method k-fold based on the SVM, KNN algorithms and the decision tree. 

 
Accuracy Recall Precision F-measure Kappa 

SVM 60.5% 60.6 % 45.6 % 46.1 % 0.11 

KNN 60.1 % 60.2% 54.8% 55.9% 0.17 

Decision tree 61.4 % 61.4% 58% 69.2% 0.24 

 

The discussion of the learning results, using cross validation shows that the 

decision tree increases the performance of our learning model. For this reason, in the 

context of our ranking method, we adopted the algorithm of the decision tree to build 

the predictive model which is also used to classify new returned documents for a 

query submitted by the same user. 

Similarly, we performed a set of learning experiments with the user profile (which 

means that we have integrated the learning criteria linked to the user profile in the 

learning model) and a series of experiments without the user profile (that is to say, we 

eliminated the user profile-related learning requirements from our learning model).  

Table 5. Evaluation of the learning outcomes by integrating the user profile and learning 

outcomes without the use of the user profile. 

 Accuracy Recall Precision F-measure Kappa 

Learning with 

profile 

61.4 % 61.4 % 58 % 69.2 % 0.24 

Learning 

without profile 

40.4 % 41 % 35 % 37.7 % 0.11 
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As shown in table 5, we found, in all cases, that learning by means of the profile 

has given better results than without it. Indeed, the accuracy of learning by means of 

the profile is equal to 61.4%, while that without it is about 40.4%. This proves the 

contribution of the hybrid user profile in our ranking system. 

4.4 Comparison to Baseline Methods 

On the other hand, we have also experimentally compared our “SPIRAL” 

contribution to the method of the search engine “Lucene” (a baseline method in our 

case). In fact, Lucene uses a model which is derived from Boolean model. Thus, 

Lucene method is a method without profile that is to say without personalization 

of  IR. 

Table 6. Performance gain of personalized search (precision and MAP Measures). 

Precision baseline 

method 

SPIRAL MAP baseline 

method 

SPIRAL 

%P10 9 20 %MAP5 7 14 

%P20 10.1 16.9 %MAP10 5 13 

%P30 3.2 10 %MAP15 6 15 

%P50 6 9.9 %MAP 6 14 

 

Calculation of Precision Average. The results for the SPIRAL system (with hybrid 

profile) are better than those of the baseline method (Table 6). Indeed, the precisions 

P10, P20, P30 and P50 of the SPIRAL are better than the one in the baseline method. 

As a conclusion, we have demonstrated that personalizing the IR showed better 

results with a hybrid profile than IR with a base line method. 

 

Calculation of MAP (Mean Average Precision). We notice that the results obtained 

with the SPIRAL system are better than those obtained with the baseline method 

(Table 6.). Moreover, the MAP5, MAP10 and MAP15 for SPIRAL are better than 

those of the baseline method. Indeed, SPIRAL system shows all these performances 

for the first 15 documents by MAP15 = 15 and its MAP is better than the Lucene 

system by MAP15 = 6. Similarly, we can see that the IR showed better results with 

hybrid profile (personalization) than with a baseline method. 

4.5 Discussion of  Results  

In a first set of experiments, we have divided our corpus (20,000 documents) in two 

corpora, namely a training corpus (16,000 documents) and a test corpus (4,000 

documents). The results obtained by exploiting the algorithm of the decision tree, 

when evaluating the learning phase, are very interesting with an accuracy equal to 

77%. Thus, the predictive model obtained from the learning phase is a performing 

model that has interesting results from our ranking system with accuracy equal to 

66%. 
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In a second set of experiments, we used the algorithm of the decision tree when 

evaluating the ranking phase. It was found that the obtained results are interesting. 

Indeed, we have obtained an accuracy of 61.4%. It is emphasized that we had 61.4% 

as recall and 58 % as precision; hence the F-measure is equal to 69.2%. Similarly, it 

can be said that we have achieved a degree of agreement between prediction and 

supervision (kappa) equal to 0.24. 

On the one hand, the obtained recall rate is explained by the ability of our learning 

model to return a large number of relevant documents among all the relevant ones in 

the corpus. This is explained by the contribution of the hybrid user profile in the 

process of finding relevant documents. 

Furthermore, through our hybrid profile, the ranking system helped to return a 

large number of relevant documents among all the ones proposed by the system, 

which explains the precision rate of 58 %. 

Nevertheless, the Kappa value of 0.24 indicates that the proposed ranking system 

allows a relatively medium degree between prediction (predicted class) and 

supervision (real class). 

Also, it is observed that the length of the query has a relatively direct impact on the 

results of our system. Indeed, it was found that if the number exceeds four terms 

without expansion and the expansion process adds to each term at least three other 

concepts from the hybrid user profile, then, we'll get at least 12 terms in the enriched 

query. This will generate a lot of noise in the document search process and therefore, 

more irrelevant documents. 

Similarly, after a comparison of our “SPIRAL” contribution against a baseline 

method, we can see that the personalization of IR by %MAP = 14 showed better 

results with the hybrid profile than IR with a baseline method by %MAP = 6. 

Concerning the learning criteria, we emphasize that we first adopted classical 

criteria (the first category and the fourth category of the criteria) used by the majority 

of the studies on the IR. Secondly, we decided to add user profile criteria (the third 

category of criteria) and semantic criteria (the second category of criteria). This 

enabled us to further improve the results that passed for the P10 precision rate from 

9% to 20% and the percentage of the MAP average from 6% to 14%. 

As a conclusion, one of the strengths of the proposed method of RIP has five 

aspects: 

 The proposed method is interesting because it is more user-oriented progressively 

adapts to the evolution of his profile and his knowledge. 

 Learning is performed for each user apart from what proves the personalization 

aspect characterizing the method. 

 The contribution of the hybridization of the user profile (the conceptual and 

multidimensional representation) to the mechanisms of the query expansion and 

the ordering of the documents restored by a search engine. 

 The positive impact of the semantic learning criteria (based on information from 

semantic resources) and the criteria related to the user profile (represented by 

hierarchies of concepts) on the performance of our RIP system. 

 Integrating the user profile in all the levels of the PIR process. 
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5 Conclusion and Prospects 

In this work, we focused on the method of ranking documents that we proposed as 

part of a personalized information retrieval system. The proposed personalized 

learning to rank method is based on the integration of the user profile into the learning 

criteria and the proposed ranking function. The representation of the user profile 

(hybrid approach) in our method is based on the extraction of semantic relationships 

found in ontologies (AWN and Amine AWN) i.e. synonymy, hyperonymy and 

hyponymy.  

To ensure the achievement of the ranking method, we used a learning model that 

exploits the user’ explicit relevance judgments. This consists in asking the user to 

assign a relevance class to a document which reflects the importance of the document 

with respect to the user’s needs. In a second phase, we projected these judgments on 

criteria related to a document, a query and a profile. This projection helps build a 

predictive model that can discern relevant documents meeting the profile at the user's 

query. The predicted model will then be used in the ranking phase to classify other 

document results from a new query submitted by the same user.  

Similarly, we have devoted a part of this article to describe the implementation of a 

document ranking system of Arabic entitled "SPIRAL". To evaluate the proposed 

method, we have used a corpus of 30,550 Arabic texts that covers topics related to the 

field of «علوم طبيعية» “natural sciences”. The results of our evaluation ranking system 

prove the performance of the latter. In fact, we noticed that the results of our ranking 

method with the cross-validation model (K-fold with k = 26) are interesting. Indeed, 

the F-measure is in the order of 59.2%. Similarly, we obtained 61.4% as an accuracy 

rate. Finally, it can be noted that we have achieved a degree of kappa agreement 

between prediction and supervision equal to 0.24. 

Thus, the accuracy of learning by means of the profile is equal to 61.4%, while that 

without it is about 40.4%. In addition, we note that the semantic learning criteria 

related to the user have a positive impact on the performance of SPIRAL system. This 

justifies our choice of the integration of the hybrid user profile into the learning 

criteria. 

At this stage, we can distinguish several research perspectives. Therefore, in the 

short term, we can choose evaluating the user profile by studying the impact of the 

number of relevant documents in building the profile, the ranking parameter results 

and the depth of the hierarchy of the concept profile in improving the search results. 

Similarly, we intend to build a profile based on search history and compare it with our 

hybrid profile. 

It is emphasized that the evaluation method of learning to rank was made using our 

own corpus "WCAT" and according to a simulation scenario of TREC research 

sessions. In order to validate the effectiveness of our method in a real research 

environment, our outlook in the medium and long term, is to evaluate this method 

using data from a log file of a search engine.  
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Abstract. The typical question-answering system is facing many challenges re-

lated to the processing of questions and information resources in the extraction 

and generation of adequate answers. These challenges increase when the re-

quested answer is cooperative and its language is Arabic. In this paper, we pro-

pose an original approach to generate cooperative answers for user-definitional 

questions designed to be integrated in a question-answering system. This ap-

proach is mainly based on the exploitation of the semi-structured Web 

knowledge which consists in using features derived from Wikipedia article in-

foboxes to generate cooperative answers. It is globally independent of a particu-

lar language, which gives it the ability to be integrated in any definitional ques-

tion-answering system. We have chosen to integrate and experiment it in a def-

initional question-answering system dealing with the Arabic language entitled 

DefArabicQA. The results showed that this system has a significant impact on 

the approach efficiency regarding the improvement of the quality of the answer. 

Keywords: Natural language processing, natural language generation, data ex-

traction and integration, web knowledge, question answering system, coopera-

tive answers, Arabic language. 

1 Introduction  

In this paper, we propose an approach that allows the generation of definitional coop-

erative answers using semi-structured Web knowledge bases. This approach is de-

signed to be integrated in a definitional question-answering system. Before presenting 

the approach in detail, we will specify the general context, the motivations, the chal-

lenges to face, and the objectives to be achieved through this approach.   
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A question-answering system presents the intersection of several domains, such as 

information retrieval, information extraction, and natural language processing. Its 

typical interest is to make access to information toward information resources of large 

sizes and with heterogeneous, fast and smooth structures. A huge progress in results is 

achieved. This has been proved by organizing a series of competitive workshops deal-

ing with the question-answering track by international conferences, such as TREC1, 

CLEF2 and NTCIR3. Different types of questions were dealt with these competitive 

workshops such as the complex one like “definition” question type. Typically, a ques-

tion of the type “definition” is the one that asks about important information related to 

a fact, a person, an organization or an event. The adopted answer form to a definition 

question by competitive workshops is a list of information nuggets (i.e. a set of pieces 

of important informational texts) [Voorhees, 2003].  

However, this answer form remains modest at the level of the structure and harmo-

nization of information compared to what is expected by a user as an expected defin-

ing answer. This one presents for us a motivation to enhance this form of answer and 

to propose a new answer form reflecting high level coherence information and well-

structured definition answer.   

 

 

Fig. 1. An extract of a Wikipedia article entitled Mark Zuckrberg4. 

Many challenges arise when we get into dealing with the question-answering sys-

tems. We cite two aspects that are very important for their functioning. The first can 

handle information resources that are not well-formed, while the second one can find 

out the type of information looked up behind the question and deduce the details of 

the expected answer. These challenges increase when we deal with the “definition” 

                                                           
1http://trec.nist.gov/ 
2http://clef2015.clef-initiative.eu/ 
3http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html 
4http://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Zuckerberg 
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question type and with a developed answer form for the expected defining answer 

adding the specificities of a language characterized by their low resources.  

In this paper, we propose an approach which permits to generate a cooperative an-

swer in the form of a paragraph designed to be integrated in a definition question-

answering system dealing with low resource languages. The concept of this approach 

is based on the exploitation of semi-structured Web knowledge bases and specifically 

Wikipedia article infoboxes. We have chosen to exploit Wikipedia as it is a much 

large semi-structured Web knowledge base which contains more than 30 million arti-

cles in 287 languages. On the one hand, its website is the fifth most visited website in 

the world with 18 billion visitors5, which can prove the confidence of their infor-

mation and their wide coverage of topics, on the other hand. Among the components 

of a Wikipedia article, there is a one entitled infobox which contains a summary of 

important information relative to the main subject dealt with in a given Wikipedia 

article. These pieces of information are often located in a formatted box at the top of a 

Wikipedia article.  

Figure 1 shows an example of an extract of a Wikipedia article entitled Mark 

Zuckrberg, while figure 2 shows an example of an infobox extracted from the Wik-

ipedia article entitled “Jimmy Wales”. 

 
Fig. 2. An example of a Wikipedia article infobox entitled Jimmy Wales6. 

                                                           
5http://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia 
6http://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Wales 
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2 State of the Art 

In this section, we will present the main research studies based on the exploitation of 

Wikipedia as a Web knowledge base, as well as the major studies on generating an-

swers in question-answering tasks. The exploitation of Wikipedia as a Web 

knowledge base has been introduced in various research studies addressing infor-

mation retrieval, information extraction, construction of multilingual corpus and au-

tomatic translation [Lopez et al., 2011]. Among these research studies, we can men-

tion those of Bizer et al. [2009] and Yahia & Salhi [2014], which are based on the 

exploitation of Wikipedia as a Web knowledge base in the information retrieval field. 

Bizer et al. [2009] made a great effort to extract structured information from Wikipe-

dia and make it accessible to the Web. The resulting DBpedia knowledge base cur-

rently describes more than 2.6 million entities. However, Yahia & Salhi [2014] used 

Wikipedia as a knowledge base for the categorization of documents. Other research 

studies exploiting Wikipedia article infoboxes and addressing information retrieval 

appeared in a set of workshops. One of these interesting workshops is KBP7 

“Knowledge-Base Population” which has been organized by the TAC8 conference 

since 2009 [Ji and Grishman, 2011; Surdeanu, 2013]. 

Regarding question-answering systems, further research studies based on Wikipe-

dia have been designed. We can cite those which exploit Wikipedia as a knowledge 

base like [Trigui et al. 2010a; Brzeski&Boi´nski, 2014; Yang et al. 2014] and [Ryu et 

al. 2014]. The research of Trigui et al. [2010a] exploited Wikipedia article contents 

through a Web search engine in an Arabic definition question answering system to 

build a specific information resource relative to each given question. On the other 

hand, Yang et al. [2014] proposed a method to build a robust knowledge resource 

based only on semantic associations automatically extracted from Wikipedia. The 

obtained knowledge resource was designed to be integrated in a question-answering 

system. On their part, Breski & Boinski [2014] proposed a method which is based on 

associations between Wikipedia articles to answer factual questions. Moreover, Ryu 

et al. [2014] proposed a method to categorize the Wikipedia structures into article 

contents, infoboxes, category structures, article structures and redirection links. These 

Wikipedia structure categories were designed to be used as a rich knowledge resource 

for factual question-answering systems. Other research studies dealing with question-

answering systems exploited Wikipedia for the validation of answers [Buscaldi & 

Rosso, 2006; Cui et al. 2007].  

We have cited examples of research studies based on Wikipedia exploitation as a 

Web knowledge base in the domains information retrieval and question-answering. 

Here, we cover the details of the major studies on generating answers in question-

answering. Many research studies have dealt with the question-answering systems, 

but only a few of them have addressed the answer-generation step beyond the answer 

extraction step [Voorhees, 2004; Dang et al., 2007]. Typically, the answer-generating 

step permits to generate an answer where there is more than one possible answer or no 

                                                           
7http://pmcnamee.net/kbp.html 
8http://www.nist.gov/tac/tracks/index.html 
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answer found in the data resources [Benamara & Saint-Dizier, 2004]. It would be an 

indirect answer to the user’s question and more helpful than the direct one [Corella & 

Lewison, 2009]. This form of answer is entitled ‘a cooperative answer’ [Benamara, 

2004]. Most of the research studies dealing with cooperative answer generation are 

based on integrating knowledge representation and reasoning mechanisms. We can 

mention, for example [Prager et al. 2003; Benamara & Saint-Dizier, 2004] and [Lu-

pkowski & Leszczyńska-Jasion, 2014]. Prager et al. [2003] proposed to answer a 

definition question by gathering answers to factual questions derived from the given 

definitional question. As for Benamara & Saint-Dizier [2004], they proposed an ap-

proach that enables to answer factual questions in French by cooperative answers 

dealing with the tourism domain. On their part, Lupkowski & Leszczyńska-Jasion 

[2014] described a system designed to generate cooperative answers based on inferen-

tial erotetic logic concepts. 

We will focus now on the study of research studies addressing the Arabic Web 

knowledge base in information retrieval and question-answering fields. In the litera-

ture, research studies dealing with the Web knowledge base in information retrieval 

and addressing the Arabic language have witnessed a growing interest during the last 

few years [Ezzeldin&Shaheen, 2012; AlZoghbyaa et al., 2013]. We can mention in 

this respect the research studies of Beseiso et al. [2011], Al-Zoghby and Shaalan 

[2015], and Al-Bukhitan et al. [2014]. These research studies have shared the goal of 

facilitating the search and the access to information adopting the Semantic Web tech-

nology in information retrieval.  

Beseiso et al. [2011] proposed a new framework intended to add a semantic Web 

layer to the current Web-based applications in order to improve the searching and 

linking processes. However, Al-Bukhitan et al. [2014] proposed an automatic annota-

tion tool that supports the semantic annotation of Arabic Web documents for semantic 

search engines. A promising performance was achieved by this automatic annotation 

tool. On the other hand, Al-Zoghby and Shaalan [2015] proposed a semantic search 

approach applied to Arabic Web content which is based on the Vector Space Model. 

It consists in locating Web contents that are semantically related to the query's con-

cepts rather than relying on the exact matching with keywords in queries.  

In spite of the efforts made in the Arabic language to adopt Web knowledge in in-

formation retrieval, there is a lack of research studies adopting and exploiting Web 

knowledge in question-answering. This can be explained by the structure of the Ara-

bic Web knowledge bases which make it particularly difficult to handle the automatic 

processing challenges of the Arabic language properties by question-answering sys-

tems. We mention two research studies which used the Web as a knowledge base 

[Trigui et al, 2010a; Hasanain et al. 2014]. The first is based on Web search engines 

to construct specific resource knowledge of snippets for each given question in a defi-

nition question-answering system. The second is based on Twitter to construct corpus 

constituted of millions of tweets for its system [Hasanain et al., 2014].  

Apart from that, there are various research studies dealing with Arabic question-

answering systems based on closed corpus of documents [Ezzeldin & Shaheen, 2012; 

Shaheen & Ezzeldin, 2014]. With respect to generating answers in the Arabic lan-

guage, we have to mention that, to our knowledge, there are practically no research 
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studies that addressed this issue. Most prominent Arabic question-answering systems 

return the answers in a paragraph form, such as Hammo et al. [2004] or in a list of 

information nuggets, as in the case of Trigui. [2011]; Badawy et al. [2011]; Fareed et 

al. [2014] and Kurdi et al. [2014].  

To sum up, we have cited research studies dealing with Wikipedia as a Web 

knowledge base in various manners for question-answering systems. Among these 

research studies, we have mentioned question-answering systems which generate 

cooperative answers based on integrating knowledge representation and reasoning 

mechanisms. In addition, we have shown the important research studies addressing 

Arabic question-answering systems and their various forms of answers. As for our 

approach, it is meant to exploit the wealth of Wikipedia information, and especially 

Wikipedia article infoboxes, for generating answers to definition questions in the 

context of a definition question answering system.  

3 Approach for Generating Cooperative Answers  

In this section, we detail the proposed approach to generate cooperative answers to 

definitional questions for question-answering systems. It is based on a part of the 

semi-structured Web knowledge base presented by the Wikipedia article infoboxes. It 

can be integrated in each question-answering system dealing with definitional ques-

tions, independently of its particular language. This approach involves three main 

tasks: the infobox class generation, the cooperative answer pattern generation and the 

cooperative definition answer generation (see figure 3). Hereafter, we will detail these 

three tasks.  

 

Fig. 3. Main tasks of the proposed approach. 
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3.1 Infobox Class Generation (Task 1) 

The infobox class generation task includes a set of three sub-tasks, namely: Wikipedia 

article selection, infobox exploitation and infobox grouping, as mentioned in figure 4. 

These sub-tasks are based on the information in the Wikipedia article infoboxes. It 

exploits the hypothesis that a given Wikipedia article infobox shows a resource of 

specific and relevant information relative to a definite named entity in a given lan-

guage.  

 

Fig. 4. The subtasks of the infobox class generation task. 

Wikipedia Article Selection (sub-task 1.1). Wikipedia contains hundreds of thou-

sands of articles in different languages where each article represents a separate Web 

page describing a definite named entity (e.g. an event, a person, an organization or a 

concept). This sub-task consists of browsing Wikipedia for a given language in order 

to select Wikipedia articles containing infoboxes. The number of Wikipedia articles 

varies from one language to another. It reaches more than four million items in the 

English language and around three hundred thousand items in the Arabic language, as 

an example9. 

Infobox Exploitation (sub-task 1.2). This sub-task consists in extracting infobox 

features (i.e. attributes, title and information) from Wikipedia articles containing In-

foboxes. Figures 2 and 5 present two infoboxes containing summary of specific in-

formation respectively describing Jimmy Walles and Bill Gates (two Wikipedia arti-

cle titles). Table 1 shows attributes extracted from two infoboxes, respectively, enti-

                                                           
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia#Language_editions 
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tled “Jimmy Wales” and “Bill Gates”. The first infobox attributes are “born”, “resi-

dence”, “other names”, “alma mater”, “occupation”, “title”, “successor”, “board 

member of”, “spouse”, “awards” and “Website” while the attributes of the second one 

are “born”, “residence”, “alma mater”, “occupation”, “active years”, “net worth”, 

“board member of”, “spouse”, “children”, “parents” and “Website”. These examples 

confirm that each infobox presents a resource of the basic information describing a 

precise named entity which can be a person, an organization, a date, a location, or an 

event. In our case, infobox attributes present the most important features of an in-

fobox.  

 

Fig. 5. Example of an infobox entitled Bill Gates10. 

Table 1. Attribute list extracted from the infoboxes entitled “Jimmy Wales” and “Bill Gates”. 

Jimmy Wales infobox attributes Bill Gates infobox attributes 

Born boardmember of Born boardmember of 

Residence successor Residence Spouse 

other names spouse alma mater Children 

alma mater awards occupation Parents 

Occupation active years Signature 

Title website net worth Website 

                                                           
10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Gates 
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Grouping Infoboxes (subtask 1.3). The sub-task consists in grouping infoboxes in a 

class of infoboxes according to a minimum rate of similarity between their attributes 

(those in common). For each infobox class, we consider the following features: a label 

(i.e. a semantic category), which is typically a hyperonymy of the included infoboxes 

in this class, as well as a set of attributes shared by the various semantically closest 

infoboxes.  

Table 2.The infobox class features entitled “entrepreneur”. 

Table 3. The infobox class features entitled “political party”. 

Semantic category 

Political party حزب سياسي 

Attributes 

Founded by  تأسس من طرف 

Foundation year سنة التأسيس 

party leaders قادة الحزب 

Ideology المتبعة اإليديولوجية  

Location الموقع 

the leader القائد 

number of deputies عدد النواب 

leadership center مركز القيادة 

Website موقع الويب 

Semantic category 

Entrepreneur رجل األعمال 

Attributes 

Born ت /ولد  

Residence إقامة 

Alma mater ةجامع  

Occupation يشغل منصب/ت  

Board member of عضو مجلس إدارة 

Spouse ها/شريك حياته  

Website موقع الويب 
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The result is of this task is a set of infobox classes where each infobox class con-

tains the semantically closest infoboxes from the set of Wikipedia article infoboxes. A 

semantic category is attributed to each infobox class by a person who would be a 

reader of the international newspapers and native speaker of the respective language 

of the infoboxes.  

Typically, these semantic categories provide titles for infobox classes. Tables 2, 3 

and 4 show three infobox classes with their respective features mentioned in English 

and in Arabic. For example, the infobox class cited in table 2, which has the semantic 

category ‘entrepreneur’, is the result of the grouping of the semantically closest in-

foboxes, such as the infoboxes entitled Jimmy Wales and Bill Gates relatively in fig-

ures 2 and 5. Their shared attributes, which are mentioned in bold in table 1, consti-

tute the attributes of this infobox class, such as “born”, “residence”, “alma mater”, 

“occupation”, “board member of”, “spouse” and “Website”. 

Table 4. The infobox class features entitled “sports team”. 

Semantic category 

Sports team فريق رياضي 

Attributes 

full name االسم الكامل 

Nickname كنيةال  

Founded   سأس  

Stadium الملعب 

League الدوري 

Coach بالمدر  

Website ويبال موقع 

3.2 Cooperative Answer Pattern Generation (Task 2) 

The cooperative answer pattern generation task consists in building a set of coopera-

tive answer patterns where each one is taken as a skeleton of a definition answer. It 

consists in exploiting infobox class features. The sub-tasks are involved in this task 

are, respectively, composing skeletons and formulation of cooperative patterns (see 

figure 6).  

Composing skeletons (sub-task 2.1). This subtask consists in generating a pattern 

answer skeleton for each infobox class using all its attributes. The attributes of each 

infobox class are taken in order, one by one, in the composition of the respective pat-

tern answer skeleton in the first step. In the second step, a blank reserved for respec-

tive information is added after each attribute in the composing pattern answer skele-

ton.  
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Formulation of cooperative answer patterns (sub-task 2.2). This sub-task consists 

in checking each composed pattern answer skeleton and adding specific punctuation 

marks (i.e. a comma, a full stop, etc.) after each blank reserved for information in the 

patterns. The choice of the respective punctuation marks is made by a linguistic ex-

pert.  

 

Fig. 6. Subtasks constituting the cooperative answer pattern generation task. 

Table 5. The cooperative answer pattern relative to the semantic category “entrepreneur”. 

A COOPERATIVE ANSWER PATTERN 

<VALUEQUESTION FOCUS> + IS +{BORN}+ IN + <VALUE> + . + HIS {RESIDENCE}+ IS AT + <VALUE> + . 
+ HIS {ALMA MATER }+ IS AT THE + <VALUE> +.+ HIS + {OCCUPATION}+ IS/ARE + <VALUE> +,+ 

{BOARD MEMBER OF} + <VALUE> +. +HIS + {SPOUSE} + IS + <VALUE>+. +HIS + {WEBSITE} + IS 

+ <VALUE>+. 

 + } من ة/متخرج{ +.+ <معلومةال>+في + }يقيم/تقيم{ + +. <معلومةال > + في + {ت/ولد} < سؤال موضوعمعلومةال>
 + {ها/تهحيا شريك} + +. <معلومةال> + { عضو مجلس إدارة } +،+ <معلومةال> + {منصب يشغل} ++. <معلومةال>
 .+<معلومةال>+هو+}الخاص الويب موقع{ ++. <معلومةال> + هي/هو

Table 6. A cooperative answer pattern relative to the semantic category “political party”. 

A COOPERATIVE ANSWER PATTERN 

<VALUE QUESTION FOCUS> + IS + {FOUNDED BY} + <VALUE>+ . + THE + {FOUNDATION YEAR} + IS + 

<VALUE>+ . + THE + {PARTY LEADERS}+ ARE + <VALUE> + . + IT + {IDEOLOGY} + <VALUE> +.+ 

THE {LOCATION} + IS +  <VALUE> +. THE + {LEADER}+ IS + <VALUE> +. THE + {NUMBER OF 

DEPUTIES} + IS + <VALUE> + AND THE + {LEADERSHIP CENTER}+ IS  + <VALUES> +. 

 قادة الحزب } +. <معلومةال> +في كانت +  }سنة التأسيس+} +. <معلومةال> + { طرف من تأسس} < سؤال موضوعمعلومةال>

 + { قائدال} +.+ <معلومةال+> هو + {موقعال } +.+ <معلومةال+> هي + {المتبعة اإليديولوجية} + +. <معلومةال>+هم + {
 +. <معلومةال> +هو + { مركز القيادة } +.+ <معلومةال> +وه + { عدد النواب } +.+ <معلومةال+> هي/هو

 

These two sub-tasks enable to generate a cooperative answer pattern for each in-

fobox class. Tables 5 and 6 show two examples of cooperative answer patterns in 

English and in Arabic. The first is related to the infobox class having the semantic 
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category "entrepreneur", while the second is related to the infobox class having the 

semantic category “political party”. The texts inside the curly braces are these attrib-

utes while the annotation "<value>" means the respective information of the associat-

ed attribute. The annotation “<value Focus question>” means the focus of the given ques-

tion. 

3.3 Generating Answers (Task 3) 

The answer generation task is composed of three sub-tasks. It consists in generating 

cooperative definition answers to definition questions. The first sub-task consists in 

extracting the main named entity of the given definitional question (i.e. the question 

focus). The second one consists in selecting the adequate cooperative answer pattern 

relative to the given question, while the last sub-task consists in filling the blank of 

the selected answer pattern with the respective information. We will detail these sub-

tasks one by one below. 

 

Fig. 7. Sub-tasks constituting the generating answer task. 

Question Focus Extraction (subtask 3.1). It consists in identifying the main named 

entity presenting the interest subject of a definition question (i.e. the question focus). 

The identification is based on a set of lexical patterns designed for definition ques-

tions. Table 7 shows examples of typical lexical patterns to identify question focuses 

from definition questions in English and in Arabic. 

Table 8 presents an example of a definition question as well as its respective lexi-

cal pattern of definition questions in English and in Arabic. The definition question is 

«Who is Steve Chen? » and its respective question focus is « Steve Chen » identified 

by the following lexical pattern: “Who + be + <a question focus>+ ?”. 
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Table 7. Lexical patterns of the definition questions in English and in Arabic [Benajiba et al., 

2014]. 

Expected answer types Definition question patterns 

Interesting information about a person 
Who+be+<a question focus>+ ? 

 ؟>+الموضوع<من هي  |من هو

Interesting information about an organi-

zation or a concept 

What+be+<a question focus>+? 

 ؟>+الموضوع<ما هي |ما هو

Table 8. An example of identifying a question focus. 

Definition question Lexical pattern Named entity 

Who is Steve Chen ? Who+be+<a question topic>+ ? Steve Chen 

 ستيف تشين +؟>الموضوع<+من هو من هو ستيف تشين ؟

 

 

Fig. 8. An extract of a Wikipedia article entitled “Steve Chen”. 

Cooperative Answer Pattern Selection (sub-task 3.2). Two steps constitute this 

sub-task. The first consists in looking for the Wikipedia article infobox relative to the 

extracted question focus in the previous subtask. In case there is an infobox that 

which has a title identical to the question focus, the Wikipedia article infobox features 

are extracted and compared to the attributes of each infobox generated in task 1. The 
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second step consists in looking for the most suitable infobox class of the selected 

Wikipedia article infobox.  

 

 

Fig.9. A Wikipedia article infobox entitled “Steve Chen” with its attributes. 

A process of identifying the highest overlap rate between their attributes is 

lunched. The suitable infobox class selected is the one having the highest overlap rate 

of attributes. Its cooperative answer pattern is chosen as the adequate skeleton of the 

expected definition of the cooperative answer to generate. We take as an example the 

question cited in table 8 to show how to choose its suitable cooperative answer pat-

tern. Figure 8 shows an extract of the Wikipedia article entitled “Steve Chen” (i.e. the 

identified question focus). To identify the adequate cooperative answer pattern, we 

compare the extracted infobox attributes (figure 9) to the attributes characterizing 

each generated infobox class. In this case, the cooperative answer pattern selected for 

the current question is the one assigned to the infobox class having as semantic cate-

gory “entrepreneur” (see table 5). 
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Table 9. An example of a cooperative definition answer with its respective cooperative answer 

pattern. 

<VALUE QUESTION FOCUS> + WAS +{BORN}+ IN + <VALUE> + . + HIS {RESIDENCE}+ 

IS +AT + <VALUE> + . + HIS +{ALMA MATER }+ IS +IN+ <VALUE> +.+ HIS + 

{OCCUPATION}+ IS/ARE + <VALUE> + , + {BOARD MEMBER OF} + <VALUE> +.+ HIS + 

{SPOUSE} + IS + <VALUE> +.+HIS + {WEBSITE} + IS + <VALUE> +. 

Steve Chen was born in Taipei, Taiwan. His residence is in San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia, US. His alma mater is at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 

His occupation is co-founder of Avos systems. His spouse is Park ji-hyun (Jamie 

Chen).  

 }متخرج/ة +.+ >المعلومة< في+ + }تقيم/يقيم{ + +. < المعلومة > + في + }ولد/ت{ < سؤال موضوع >المعلومة

 موقع{ ++. >المعلومة< + هو/هي + حياته/ها{ }شريك + +. >المعلومة< + {منصب }يشغل +.+ +>المعلومة<  من{

 +.<معلومة>ال+هو+}+الخاص الويب

 في إلينوي جامعة من متخرج المتحدة. الواليات كاليفورنيا، فرانسيسكو، سانفي ميقي تايوان. تايبيه، في ولد تشين ستيف

 شين(. )جيمي هيون-جي بارك حياته شريك  .ستم"سي سآفول" مشارك  مؤسس منصب يشغل  شامبين. أوربانا

Answer Generation (subtask 3.3). It consists in generating definition answers by 

filling the blanks of the selected cooperative answer patterns by taking into considera-

tion the correspondence between the cooperative answer pattern attributes and the 

extracted Wikipedia article infobox attributes. The generated answer is characterized 

by its cooperative form. For the question cited in table 8 “Who is Steve Chen?”, the 

selected cooperative answer pattern is filled with the respective information extracted 

from the Wikipedia article infobox entitled “Steve Chen” (see figure 9). Each attribute 

of the cooperative answer pattern does not have its respective information is removed, 

while the other ones are kept. Table 9 shows the selected cooperative answer pattern 

and the generated cooperative answer in English and also with its translation in Ara-

bic. 

4 Answer Generation Module towards a Question Answering 

System 

In order to evaluate the impact of the proposed approach for generating cooperative 

answers and to facilitate its integration in a definition question-answering system, we 

have implemented it in a module entitled cooperative answer generation. Two pro-

cessing phases are required to realize this implementation of the proposed approach in 

a module: “An off-line processing phase” and “an on-line processing phase”. The 

former includes common processing which is not associated with a given definition 

question (see figure 9) while the latter deals with treatments specific to a given defini-
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tion question (see figure 11). As our approach can be applied to any language, we 

have decided to choose a low resource language, such as Arabic. This choice gives us 

more chance to deduce the limits and the performance in the difficult cases. The se-

lected language is used for the resource, the questions and the answers. 

The Off-line Processing Phase. This phase includes a series of treatments divided 

into two steps to exploit Wikipedia information. These steps are respectively “infobox 

class generation” and “cooperative answer pattern generation” (see figure 10).  

Infobox Class Generation. This step consists in collecting Wikipedia articles, extract-

ing the infoboxes, then grouping them in classes. The collection process consists in 

collecting all the Arabic Wikipedia articles from the website of Wikipedia11. The 

collection process is realized automatically through a tool entitled WikiPageDown-

load, developed by our research team. To a list of named entities, which exhibits the 

Wikipedia article titles in a given language, permits to download and save the content 

of each Wikipedia article associated with each named entity in the given list. For the 

Arabic language, 321454 Wikipedia articles are downloaded and saved. Figure 10 

shows a distribution of these Wikipedia articles according to the existence of in-

foboxes, while figure 11 presents some examples of Wikipedia article titles. 

 

 
Fig. 10. The implementation process of the off-line phase. 

The extraction of infoboxes process consists in extracting infobox features of 

78760 downloaded Wikipedia article infoboxes (see Table 10). The process of group-

ing infoboxes consists in exploiting the downloaded infobox features by clustering 

together the infoboxes having highest overlap rate between their attributes. From 

                                                           
11https://sites.google.com/site/omartrigui/downloads 
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78760 Wikipedia article infoboxes, 189 infobox classes were generated; each infobox 

class contains nearly 417 infoboxes (see table 11).  

Table 10. Arabic Wikipedia article distribution. 

Wikipedia articles containing infoboxes 78760 24,50% 

Wikipedia articles containing no infoboxes 242694 75,50% 

Total Wikipedia articles in the Arabic language 321454 100% 

Table 11. The average infoboxes per infobox class. 

Number of infobox classes   189 

Average infoboxes per infobox class 417 

 

For each infobox class, a semantic category is attributed by a human expert pre-

senting a hyperonymy of all their respective infobox titles. Tables 2, 3 and 4 present 

respectively three infobox classes respectively characterized by their attributes and 

their semantic categories, which are given hereafter: “entrepreneur”, “political party” 

and “sports team”. 

 

Fig. 11. An extract of the Wikipedia article titles list in the Arabic language. 

Cooperative answer pattern generation. It consists in generating a cooperative 

answer pattern using infobox class attributes. For each infobox class, the respective 

attributes are taken in their order of appearance and followed by blanks and specific 
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punctuation marks (i.e. commas, full stops, etc.). This step enables to associate a co-

operative answer pattern for each infobox class. For 189 infobox classes, we obtained 

189 cooperative answer patterns. 

 

 

Fig. 12. The implementation process of the on-line phase. 

The On-line Processing Phase. The on-line processing phase is based on the results 

of the off-line processing phase to generate cooperative definition answers. It is con-

stituted by six processing steps: question analysis, Wikipedia interrogation, infobox 

feature extraction, semantic category recognition, cooperative answer pattern selec-

tion and cooperative answer generation (see figure 9). They are running for each giv-

en definition question to obtain the suitable cooperative definition answer. A coopera-

tive definition answer does not exist in any documents but generated towards piece of 

information and a cooperative answer pattern.  

5 Experiments 

We will present the details of the experiments carried out to test the validity of the 

cooperative answer generation module and evaluate its impact. We have selected 
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DefArabicQA system (i.e. a definition question-answering system dealing with the 

Arabic language) to integrate this module and realize experiments with it [Trigui et al, 

2010a]. DefArabicQA is a system based on both linguistic and frequency-based ap-

proaches. It uses a surface pattern technique to extract candidate answers and statisti-

cal features to rank them. It is based on Web search engines as knowledge bases [Tri-

gui et al, 2010b]. Its architecture is illustrated in figure 13. 

Experimental Data. Before illustrating the experimental results, we will describe the 

test data and the used performance measure. We have used a dataset comprising 300 

definition questions in the Arabic language. The questioner is an adult, a native 

speaker of Arabic, and a reader of Arabic newspapers. Table 12 shows a part of these 

questions.  

To measure the performance of the carried out experiments, the accuracy measure 

is used typically to evaluate the overall quality of a question answering system 

providing one potential answer for a given question. It is a number between 0 and 1, 

which indicates the probability of a question answering system to provide the correct 

answer on average. It is expressed as follows: Accuracy = Number of correct answers 

/ Number of questions. 

Evaluation Methodology. Three experiments are carried out. The first experiment is 

executed using the Google Web search engine (a baseline); the second one is realized 

using DefArabicQA system and the third experiment is performed using the 

DefArabicQA system extended by the cooperative answer generation module (see 

figure 14). All the experiment results are compared to a baseline.  

The accuracy of the integrated module must be deduced. All the experiments are 

carried out with the same question dataset. We have to note that two assessors have 

evaluated the returned answers for each run. Both of them are Arabic native speakers 

and Arabic newspaper readers. To count the correct answers of these experiments 

with a fairer measure, we took the following hypothesis: for the first experiment (i.e. 

using the Google Web search engine), a question can be answered only if the first top 

snippet returned by the Google Web search engine containing at least one information 

nugget. For the second experiment with the DefArabicQA system, a question is anno-

tated answered correctly only if its corresponding answer contains at least one infor-

mation nugget without extraneous information. Then, for the third experiment with 

the DefArabicQA system extended with the cooperative answer generation module, a 

question can be answered correctly only if its answer contains a cooperative definition 

answer or at least one information nugget without extraneous information. 

Experimental Results. We will now deal with the experimental results of the carried 

out experiments, which are presented in Table 13. Regarding the first experiment, 

45% of the questions were answered by the Google Web search engine from the first 

top snippet but the search engine failed to return the correct answer from the first top 

snippet to the rest (55% of the total questions). This experiment obtained 0.45 as an 

accuracy measure. It was taken as a baseline to the other two experiments.   
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Fig. 13. DefArabicQA system architecture [Trigui et al, 2010b]. 

Table 12. A part of the definition questions of the test data. 

Question N° 1 : حاد العام التونسي للشغل؟االت ما هو  

What is the Tunisian General Labor Union? 

Question N° 2 : ماهي الشركة السعودية للكهرباء؟ 

What is the Saudi Electricity Company? 

Question N° 3 : ماهي شركة الزامل لالستثمار الصناعي؟ 

What is the Zamit Industrial Investment Company?  

Question N° 4 : ماهي الشركة العامة للبريد واالتصاالت السلكية والالسلكية؟ 

What is the General Post and Telecommunications Company?  

Question N° 5 : ماهي الشركة العربية لالستثمار؟ 

What is the Arab Investment Company?  

Question N° 6 : ة العربية للعود؟ماهي الشرك  

What is the Arabian Oud Company? 

Question N° 7 : ماهي الشركة القابضة للنقل البحري و البري؟ 
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What is the Holding Company for Maritime and Land transport? 

Question N° 8 : ماهي الشركة العالمية للكتاب؟ 

What is the World Book Publishing?  

 

The results of the second experiment brought an overall improvement over the 

baseline. The DefArabicQA system succeeded in answering around 63%, but failed to 

answer around 37% of the questions. Accuracy is around 0.63, which it is over the 

baseline by 0.18.   

In the third experiment, we tested whether the integration of the cooperative an-

swer generation module can further improve the accuracy of the DefArabicQA system 

further. This experiment was carried out using DefArabicQA system extended by the 

cooperative answer generation module. A first part equal to 70% of the question set 

was answered; however, the remaining 30% of the questions were not answered in 

this experiment (see Table 13). The evaluation results obtained brought an improve-

ment of 0.07 in the accuracy over the second experiment and 0.25 over the baseline. 

Table 13. Experimental results. 

 Answered questions 

(%) 

Unanswered questions 

(%) 

Google Web Search engine 

(baseline) 
45 55 

DefArabicQA system 63 37 

Extended DefArabicQA system  70 30  

5.1 Discussion 

The results of the second experiment brought an overall improvement over the base-

line. The DefArabicQA system succeeded in answering around 63%, which is im-

portant compared to the overall results released in TREC [Voorhees, 2003]. This fact 

explains why when we carried out the third experiment (i.e. using the DefArabicQA 

system with the cooperative answer generation module); we obtained an improvement 

of only 0.07% in the accuracy compared to the accuracy achieved in the second ex-

periment (see figure 12 and Table 13). Indeed, a rise of the accuracy measure brought 

by the cooperative answer generation module, a significant improvement of the quali-

ty by more than 60% of the returned answers, is noticed. These answers have as a 

common feature their cooperative form; however, in the second experiment, they have 

been answered via the information nugget form.   
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Fig. 14. The three carried out experiment architecture systems. 

 
Fig. 15. Accuracy of the performed experiments. 

We deduced from the percentage of questions answered by a cooperative answer 

that the cooperative answer generation module has succeeded in answering only from 

Wikipedia article infoboxes, up to 40% of the total test questions. This result is im-

proved in spite of using only Wikipedia article infoboxes as a resource, knowing that 

the number of Arabic Wikipedia article infoboxes is very small compared to other 

languages. There are only around three hundred and twenty Wikipedia articles in 

Arabic compared to nearly four million Wikipedia articles in English. For the pro-

posed module, the more Wikipedia articles there are, the more infobox classes we 

45 63 70

Accuracy (%)

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
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have and the more successful we will be to generate a cooperative definition answer 

to a given definition question.  

Thus, the fact that a portion of 60% of test questions which did not answered by a 

cooperative definition answer is caused mainly by the relative lack of Wikipedia arti-

cles in the Arabic language. In order to be more capable of dealing with this gap be-

tween languages, we try to look for information from Wikipedia article contents and 

not only from Wikipedia article infoboxes for certain languages. In general, the inte-

gration of the cooperative answer generation module in the DefArabicQA system has 

had a significant impact on the overall accuracy and on the quality of the returned 

answers. Therefore, it can be considered as a complementary module which has a 

positive influence on any definition question-answering system. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have proposed an approach for the generation of cooperative answers to definition 

questions. This approach is based on Wikipedia article infoboxes as a Web knowledge 

base. It is characterized by being language-independent and having the possibility to 

deal with open field questions. Its advantage is that it uses what is available on the 

Web to reach a cooperative definition answer, which should be consistent and in-

formative, especially for a low resource language. Our experimental results show that 

the integration of the proposed approach in a definitional question-answering system 

dealing with the Arabic language has significantly outperformed the baseline which is 

based on Web search engines. In particular, we have shown that the Wikipedia article 

infoboxes can be used as a resource for generating definition cooperative answers. 

The limitations of the proposed approach are mainly related to the language adopted 

by the information resources.   

As perspectives and in order to raise the effectiveness of this approach even if the 

specific Wikipedia articles do not contain infoboxes, we plan to exploit more Wikipe-

dia article contents and test the validity of the approach in a multilingual context.   
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Abstract. Compared to deformation, residual stress has not been taken into ac-
count in the literature when it comes to welding process optimization. It also plays
an important role to measure the weld quality. This paper reports the implemen-
tation of a multi-objective based Genetic Algorithm (GA) for welding sequence
optimization, in which both structural deformation and residual stress are offered
equal importance. The optimal weights between them are dynamically selected
through optimizing a multi-objective fitness function in an iterative manner. A
thermo-mechanical finite element analysis (FEA) was used to predict both de-
formation and residual stress. We chose the elitism selection approach to ensure
that the three best individuals are copied over once into the next generation to
facilitate convergence by preserving good candidates which can offer an optimal
solution. We exploited a sequential string searching algorithm into single point
crossover method to avoid the repetition of single beads into the sequence. We
utilized a bit string mutation operator by changing the direction of the welding
from one bead chosen randomly from the sequence. Welding simulation exper-
iments were conducted on a typical widely used mounting bracket which has
eight seams. Multi-objective based GA effectively reduces the computational
complexity over exhaustive search with significant reduction of both structural
deformation (∼80%) and residual stress (∼15%).

Keywords: Multi-objective optimization, genetic algorithm, residual stress.

1 Introduction

Fusion welding processes still very common in manufactutring, because they provide
several advanteges in terms of cost, flexibility and design reliability. Gas Metal Arc
Welding (GMAW) joins metals by simultaneously melting the base metal and adding
a filler material to the joint to form a pool of molten material (the weld pool). Then, it
cools down to form a joint that can be same or stronger than the base metal [9]. Welding
is extensively used in a wide range of industries such as automotive, shipbuilding,
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aerospace, construction, pipelines, nuclear, pressure vessels, heavy and earth-moving
equipment [22,13].

The scope of this research is limited to GMAW process. Welding deformation and
effective residual stress derive several negative impacts to the manufacturing process,
adding additional cost in various ways, such as constraints in the design phase, ex-
tra operations, cost of quality and overall capital expenditure. Welding deformation
and residual stress can be minimized by finding a suitable welding sequence. The
industrial practice of welding sequence optimization is to select the best sequence by
experience and sometimes running a simplified design of experiments which typically
does not guarantee the optimal sequence [19]. Since conducting many real welding
experiments is very expensive, welding deformation and effective residual stress are
computed through a welding simulation software based on Finite Element Methods
(FEM). Thermo-mechanical models can work under various welding conditions and
geometric configurations. However, it is computationally very expensive and time con-
suming.

The best welding sequence can be achieved through a full factorial design pro-
cedure. For full factorial design, the total number of welding configurations can be
computed by N = nr×r!, where n and r are the number of welding directions and beads
(seams or segments) respectively. This number grows exponentially with the number
of welding beads. For example, a complex weldment like an aero-engine assembly, it
might have 52-64 weld segments [14]. Hence, the full factorial design is not feasible
for industrial applications.

In this research, we implemented an iterative dynamic weight selection based multi-
objective GA for welding sequence optimization. We make the following technical
contributions in this paper:

– Multi-objective based GA effectively reduces the computational complexity over
extensive search. In this research we have used eight weld seams and two welding
directions. The number of welding configurations for exhaustive search is 10,321,920.
In this experiment we achieved the optimal solution through GA after executing the
welding simulation for 42 welding configurations. This is the minimum number
of configurations necessary to find the optimal solution which was found based
on the general Markov chain model of GA. The average execution time for each
welding configuration using thermo-mechanical FEM approach is 30 minutes. Thus
we saved significant amount of computational time.

– Literature reveals that both deformation and effective residual stress [6] measure
the weld quality. Though, deformation was frequently used in the past studies,
however, effective stress has been ignored as demonstrated in the Table 1. This
paper combines both structural deformation and residual stress as a measure of
weld quality and offers equal importance to both of them. The optimal weight
was chosen through dynamic selection of weights in an iterative manner while
optimizing the welding sequence optimization through multi-objective GA. We
exploited a fitness function by the weighted linear combination of the inverse of
the maximum structural deformation and effective residual stress.
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– We expedited the convergence of the GA through the elitism selection approach
and we copied the three best individuals into the next generation and preserved the
best individuals which might lead to optimal solution.

– We tailored the single point crossover algorithm for the welding sequence optimiza-
tion to avoid the repetition of single beads in the welding sequence by incorporating
a sequential string searching algorithm into the single point crossover method.

– We implemented the bit string mutation algorithm by changing only the direction
of the welding on one bead selected randomly from the sequence obtained by
crossover algorithm instead of changing the bead itself to avoid the repetition of
single bead in the welding sequence.

Experiments were conducted through the well-known simulation software Simufact
Welding R©on a mounting bracket, which is widely used in telescopic jib [5] and auto-
motive industries [26,12]. Experimental results demonstrate that best welding sequence
can reduce significant amount of structural deformation (∼80%), effective residual
stress(∼15%) over the worst sequence.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents literature review.
Section 3 discusses the thermal and mechanical analysis of FEM. Proposed dynamic
weight selection based multi-objective GA for welding sequence optimization and its
convergence analysis are presented in section 4. Results and discussions are demon-
strated in section 5. Section 6 concludes this work. Relevant references are listed at the
end of the paper.

2 Literature Review

Several authors have implemented GA for welding sequence optimization. A brief
review is presented in Table 1. Furthermore, Table 2 shows a review of their validation
methods.

Table 1. Literature review on implemented GA fitness function.

Main functions

Author
Trajectory Deformation Residual Temperature Others
time stress

[27] Yes Yes No No No
[17] Yes No No Yes Robot joint movements
[20] No Yes No No No
[23] No Yes No No No
[4] No Yes No No Stiffness and stress

constraints
[13] No Yes No Yes No
[15] No Yes No No No

Among the studies mentioned in Table 1, Xie et al. [27] and Kim et al. [17] proposed
multi-objective GA that are discussed below. Xie and Hsieh [27] have implemented
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Table 2. Literature review on GA validation methods.

Validation type

Author
Specimen
FEA

Specimen
tryout

Real part
FEA

Real part try-
out

Others

[27] No No Yes No No
[17] No No No No Virtual trajectory Sim
[20] No No Yes No No
[23] Yes No No No No
[4] No No Yes No No
[13] Yes Yes Yes No No
[15] Yes No No No No

GA for finding a combined clamping and welding sequence. A multi-objective fitness
function is taken into account to minimize cycle time (gun travel path) and assembly
deformation as shown in Equation 1. FEM was used to evaluate the fitness function on
automotive parts by spot welding process.

Min F = w1
Di

D0i
+w2

C
C0

,

i = 1,2,3...N,

(1)

where, w1 and w2 are weights that define the importance of each sub-function; Di is
the total deformation on every single node for the actual generation. D0i is the total
deformation on every single node for the initial generation; C is the cycle time for the
actual generation and C0 is the cycle time for the initial generation. Notice that Di

D0i
and

C
C0

are considered as normalized functions because the units of deformation and cycle
time are different.

Kim et al. [17] have implemented GA using a multi-criteria fitness function (Equa-
tion 2). This function includes the minimization of gun travel time, avoidance of thermal
distortion and smooth robot joint movement. The criteria considered here are Euclidian
distance between weld seams, a 30 mm distance considered as heat affected zone and
total change of the robot joints respectively. This algorithm is suitable for different arc
welding operations such as multi weld lines: singlepass or multipass:

Min F = Min(w1g1 +w2g2), (2)

where: w1 and w2 are weights. The sub-function that involves gun travel time and
distortion criteria g1 is defined by

g1 = ∑
ai j∈T

xi j, (3)

where: T is a trajectory,

xi j =

{
ci j if ai j /∈ hi j

ci j +M1 if ai j ∈ hi j

}
, (4)
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ci j =

{
li j if ai j ∈W

li j +M2 if ai j /∈W

}
, (5)

where: hi j is the heat affected zone for each weld seam ai j in W ; li j is the arc length
ai j; A is a set of arcs ai j from each node i ∈ N to each node j ∈ N; N is a finite set
of nodes in the seam w. W is a set of arcs that represents a weld seam W ⊆ A. For the
sub-function that involves the smooth robot joint movements g2 is defined by:

g2 = ∑
ai j∈T

∑
k∈J

θi jk, (6)

where: θi jk is the angle of change for a joint k from one node i to other node j from
the set ai j. J is a set of robot joints. The penalty terms M1 and M2 are sufficiently large
numbers. M1 ensures that only seams out of the heat affected zone criteria (30 mm) will
be selected. M2 ensures that only valid segments are selected and all of them will be
traveled.

From Table 1, it was shown that past studies have considered deformation and some
of them exploited trajectory time of the robot, temperature, robot joint movements,
stiffness and stress constraints as the measure of the weld quality. However, residual
stress, which is also an important measure for the weld quality [6] has been ignored in
the GA studies utilized for weld sequence optimization. In this research we exploited
both deformation and effective residual stress as the measure of the weld quality and
exploited both of them equally in the fitness function using iterative dynamic weight
selection based multi-objective GA that are discussed in the subsequent sections.

3 Welding Simulation Framework

In order to present our approach we overview the welding simulation framework. This
is important because the fitness function is computed using FEA.

3.1 Thermal Analysis

Weld process modeling (WPM) is a very complex task. The physics of heat generation
has as a fundamental principle the law of conservation of energy. The heat equation can
be written in the following form [9] (Conservation of Energy or Heat Equation):

ḣ = ∇.q+Q, (7a)
q =−κ∇T, (7b)

dh = ρcpdT, (7c)

where h,q,Q,T and ∇T represent enthalpy, thermal flux, power density function, tem-
perature and temperature gradient respectively. κ and cp represent thermal conductivity
tensor and specific heat respectively and both are temperature dependent material prop-
erties. Temperature history in every node is computed by the transient heat conduction
equation 7a, where the change in enthalpy ḣ = ρCp

∂T
∂t , where: ρ is the material density
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(g/mm3), Cp specific heat capacity (J/(g◦C)), T is the current temperature (◦C), q flux
heat vector (W/mm2), Q is the internal heat generation rate (W/mm3), t is the time
(s), ∇ is the spatial gradient operator x,y,z ( ∂

∂x ,
∂

∂y ,
∂

∂z ). The heat flux is the amount of
energy that flows through a particular surface per unit area per unit time. This is defined
by the differential form of Fourier’s Law of thermal conduction equation described in
7b. Here κ is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity matrix (J/mms◦C) and
∇T is the temperature gradient.

Typically, the complexity of the heat generation physics in the weld puddle is sim-
plified by using a heat input model or well known as welding simulation models. The
classical approach in Computational Welding Mechanics (CWM) is to ignore fluid flow
and use a heat input model where heat distribution is prescribed. The given heat input
replaces the details of the heat generation process and focus on larger scales. Moreover,
the modeling of fluid flow and pertaining convective heat transfer may be integrated
with a CWM model.

Fig. 1. Welding simulation.

The most common used model for fusion welding processes is the well-known
Goldak double ellipsoidal heat distribution. This heat input model combines two el-
lipsoidal heat sources to achieve the expected steeper temperature gradient in front of
the heat source and a less steep gradient at the trailing edge of molten pool. This two
heat sources are defined by Front heat distribution:

Q(x′,y′,z′, t) =
6
√

3 f f Qw

π
√

πabc f
e(
−3x′2

a2 )e(
−3y′2

b2 )e
(−3z′2

C f
2 )

. (8)
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Rear heat distribution:

Q(x′,y′,z′, t) =
6
√

3 frQw

π
√

πabcr
e(
−3x′2

a2 )e(
−3y′2

b2 )e
(−3z′2

Cr2 )
, (9)

where: f f is the fraction factor of heat deposited in the front part, fr is the fraction factor
of heat deposited in the rear part. Those factors must satisfy the relation f f + fr = 2.
a is the width, b is depth, cr is the length of the rear ellipsoid y c f is the length of the
front ellipsoid.

These parameters are physically related to the shape of the weld puddle Figure 2.
Width and depth are commonly taken from the cross section, the authors recommend to
use a half of parameter a for the front fraction and two times a for the rear fraction. For
a linear trajectory along axis z, is defined by z′:

z′ = z+ v(τ− t), (10)

where z actual coordinate z, v is travel speed, τ is a delay factor and t is the time. The
heat available from the heat source is defined by:

Qw = ηIE, (11)

where η heat source efficiency, I is the current (A) , E is the voltage (V ).

Fig. 2. Goldak double ellipsoidal model.

Thus the heat input model in CWM must be calibrated with respect to experiments
or obtained from WPM models. Therefore, the classical CWM models have some
limitations in their predictive power when used to solve different engineering problems.
For example, they cannot prescribe what penetration a given welding procedure will
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give. The appropriate procedure to determine the heat input model is therefore important
in CWM [21].

The FEM software solves this time dependent system of partial differential equa-
tions on a domain defined by a FEM mesh. The domain is dynamic in that it changes
with each time step as filler metal is added to the weld pass. The initial condition is often
assumed to be the ambient temperature but the domain can be initialized to any initial
temperature field. The heating effect of the arc is often modeled by a double ellipsoid
power density distribution that approximates the weld pool as measured from macro-
graphs of the cross-section of several weld passes. A convection boundary condition
q = h(T −Tamb) with convection coefficient h and ambient temperature Tm usually is
applied to external surfaces. The FEM formulation of the heat equation leads to a set
of ordinary differential equations that are integrated in time using a backward Euler
integration scheme.

3.2 Mechanical Analysis

The temperature history from the thermal analysis was used as a series of loads in the
structural analysis. In this phase, the temperature history from the thermal cycle of each
node is taken as an input and it is used as a node load with temperature dependent
material properties. The solid model mesh used for the mechanical analysis was also
used for the thermal analysis where each increment of weld deposition corresponded to
one load step. Because phase transformation has an insignificant effect on the welding
residual stress and distortion, the total strain εtotal (assuming negligible contribution
from solid state phase transformation) can be decomposed into three components as
follows: εtotal = εe+εp+εth, where εe,εp, and εth represent elastic, plastic and thermal
strain respectively. In the welding process, changes in stress caused by deformation are
assumed to travel slowly compared to the speed of sound. So, at any instant, an observed
group of material particles is approximately in static equilibrium, i.e., inertial forces are
neglected.

In rate independent plasticity, viscosity is zero and viscous forces are zero. In either
the Lagrangian or the Eulerian reference frame, the partial differential equation of
equilibrium is, at any moment is given by the conservation of momentum equation
that is mentioned below [8] (Conservation of Momentum Equation):

∇.σ+ f = 0,
σ = Dε,

ε = (∇u+(∇u)T +(∇u)T
∇u)/2,

(12)

where ∇,σ, f ,D,ε and u represent partial differential, cauchy strss, total body force,
temperature dependent material property (elastic matrix relevant to the modulus of
elasticity and Poisson’s ratio), the Green-Lagrange strain and displacement vector re-
spectively. ∇u represents the displacement gradient.

The mechanical model is based on the solution of three partial differential equations
of force equilibrium illustrated in Equation 12. In the FEM formulation, Equation 12
is transformed and integrated over the physical domain, or a reference domain with a
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unique mapping to the physical domain [9]. The simulation software solves this par-
tial differential equation for a viscothermo-elasto-plastic stress-strain relationship. The
initial state often is assumed to be stress free. Dirichlet boundary conditions constrain
the rigid body modes. The system is solved using a time marching scheme with time
step lengths of approximately 0.1 second during welding and 5 second during cooling
phase.

4 Proposed Genetic Algorithm Based Welding Sequence
Optimization framework

Genetic Algorithms emulate natural selection of a set of individuals in order to search
the best solution to a problem [10]. The genetic configuration of each individual is
a possible solution. GA starts with an initial population and those are submitted to
an evolutionary process in such way that the best adapted individuals will continue
to reproduce among them and over several generations the best adapted stands out. We
tailor the GA for the welding sequence optimization: selection, cross-over, and mutation
to avoid the repetition of single bead that is discussed below.

4.1 String Representation of Welding Sequence

Being Q the welding application and S a set of all possible sequences of Q, each
sequence s ∈ S represents a possible sequence which minimizes the overall structure
deformation and residual stress. Each sequence has N weld seams, here called genes
s = {x1,x2,x3, . . .xN}, these are a combination of real numbers ∀n = 1,2,3, ...N. In this
approach every seam can be welded in two directions and it is represented by a positive
sign i f 	 or ↑ or← or negative sign i f � or ↓ or→.

4.2 Initialization of welding sequence

The algorithm starts with an initial population P =
{

s j
}

, where elements of the set of
sequences are called “individuals” j = 1,2,3, ...J. Their genes are generated randomly
and special considerations taken in order to avoid repeated seam in the same welding
sequence.

4.3 Deformation Based Fitness Value

Within the scope of natural selection, the individual eligibility is regarded as the de-
gree of adaptability. In this paper we have implemented a multi-objective fitness func-
tion that takes into account deformation and residual stress and returns a real number
(weighted linear combination of maximum deformation and residual stress of the struc-
ture) f

(
sJ

j=1

)
⇒ R that measures the adaptability of each sequence:

F(s j) =
I

∑
i=1

wi fi, (13)
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where wi is the weight that defines the importance of each sub-function. These weights
are computed dynamically in each iteration t with the equation 14 [7]:

wi(t) =

I
∑

j = 1
j 6= i

∣∣ f j(xt−1)
∣∣

(I−1)×∑
I
j=1
∣∣ f j(xt−1)

∣∣ , (14)

where I is the number of sub-functions, i = 1...I, xt−1 is the best individual among
solutions of the population in the previous generation Pt−1. wi(t) is the dynamic weight
satisfying the following conditions,

0≤ wi(t)≤ 1 and
I

∑
i=1

wi(t) = 1, (15)

where t represents the iteration step of the GA algorithm. f1 is a sub-function that takes
into account the final deformation on the structure and it is computed by FEA. Final
deformation is defined by the equation 18:

f (s j) = 1/(Max(Di)+ ε), (16)

where Di is the total deformation on every node defined by

Di =

√
dxi

2 +dyi
2 +dzi

2, (17)

i = 1,2,3...N,

dxi ,dyi , and dzi are the deformation of node i along x,y, and z axis respectively. ε is a
very small number which was used to offer continuity to the fitness function when the
value of the maximum deformation is zero.

f2 is a sub-function that takes into account effective stress. It is also computed by
FEA and it is defined by the following equation .

f (s j) = 1/(Max(Ei)+ ε), (18)

Ei =

√
(σ1i−σ2i)

2 +(σ2i−σ3i)
2 +(σ3i−σ1i)

2

√
2

, (19)

i = 1,2,3...N,

where σ1, σ2, σ3 are the maximum, intermediate and minimum principal stresses. ε is a
very small number which was used to offer continuity to the fitness function when the
value of the maximum effective stress is zero.
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4.4 Welding Sequence Selection Algorithm

Selection is an important sub-routine where individuals are chosen from the actual
population for later procreation. Good selection algorithm expedites the convergence
of the welding sequence. As a selection procedure, we first implemented a truncation
procedure where the population is sorted by ascending fitness values, then a proportion
µ of the individuals are taken based on fitness value. The proportion µ is computed by
the fraction of the individual fitness value to the sum of the fitness values of all the
samples as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Selection procedure with elitism function.

4.5 Crossover for Generating New Welding Sequences

Crossover is analogous to reproduction, new individuals are created from the selected
parents. Each couple of selected individuals s1 and s2 exchange their genes and make
two new individuals, s′1 = s1 × s2 and s′2 = s2 × s1. Several methods for crossover
are reported in literature such as arithmetic, heuristic, single or multi-point, uniform,
cycle, partially mapped and order [16,11]. In this paper we implemented a single point
crossover as demonstrated in Fig. 4 where a random number defines the cut point
a ∈ [1,N]. Later, the descendants are defined by equations 20 y 21 respectively.
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Fig. 4. Single point crossover operator.

To avoid the repetition of the weld seam in the same welding sequence during
crossover we implement a repeated string validation algorithm, the pseudo-code of
which is illustrated below.

function REPEATED STRING VALIDATION
random number a ∈ [1,N−1];
s′1 =

{
x1

1, ...x
a
1
}

;
s′2 =

{
xa+1

2 , ...xN
2

}
;

for i = 1 : N do
if Π(

√
s′1.∗ s′1) 6=

√
s2(i)′.∗ s2(i)′ then

s′1 = {[s′1]∪ s2(i)′};
end if
if Π(

√
s′2.∗ s′2) 6=

√
s1(i)′.∗ s1(i)′ then

s′2 = {[s′2]∪ s1(i)′};
end if

end for
end function

s′1 =
{
[x1

1, ...x
a
1], [x

a+1
2 , ...xN

2 ]
}
, (20)

s′2 =
{
[x1

2, ...x
a
2], [x

a+1
1 , ...xN

1 ]
}
. (21)

4.6 Mutation for Generating New Welding Sequences

Mutation alters one or more individual genes from its actual configuration. It occurs
during evolution in a low incidence according to a defined mutation probability. Some
of the operators found in literature are bit string, delta, invert and swap [24,1,18]. Here
we have used a bit string operator in order to change the direction of welding only rather
than the welding seam itself as shown in Fig. 5 to avoid the repetition of the weld seam.
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Fig. 5. Bit string mutation operator.

4.7 Elitism Based Welding Sequence Selection Algorithm

The Elitism function is a practical variant that ensures that the best individual in the
actual population sbest ∈ Pt and current generation t to carry over to the next generation
Pt+1 as shown in Fig. 3. Elitist based selection algorithm guarantees that the conver-
gence obtained by the GA will follow monotone decreasing behaviour over generations,
[sbest ∈ Pt ]→ Pt+1.

4.8 Pseudo-code and Flowchart of the Proposed Iterative Genetic Algorithm for
the Welding Sequence Optimization

The following algorithm is a repetitive process where the population is going to be
changing over the generations Pt = (s1(t), s2(t), ...sJ(t)) ∈ S. The pseudo-code for the
proposed GA based welding sequence optimization is given below.

function GA(Min D : Q)
Input: P0 = (s1(t), s2(t), ..., sJ(t)) ∈ S
Output: sbest , the best sequence that shows the minimum value of the weighted linear
combination of deformation and residual stress.

t← 0;
Initialize Pt ∈ S;
We assign arbitrary positive real numbers to wi(0), i = 1, ..., I, satisfying the

conditions mentioned in equation 15.
while !terminating condition do

t ++;
Compute the fitness function F(s j) = ∑

I
i=1 wi(t − 1) fi(t − 1); j = 1,2, ...,J

∀s j ∈ Pt−1
Select Pt from Pt−1 based on the relative importance of the value of the

individual fitness function F(s j). ; /* Priority given to the welding sequences based
on weighted linear function of less deformation and residual stress */
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Crossover Pt ← Pt ; /* String searching based single point crossover */
Mutation Pt ← Pt ; /* Change the direction of the welding of one seam */
Evaluate F(s j), j = 1,2, ...,J;
elitism Pt ← sbest from Pt ; /* Elitism based selection approach */
Compute fi(sbest), i = 1, ,2, .., I.

If ∑
I
i=1 | fi(sbest)| 6= 0 then compute, wi(t) =

I
∑

j = 1
j 6= i

| f j(sbest )|

(I−1)×∑
I
j=1 | f j(sbest )| , i = 1,2, ..., I;

end while
return sbest from Pt .

end function
Fig. 6 describes the flowchart of the GA based welding sequence optimization

approach.

Fig. 6. GA based welding sequence optimization approach.

4.9 Convergence Analysis of the Genetic Algorithm

Aytug and Koehler [2,3] showed that for a general Markov chain model of genetic al-
gorithm with elitism, an upper bound for the number of iterations t required to generate
a population S+ which consists entirely of minimal solutions has been generated with
probability α ∈ (0,1), is given by:

t ≥ d ln(1−α)

nln(1−min{µl ,(1−µ)l})
e, (22)
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where, l is the length of the chains that represent the individual, n is the population size
and µ ∈ (0,1) is the mutation rate. dxe is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
Studniarski [25] showed that for multi-objective optimization, the (possibly unknown)
number m of these solutions is bounded from below by some known positive integer m̄.
Suppose also that there exists a number β ∈ (0,1/m̄), an upper bound for the number
of iterations t is given by:

t ≥ d ln(1−α)

ln(1− (m̄β)l)
e. (23)

If no non-trivial lower bound m̄ is known, we may always use m̄ = 1.

5 Experimental Results

This section consist of the following subsections, fist we describe the study case. Sec-
ond, we introduce the parameters we have used in terms of GA configuration. Third,
convergence analysis of multi-objective GA is given and last, we present the effects of
welding sequence optimization over the quality variables we targeted before.

5.1 Study Case

We chose a study case of welding a mounting bracket shown in Fig. 7 and 8 which
is typically used in telescopic jib [5], automotive industries [26,12]. We conducted
a simulation experiment of GMAW using popular Simufact R© welding software. For
details about the software, please see [13]. We implemented a multi-objective GA
algorithm for choosing the best welding sequence having minimum weighted linear
combination of structural deformation and effective residual stress and we demonstrated
the effects of welding sequence on the weld quality (structural deformation and effective
stress) by analyzing the structural deformation and residual stress caused by welding of
the four sequences (best, second best, worst and second worst found by GA). Fig. 7
shows geometries of different mounting brackets that can be found frequently in heavy
equipment, vehicles, ships, and Fig. 8 illustrates the engineering drawing with all spec-
ifications of the mounting bracket used in this experiment.

Fig. 7. Different mounting brackets in the market.
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Fig. 8. Study case with 8 seams.

5.2 Parameters Used for this Study

Table 3 shows the GA parameters used in the simulation experiment. We considered 7
generations to converge the GA, initial population size as 6, crossover probability as
50%. We copy three best candidates of the current generation to the next generation us-
ing elitism based selection mechanism. We implemented single point cross-over method
for new sample reproduction. We also implemented single bit string mutation operator
and changed the welding direction of a randomly selected welding seam instead of
welding seam itself to avoid the repetition of the welding seam in the sequence.

Table 3. GA parameters.

Parameter Value
Initial population size 6
Generations 7
Elitism candidates 3
Crossover % 50%
Mutation operator bit string
Crossover operator single point
Qty of seams 8
Possible welding directions 2

5.3 Convergence Analysis of Multi-objective GA

We carried out a multi-objective GA experiment for seven generations and conducted
the convergence analysis. Fig. 9, 10 11 illustrate the behaviors of the four individuals
(best, second best, worst and second worst) in terms of deformation, effective stress
and multi-objective criteria as mentioned in equation 13. Elitism based selection method
expedites the convergence of the GA. Figures show the monotonically decreasing values
of the deformation over seven generations.

The best, second best, worst and second worst sequences are (+6, -5, -2, +8, -1, +7,
-3, -4),(-6, -5, -2, +7, -3, +8, -4, -1), (-4, -3, +8, -1, -6, -5, -2, +7) and (-3, +8, -1, -6, -5, -2,
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+7, -4) respectively as can be seen in Figure 12. Their maximum structural deformation
and effective residual stress values are 0.65mm., 0.82mm., 2.0mm., and 2.08mm. and
427.68MPa, 424.40MPa, 425.20MPa, and 425.96MPa respectively as shown in Figures
13 and 14.

To compute the minimum number of iterations necessary to ensure finding an op-
timal solution for GA with a prescribed probability α = 0.98, m̄ = 1, β = 0.9, number
of bits required to represent an individual l = 8 in equation 23, we get t ≥ d6.95e =
7. We conduct the multi-objective GA upto seven iterations since the computational
complexity of the FEM based thermo-mechanical welding simulation approach is com-
putationally very expensive.

Computation time. The average computation time for every individual of the GA
using athermo-mechanical FEA approach using Simufact Welding R©simulation soft-
ware was 30 minutes. This time depends on the convergence of the thermal analysis.

Fig. 9. Deformation.

Fig. 10. Effective Stress.
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Fig. 11. Multi-Objective.

Figure 13 shows deformation distribution patterns for best, second best, second
worst and worst sequences. It is clear that in worst and second worst sequences the
maximum deformation value is greater than the best and second best sequences. More-
over, the distribution pattern is also better in the best ones, because the area near to the
holes in the vertical pieces is less affected to pass a shaft or a bar through those holes.

Fig. 12. Best, second best, worst and second worst sequences and their corresponding maximum
structural deformation and effective stress.

Figure 14 shows effective residual stress distribution patterns for best, second best,
second worst and worst sequences. The patterns are quite similar at the first looking,
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however there are differences in their frequency. The reduction in magnitude is lower
than deformation. It is clear that effective residual stress affects the area close to the
welding seam.

Fig. 13. Deformation patterns for best,second best, second worst and worst sequences.

Fig. 14. Effective residual stress patterns for best,second best, second worst and worst sequences.
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Fig. 15 shows the values of the two terms, w1 f1 and w2 f2 of the multi-objective
function over seven iterations of GA. This graph shows that the dynamic weighted
method ensures an equitable treatment of each objective [7]. In this experiment, we
always have |w1 f1−w2 f2| ≤ 0.07 as shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 illustrates the Pareto
front at iteration 1, 4 and 7.

Results of the Pareto front shown in Fig. 16 demonstrate that both structural defor-
mation and effective stress cannot be simultaneously reduced, decreasing the value of
one increases the value of the other and vice versa. In this study, utilizing iterative dy-
namic weight selection based multi-objective GA, we find the optimal weight between
deformation and effective residual stress through fair treatment of both of them.

Fig. 15. w1 f1 and w2 f2 over dynamic weighted based multi-objective GA.

Fig. 16. Pareto Front.

5.4 Effects of Welding Sequence on Welding Process Optimization

Fig. 17, 18 and 19 demonstrate the normalized frequency of the deformation, effective
residual stress and Multi-objective function (Equation 13) values of the best, second
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Fig. 17. Deformation.

Fig. 18. Effective Stress.

Fig. 19. Multi-Objective.

best, worst and second worst sequences respectively. Fig. 20, 21 and 22 demonstrate the
deformation, effective residual stress and multi-objective values of these four sequences
respectively in terms of the percentage if we consider the value of the worst sequence
(red color bar) as 100%. Fig. 20, 21, and 22 illustrate that best sequence (blue color bar)
achieves∼80% maximum structural deformation,∼15% maximum effective stress and
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∼60% maximum multi-objective values over worst sequence (red color bar) respec-
tively. Fig. 20, 21, and 22 also demonstrate that both best and second best sequences
obtains substantial reduction of maximum structural deformation, effective stress and
multi-objective values over worst and second worst sequences (red and black bars are
much taller than blue and green bars). This result clearly demonstrates that welding
sequence has significant effect on welding optimization technique.

Fig. 20. Deformation.

Fig. 21. Effective Stress.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Structural deformation and effective residual stress defines a measurement of quality in
terms of welded structures. In this research, we developed and implemented a multi-
objective GA based on welding sequence optimization. Both structural deformation
and effective residual stress have been combined. We exploited a multi-objective fitness
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Fig. 22. Multi-Objective.

function which consists of the linear combination of the inverse of the structural defor-
mation and effective residual stress have been linearly combined and the optimal weight
between them are dynamically selected in an iterative manner ensuring an equitable
treatment of both structural deformation and effective stress.

A thermo-mechanical FEA was used to compute the structural deformation and
effective residual stress. The three sequential steps of GA: selection, crossover and
mutation were tailored for welding sequence optimization to facilitate convergence and
avoiding the repetition of the weld seam in the sequence.

An elitism selection approach was implemented by copying the three best individu-
als into the next generation to expedite the convergence as well as preserving the good
chromosomes which have high probability to offer optimal solution. We implemented
a sequential string searching algorithm to adjust the single point crossover algorithm
for the welding sequence optimization to avoid the repetition of single bead into the
welding sequence. For the similar reason, we only changed the direction of the welding
seam instead the welding seam itself. We computed and executed minimum number
of iterations necessary for finding the optimal solution of the GA based on the general
Markov chain model of GA.

We carried out a simulation experiment on a mounting bracket which its design
is widely used in vehicles and other applications. Experiments were conducted on a
structure with eight weld seams. Results of Pareto front demonstrate that both structural
deformation and effective residual stress cannot be simultaneously reduced. Experi-
mental results illustrate that best welding sequence can reduce significant amount of
structural deformation (∼80%) and residual stress (∼15%) over worst sequence.

This research launched multiple new directions to the welding sequence optimiza-
tion. In future, we would like to incorporate other important characteristics to measure
the quality of welded structures such as temperature, robot time and robot path for weld-
ing sequence optimization. Information about the structural deformation and effective
residual stress after welding each seam in a sequence needs to be investigated.
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